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CHIEF ENGINEER 
DUNLAP 

Guarantee 
You a JOB 

and a 

50 % RAISE 
GO INTO ELECTRICITY! Make $75 to $200. a week bossing Elec-
trical jobs. The world's biggest, most fascinating business NEEDS 
YOU. I have made it easy for you to become a successful ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERT, right in your own home, in spare time! And I 
guarantee to place you in an Electrical job, at 5,1% raise in pay or to 
refund your money! No other school has ever dared to guarantee you 
a job anti a raise, as we do! 

(Train You At Home! 
Any man under 40 years, with only 
common schooling, can win success 

and p:omotion with Dunlap 
training. It is the most com-
plete, the most up-to-date, the 
most valuable on earth! We 
train you on actual Electrical 
JOBS. so you get the theory at 
the sail,: time as you get the 
practice. My instruction is easy 
to undcn-stand, rapid. 

Chief Engineer DUNLAP 

Electrical Division 

AMERICAN SCHOOL 
Dept. [969 Drexel Ave. 14 58th 

Clhicago, III. 

MI Mil MN MI BIM 111111 

PAY-RAISING COUPON! 

Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division, 
American School, 

Dept. E969, Drexel Ave. and 58th, Chicago. 
Rush frce Electrical book, $63 Free Scholarship 
offer, copy of your guaramee of a Job and a 
.9Y.7e raise azul complete inicrmation about Dun. 
lap•trainiug in Electricity. 

  Name 

  St. No, 

 City  State 

$63 Scholarship 
FREE !Mail coupon immedi-e ately and save $63 cash. 

I will send you my big 
Free Boak and copy of my guarantee 
to place you in an Electrical job at 
50% rai-e in pay after you complete 
my trainirg. Here is the chance 
you've been wailing for to get into 
the Electrical business, to head for big 
pay and independence. Don't let 
lack of ready money or anything else 
keep you back. Mail coupon imme-
diately! 

22 
World-famous Electrical Engineers 

helped me build this training. 
No one man on earth knows everything about every 
subject in Electricity. So to give you the Idnil of 
training that will surely lead you to success and big 
pay. I have bad the help of mon from the follcwing 
groat corporatiars and Universities, each an AU• 
THORITY in lus subject: 

9. Columbia University.. 
It. Dartmouth Collette. 
II. Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. 
12. Lehigh University. 
13. University of 'Vermont. 
14. Armour Institute of Tech-

nologY. 
15. University of Kansas. 

and mail, others. 

2. Commonwealth Edison Co. 
3. Crocker Wheeler Ca. 
4. Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co. 
5. American Telephone & 

Telegraph Co. 
6. Westinchause Electric & 

Mt g. Co. 
7. Western Electr e Co. 
8. Underwriters Laboratories, 

Inc. 

Get 4 Electrical Outfits 
Dunlap JOB-METHOD training is built 
around four Electrical Outfits which I rttl 
you as a part of this course. You learn by 
doing actual Electrical jobs with this equip-
ment. Includes house-wiring. bell-wiring, elec-
tric light, Radio and motor 
outfits. I guarantee to 
supply the most elaborate, 
costly and complete outfits 
ever given by any home 
study electrical school. 

Turn my training 
into money Quick! 
In your eleventh lesson. within a 
few weeks azter Yon SA TRT raking 
my training. I will g;Ye you site-
rial InszrartIon in ELEr 
and ILiI310 .1011S, sa you can go 
right out and make encugh 
money In your spare t m? to 
pay fer this course and nave 
plenty left over. Ea,ir terms. 
combined with me '' Eern 
yrui Learn'' job lessons p1.0 
this mond,r. 
ful training 
within your 

reach! 
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Drawn from an actual photograph 
furnished by graduate student A. 
Malanyan, Detroit, Michigan. 

You Too, Can Get the Big Jobs 

n 
Tooke" Trained MYeaenrElyr 
$300 o 5 Electricity 
"Cooke" Talks 
on Electricity. 

No. 4 
The Electric Light tual Power Com-
panies in the United States are now 
serving 14 customers in 16 
thousand communities. 
Six billion dollars are invested in 

this branch of the industry alone 
and more than 754 millions of new 
capital will be required this year to 
complete new plants and extend ser-
vice to meet the large and constant-
ly growing demand. 
Of the 25 million homes in the U. 

S. 12 million are now wired for the 
use of electricity. Others are being 
wired at the rate of more than a mil-
lien a year, and very few new homes 
are being built without electric light-
ing and provisions tor the use of 
electric appliances. 
The electrical energy generated in 

1912 was about 11 billion kilowatt 
bears. In 1924 it will total almost 60 
billion kilowatt hours—an increase 
of nearly 450 per cent. 
The U. S. government census re-

port covering the 10 year period 
from 1910 to 1920 showed an increase 
in population of 15 per cent. In the 
same ten years the customers of the 
Electric Light and Power Com-
panies increased 270 per cent and 
the amount of electrical energy used 
increased 350 per cent—as increase 
twenty times larger than the in-
crease in population. 
Watch this space every month for 

other astounding facts on other 
branches of Electricity—the world's 
greatest industry the world's 
greatest opportunity. 

Now you earn $20 or $30 or $40 a week. In the same 
six days as an Electrical Expert you can make $70 to $200 
and make it easier — not work half so hard. Why then 
remain in the small- pay game, in a line of work that 
offers no chance, no big promotion, no big income? Fit 
yourself for a "Bossing" job— 

Be an "Electrical Expert" 
Today even ordinary Electricians— the "screw driver" 

kind—are making money—big money. But it's the trained 
man—the man who knows the whys and wherefores of 
Electricity — the "Electrical Expert"— who is picked to 
"boss" the ordinary Electricians— to boss the Big Jobs 
—the jobs that pay. 

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year 
Get in line for one of these "Big Pay Jobs" by enrolling now for 

my easily-learned, quickly-grasped, right-up-to-the-minute, Spare' 
Time Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. 

Age or Lack of Experience 
No Drawback 

You don't have to be a High School Graduate— it isn't even 
necessary that you should have finished the grades. As Chief Engi-
neer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of 
training you need, and I will give you that training. My course in 
Electricity is the most simple, thorough, successful and practical in 
existence, and offers every man, regardless of age, education or pre. 
yious experience, the chance to become. in a few short months, an 
"Electrical Expert" able to make from $70 to $200 a week. 

Earn While You Learn 
With me you do practical work—at once. In my ii-st few lessons 

I show you how to make money doing Electrical work in your spare 
time. Over half of my students are paying for their course in this 
way.) I show you, also, how to get started in business for yourself 
and then I help you to get started, 

ELECTRICAL FREE WORKING OUTFIT FREE 
To do spare time work you'll need tools, etc. These I give you— 

FREE—a whole kit, including measuring instrument, a real electrical 
motor (no toy) and other things—the greatest value ever given by 
any School. 

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
by a Million Dollar Institution 
1 absolutely guarantee to return every penny paid me 

in tuition if, when you bave finished nut Course. >ou are 
not satisfied in every way with my instruction.. And 
back of me, in my guarantee stands the Chicago Engi. 
neering Works, a million dollar institutkm. 

Nothing Like "Cooke" 
Training Anywhere 

"Cooke" training is different because it's the most 
practical and most auccessful. It's best bemuse We 
backed up by the greatest Service to students ever known. 
It's this Service plus "Cooke" training that makes the 
"Cooke" trained mar. the " Big-Pay" man everywhere. 
Beenme a "Cooke' • Trained Man yourself, and earn 112 
to $30 a day-610 to 1200 a week-83,500 to 310.0110 a year. 

Investigate! Mail Coupon 
Get the Vital Facts. Let me send you free my big new 

book on The Future of Electricity. Let me tellyou more 
about the big demand for "Cooke" trained Electrical 
Experts. Sign and send me coupon 

1.4 COOKE, Chief Engineer 

Chicago Engineering 
Works, Inc. 

Dept. 21» 

Mail 
this 
Coupon 
for mj 
FREE 
BOOK 

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago 

a 1111 MI al 
41, L. L. COOKE, • CbieiEntinerr,Chicage 
Engineering Works, Dept, S 219 2150 Lawrence 

Avenue, aim°. ILL 

# Dear Sr: Send me at once 
full par iculars of your Free 
Outfit OE or: also your Free 

book,T he ' Vital Facts' of E lee-
tricity.No obligation on my part. 

Address .................. ........ 

illeOccupatio„ 
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Examine this Library for 10 Days Free 
We want to place these books in your hands 

for 10 Days' Free Examination. No expense to 
you—we pay all the charges—take all the risk. 

It is only by seeing them and actually trying 
them out in your woi-k that you can judge the 
value of the books to you. 

Fill in and mail the coupon below. The books 
will be sent to you by return mail. 

! ereMaggifeer j. 
•••••• 

ty.cuucm, FIECUICA' :LECTRICM aECTRICA4 
TmEWCI tgua. KmeNa miDie 
AND AND AND AND AND 

PEPAIR REPAIR KEPAIR AEPAIR 

Electrical Maintenance and Repair 
5 volumes -- . 736 pages - 1818 illustrations— library binding 

These five volumes contain the largest collection of 
practical methods for electrical repair and maintenance 
men ever put together in book form. 

Every one of the books is jammed from cover to cover 
with good, sound, how-to-do-it information—the kind you 
have to have when anything goes wrong. 

They cover every phase of electrical repair and main-
tenance work from armature winding to the correction 
of brush troubles. And the treatment is always from 
the practical man's standpoint. 

Fundamental laws and rules are discussed when neces-
sary but there is no hard-to-understand theory or dis-
cussion of design. All of the material presented in these 
five books has been obtained from actual experiences. 
The library outlines the practical remedies that have 
been applied by repairmen all over the country in the 
solving of puzzling electrical problems. 

 These books tell you  
How to replace commutator segments— 
How to connect an induction motor 
winding to meet any condition of 
voltage phase, frequency and speed— 

How to check this reconnection to 
know if the motor will operate under 
the new condition— 

How to draw a diagram for any wind-
ing— 

Ten most common defects in windings-
How to locate defects— 
How to figure a new winding for an 

01(1 core— 
How frequency affects winding and 

How performance is affected by a 
change in winding— 

How to find out what the trouble is 
when a motor or generator will not 
run— 

How to remedy the trouble--
How to keep electrical machines in 

first-class operating condition— 
How to re-arrange a three-wire system 

to reduce voltage fluctuations 
How to test meters— 
How to turn down a commutator— 
How to insert spare transformer in 

star-delta group— 
nosy to remove defective field coils--

hid /rundreds of other practical 
methods and kinks 

ÏIRING 
4AGRAMS 
, 0 P 

CTRICAL 

PP/Ma US 
A1:17, 

STALICIONS 

,.‘,¡,14NAioTuNRGE 

'''elT°R TUT 
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Seven good reasons why you 
should have these books 

sS Send me the LIBRARY 
e OF ELECTRICAL 

6. They present information that will help you get ,---
.:, PAIR jahipping charges pre-
eee' MAINTENANCE AND Re 

pn1d), for 10 (laws free examina-
better service out of your electrical equipment. ,.., thon.  satisfactory, I will senti 

7. They give you tables, data, kinks that you .e- 19.00 in ten days anti $2 per 'month s until the special price of $14.00 1114 

will find of priceless value every (l se ay on , hut paid. If n n not wanted, I will write 
every job. .. . ,••• vou for return shipping. instructions. 

/ 5 rit plainly and till in all lines.) 

No money in advance f 
ze Name  Small monthly payments e  e 

send us 12.00 in ten days. The balance may see Rome Address.   If you keep these books after looking them over 

b n.. paid in monthly instalments of $2.00 until e e 
the price of the library —11-1.00—ie paid. ,9::. City and State  
Send for the books today. Fill in and ,r,e 

mail the coupon. No money down—no e 
agents. You simply agree to return e'  Employai By  
the books, postpaid, in ten days or ...::' 

monthly payment plan. e Occupation   
es. 

EXP. 12-1-7.4 
remit for them on our convenient 

e e e e e 
,S 

lI 
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1. The five books in this library discuss actual repair jobs and show / 
you step by step what to do when anything goes wrong. :tee 

e 
2. They show you how to locate and remedy motor and generator ." 
troubles. ..•• ...'s McGraw- Hill 

,eeese 37 eventh Ave. 

Book Co., Inc., 

3. They show you how to reconnect motors to meet any condi-
tion of voltage, phase, frequency and speed. e s S', 

„• machinery troubles. 

New York. Gentlemen: 
4. They give you suggestions for preventing electriml / ¡ 

5. They cover fully the rewinding of motors. 
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u you are a dealer, 
cheek here. 

THE EXPERIMENTER READERS' BUREAU 

Time and Postage Saver 
TN every issue of THE EXPERI-
MENTER you undoubtedly see 

numerous articles advertised about 
which you would like to have further 
information. 

To sit down and write an individual 
letter to each of these respective con-
cerns, regarding the article on which 
you desire information, would be quite 
a task. 

As a special service to our readers, we 
will write the letters for you, thus sav-
ing your time and money. 

Just write the names of the products 
about which you want information, and 
to avoid error the addresses of the man-
ufacturers, on the coupon below and 
mail it to us. 

If the advertiser requires any money 
or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing 
charges on his catalogue or descriptive 
literature, please be sure to enclose the 
correct amount with the coupon. 

We will transmit to the various adver-
tisers your request for information on 
their products. 

This service will appear regularly 
every month on this same page in 
THE EXPERIMENTER. 

If there is any Manufacturer not ad-
vertising in this month's issue of 
THE EXPERIMENTER from whom 
you would like to receive literature, 
write his name, address and the prod-
uct in the special section of the cou-
pon below. 

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE 

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU 
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 

Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information 
as advertised in the issue of TIIl IX PERINII:NTER. 

NAME ADDRESS 
(Street—City—State) 

on their product 

List here specific article on 
which you wish literature. 

If Catalogue 
of complete 
line is want-
ed, check in 
this column. 

If you desire any special information from a .manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear 
in this month's issue, use this space. 

Your own name here  

Address  

City  State  
12-24 
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Learn Electricie 

Earn $60 to $200 a Week 
Why work at dull uninteresting work, at low pay, with no future? In 12 weeks I will train you for a big pay job where you 
can command $60 to $200 a week as a COYNE TRAINED MASTER ELECTRICAL EXPERT or you can go in business for yourself 
with very small capital and make up to $15,000 a year. Men trained as I train them are in demand everywhere. The great 
development of the Electrical industry makes the demand for trained men tremendous. Big opportunii ies and advancement 
for those who prepare now. The Coyne school was founded 26 years ago and my thousands of SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES are living proofs of 
what my training can do for ANY AMBITIOUS man. Many of these fellows will tell you in my big free book what Coyne has done for them. 

Complete Electrical Training in 12 Weeks 
I train you thoroughly on the greatest outlay of ACTUAL You Don't Need Education or Experience 
ELECTRICAL machinery ever assembled in any school. You work You don't need a lot of schooling to master my course. Yc a don't have 
with your hands on all kinds of Electrical apparatus,door bells, house to be a high school graduate or even a grammar school graduate. My 
wiring, armatures, switchboards, dynamos. everything to make you method of instruction is clear and plain and yet thorough, 
an all around ELECTRICAL EXPERT. This REAL WORK .?-1"._1› and if you can understand plain English I will make you an 
with REAL tools, on REAL m achinery trains you many - '' electrical expert even though you haven't a lot of education 
times FASTER, many times MORE THOROUGH than try- or any previous electrical experience. 
ing to learn in the field or by books or lessons. 
No Books—No Lessons— No Classes Coyne Trains You For Life You get a free life scholarship wit. ch enables you to stay 

—You Do Actual Work! longer than the required time if you care to. or you may 
return at any tionetotake up new work I am constant-

I do not attempt to teach you by books or lessons. I train you ly adding to my school to make it I he most modern 
to work with your head and hands on the same kind of Elec- 4 . at all times. 
trical Machinery used in power houses, industrial plants and 
on the outside, under actual working conditions, with in Earn While You Learn 
structors at your side. I have no classes, every student My employment department will assist you to 
gets individual training. a part time job where you can make a good 

Free Radio and Auto Course part of your living expenses while train-ing, and they will assist you to get a 
For a short time only I am including ABSOLUTELY FREE BIG PAY job on graduation. 
my big new Radio Course and Auto. Truck and Tractor 
Electrical Course. H.C.LEW1S.President Get My Free Boon This big handsome lieu' COYNE book just off the press—size 12x15 inches— 

shows aetual photographs of my big shops. 
Costs me a dollar to print, but it's yours 
FREE if you mail coupon. You owe it 

Electrical School to yourself to get the 
1300-1310 W. Harrison St., Dent. 157.9, CHICAGO. ILL . facts. 

Address  

Town.  

Zee  

H C. LFWIS 
COYNE 

El.ctrical Schiol 
130GISW.Ha,r.sosSi. 

Dept. 157.9 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Sir :—Please send 
me absolutely FREE 

your big new book and 
full partieulaiw of your 

two extra courses FREE. 

wmele•••• 
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To Practical Men and Electrical Student -

71/4 
// , / 
// 

Yorke Burgess, founder and head of the famous 
elec.trical school bearing his name, has prepared 
a pocket-size note book especially for the practical 
man and those who are taking up the study of 
electricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of 
electrical machinery and connections, over two 
hundred formulas for calculations, and problems 
worked out showing how the formulas are used. 
This data is taken from his personal note book, 
which was made while on different kinds of work, 
and it will be found of value to anyone engaged 
in the electrical business. 

The drawings of connections for electrical appa-
ratus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes, 
Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Revers-
ible Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers, 
Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic 
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for 
Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connec-
tions for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo 
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also, 
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters, 
Delta and Star Connections and Connections for 
Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting 
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all 
kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls 
where Three and Four Way Switches are used. 

The work on Calculations consists of Simple 

Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical 
Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances, 
Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel 
Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire 
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Informa-
tion regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur-
poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations, 
Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and 
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power 
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring 
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo 
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calcu-
lating Size of Pulleys. 

Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding 
Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency, 
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors, 
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Con-
ductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag 
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line 
Transformers. 

The book, called the -Burgess Blue Book, - is 
published and sold by us for one dollar ($ 1.00) 
per copy, postpaid. If you wish one of the books, 
send us your order with a dollar bill, check or 
money order. We know the value of the book 
and can guarantee its satisfaction to you by return-
ing your money if you decide not to keep it after 
having had it for five days. 

THE McCLURE PUBLISHING CO. Dept. W-720 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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k.=,-,71HERE is hardly anything more fascinating 
3 I today than experimentation. Whether one 

is interested in electricity, radio or chem-
- -I istry, each of these fields presents huge pos-

sibilities to the wide-awake individual. Whether you 
experiment for pleasure or otherwise, sooner or later 
you will be able to make your experimentation pay 
if you proceed along the right paths. 
The writer started experimenting in electricity at 

the age of seven and has been at it ever since. What-
ever success he may have achieved can probably be 
traced directly to his experimental work. At the age 
of thirteen he had a well-equipped electrical labora-
tory, and there was hardly a day that he was not 
engaged in some sort of experimentation. But the 
great lesson that the writer wishes to preach is the 
following: 
Whatever experimenting you do, plan it out before-

hand and know why you are experimenting. It is all 
right to make various kinds of experiments, but it is 
not all right if you do not know why you are doing 
it and what goal you wish to arrive at. And right 
here it is important to say that you will not be a 
successful experimenter unless you can keep at it 
continuously, and unless you can accustom yourself 
to systematic and assiduous work. Experimenting at 
best is always strenuous labor, whether done for 
pleasure or professionally. For that reason, one of 
the first rules to remember is that whatever you do 
should be done in a well-planned manner, never in 
a haphazard way. 

Think out all of the steps beforehand and, most 
important of all, lay out your work on paper, 
mapping out all the successive stages. Then, before 
you touch anything, be sure that you have all the 
materials at hand. There is nothing more distract-
ing, more annoying and more conducive to failure 
than to start working out a certain experiment with-
out having all the material necessary to carry it out. 
As a rule, such experiments are doomed to failure. 
All of your materials must be ready, and not until 
then will experimenting seem a pleasure rather than 
hard work. If you can take yourself in hand and 
form this excellent habit you will have no trouble 
in your experiments and you will achieve success 
many more times than if you go ahead without 
planning beforehand. 
The next most important thing to remember is 

notes. Such outstanding inventors as Edison, De-
Forest, and many others make it a rule never to per-
form any experiment, no matter how insignificant, 
without making notes. When the writer visited Mr. 
Edison recently, it became apparent why he achieved 
such success. He had in front of him continuously a 
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small block of yellow note paper, measuring approxi-
mately 51/2X4 inches. As he proceeded he jotted down 
notes. He was careful to date the notes, and nearly 
all of them were initialed by him. In the evening, 
when the day's work is done, Mr. Edison looks over 
his notes and destroys those which he deems of no 
value. The important notes are then handed to Dr. 
Meadowcraft, his secretary, who takes charge of 
them in a systematic manner. These notes are not 
just filed away, but Mr. Edison has them bound in 
book form every month. 
There are hundreds of such small bound volumes 

in Mr. Edison's library and each one is labeled on 
the backbone with the date. If Mr. Edison wishes to 
look up an experiment he made one year or twenty 
years ago he experiences no trouble in locating the 
particular note almost instantly. And these note 
books, by the way, have often won Mr. Edison a 
decision when it came to fighting an infringing 
patent. Often the mere date of making an experi-
ment will prove priority over some other worker who 
may have made the same experiment, but at a later 
date. 

Dr. Lee DeForest, of radio fame, and the inventor 
of the Audion, is also a great note jotter. By reading 
his biography, which is now running serially in 
RADIO NEWS, it will be seen that he started making 
notes of all his experiments while still a mere child. 
He remained faithful to this habit right along and 
has collected thousands and thousands of notes of all 
sorts of experiments. This is probably one of the 
reasons for his success. 
The experimenter who talies no notes and does a 

lot of experimenting is unable to remember new and 
intricate experiments within a few months after 
they have been made; then when the subject comes 
up again, instead of referring to notes, he has to do 
the work all over again, losing valuable time. It is 
much better to look over old notes when one has the 
time and then leisurely pore over these notes and find 
whether improvements can be made on the particular 
experiment. 
The writer advises the young experimenter to 

procure at any stationery store a small book, which 
can be had for 25 cents or less. The writer suggests 
that one note book be kept for every month, even if 
the entire book is not filled up during that period. 
The experimenter will in time, therefore, have a 
handy reference library in which he can look up details 
of any experiment which he has made, no matter how 
far back, which may prove very valuable. Such books 
are really worth their weight in gold, as the writer 
will explain in some future chats with the experi-
menting fraternity. 
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ASIMPLE electrical trick 
which is easy to carry 

out and which will always at-
tract attem ion at electrical 
shows, etc., is the It(itating 
Coin trick. Its operation de-
pends Ilinbn prineiples which 
all electrinms understand. 
namely the principles of the 
elect Mc mot or. 

Purehase at an art bric-
a-bra( store a fair sized statue 
of Buddha with an altar at 
the front of the base. Hollow 
out this altar about half an 
inch deep and one inch wide, 
as shown in the illustration. 
Mount two co intact s ii pp( e-
site sides of the hole, solder-
ing leads to them and running 
them down through the base. 
Hollow out a place for a per-
manent magnet in the base so 
that the lines of force from 
the magnet will cut amiss the 
hole in the altar. 

Fill the hole with clean 
mercury so that the contacts 
are just covered ami place a 
new clipper coin in the mer-
cury. Now if a direct current 
is passed through the mer-
cury the coin will rotate, the 
direction of rotation depend-
ing on the direction of the 
current with respect to the 
permanent magnet. Changing 
the direction of the current 

crhe Rotating Coin 
By C. H. Osterrneier 

Fluorescent Fluid geissler Tube 
By Raymond 13. Wailes 

M ANY experimenters possess the ordi-
nary lyile of Geissler tubes which do 

not contain ihe fluorescent liquid sealed in 
an outer chamber surrounding the ex-
hausted center tube in which the elec-
trodes are sealed. The simple type of 
Geissler tube can be very re:olily con-

If the manufacturer has not provided fluorescent 
material within your Geissler tube, you can com-
pensate for the deficiency by this ingenious method 
of surrounding the tube with fluorescein. 

verted Into one of the fluorescent-fluid 
types as the illustration shows. 
A glass tube of about 1% or 2 inches 

in diatneter is procured. Its length should 
be a trifle less than the entire glass body 
of the Geissler tube now at hand. A 
length of tubing can be cut very easily 
from a longer piece by means of the 
electric glass cutter as described on page 
5.54 of October, 1923 issue of PRACTICAL 
ELECTRICS. 

will change the rotation of 
the coin. 
The ugly god looking down 

at the turning penny produces 
a very weird effect. 

A rotating penny, floating in mer-
cury on the altar of this Oriental 
god, lends a mysterious air to the 
idol. An invisible permanent mag-
net and an electric current sent 
through the mercury and the penny 
make of the arrangement a minia-
ture electric motor, of which the 
penny is the armature. 

The Oriental god as shown 
here is Buddha, I he great ex-
ponent of t ie value of quiet 
and meditation. A very emi-
nent lawyer fence told the 
writer that a thought was 
worth many hours of reading. 
There are many readers who 
measure their efficiency and 
the value of their lives by the 
books they read, but it really 
is in a e4ense impoverishing to 
the mind to rely too much on 
hook,. 
Elsewhere we are deserib-

ing the work of Faraday, and 
here w.' have the great Indian 
god meditating on an experi-
ment really dictated by Fara-
day's work. The coin rotates 
mysteriously, and it was Fara-
day who evolved the theory 
liv whit- it ps rotation was ex-
plained. It makes an attrae-
I i ve exhibit ion. 

QuickoAction Alarm Switch 
By Jacob Raible 

This glass tube of large diameter ft-ins •"/"" HE switch shown here is for alarm 
the outer chamber in which the fluorescent 1 clock operation. It is fastened to the 
liquid is placed and should be fitted to wall with four little screws and the line 
the Geissler tube by corks as shown, two wires connected to it. About six inches 
being required. on either side of the switch a nail or 
Many liquids can be used in the outer pin Is driven into the wall to hang titi-
CORK GLASS TUBE CORK clock on, with its face toward the wall, 

or it may stand on a table. 
The little hook on the end of the chain 

Çi:lt I it 7111TrIlliTlienium 
- - - - - - 

GEISSLER TUBE -SOLUTION 

No extraordinary apparatus is required for con-
verting the ordinary Geissler into the fluorescent 
type. A glass tube surrounding the Geissler tube 
contains the necessary fluorescent liquid. 

chamber whiell has just been made. 
Quinine solutions ; try easily procured and 
are inexpensive. To make a fluorescent 
quinine solution, stir the eontenis of a five 
grain "quinine" capsule into about half a 
cup of water to which a few drops of aeid 
such as sulphuric. have been added. The 
ordinary storage I,at tery acid can be used. 
This renders the "quinine" soluble. The 
resulting solution is then used directly in 
the outer chamber. 
A solution of fluorescein in water to 

which a little sodium hydroxide or eaustic 
soda has been added produces a beautiful 
glow when the Geissler tube is operated 
by means of the usual spark coil. 

Solutions of eosin, fresh stramonium 
leaves, some type of machine oils which 
have the characteristic blue "bloom" or 
bluish hue, all can be used with good re-
sults. A fluorescein solution is the best. 

No alterations or 
special mounting is 
required to adapt an 
alarm clock to the 
operation of an au-
tomatic switch. A 
weight attached to 
the end of a chain 
is released when the 
alarm key turns. 
and in falling opens 
or closes the switch. 

may be put in either end of the switch 
lever, to open or close the circuit as de-
sired. On the other end of the chain is 
a little link and fork hanger to engage 
the alarm wind key so that the motionless 
key will support the weight at the end of 
the chain. 
The end may be forked so that it will 

engage any stiff-blade winding keys or 
there may be a link to take the lie-flush 
kinds. When the chain is in place at 
both ends it will hang in a U-shaped 

(Continued on page 136) 
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Illuminated Watch 
M ANY times a 

person will 
wake up late at night 
and want to know 
what time it is. The 
radium-dial clock is 
gq loci, but it must be 
placed close to the 
bed, otherwise is 
hard to read. A pro-
jector which mill prii-
ject the face of your 
own watch on the 
wall or ceiling of 
your bedroom is 

,lioW11 here. 
First procure the 

lens equipment with 
its mounting froto an 
old magic lantern. or 
lacking this mount 
any lens in a nit ti 
or heavy ea rilltard 
tube so that tlie fo-
cus may la' adjusted. 
will answer the pur-
pose. Then construct 
a wooden box large 
enough to hold four 
flashlight batteri es 
and two six-volt 
lamps, as shown. One 
side of the box should 
have an opening at the bottg th rol wit of the field of tbe lens. Small brads or vi osed SI I the sleel ter. seeing the roversi.d 
which to insert the wt=tch in the certer cleats may be usod on nit' 11(41 (.111 of the imago, must lw ria: dy to correct it mentally. 

onnummununemouniuummuumuumnommuunnommumenoommuninioniumginiiiiiiimmuniondiaiimunimitimmulinanounnumounuounnoundunommumnounnummemumunie 

That laziness ratbrr than necessity is the mother of invention is demonstrated by this ingenious 
device b> means of which you can see the time indicated by your watch at any time in the 
night, without inconvenience. A pear switch lights two lamps in the rase, whereupon an image 
of the illuminated dial of the watch is cast on the ceiling. 

Nil , 

tI ,ATTt — rW4R f1 ( II 

olcj rauarr 

e100.00 Prize Contest 
HIS time we have a brand new 
idea in a contest that should be 
of much interest to all of our 
readers. Since we changed the 

E name of the magazine to THE EXPERI-
• MENTER you will note that :n our two 
E cover illustrations we have used only 

"How to make it" or Experimental 
f. subjects. 

The subject on the November cover 
was "How To Make an Electric Water 

E Finder." The subject on the present 

• cover is "How to Make a Crystal Set 
3 Loud Speaker." Since we changed the 

n• aine we have established the policy 
that every cover will be a "How to 

E. Make It" or experimental idea, this 
3 b• eing more in line with what our read-

. E- ers demand. 
Now we admit that it is not an easy 

thing to get up a good cover every 
!month with a good popular subject. 

The Editors have to worry not a little 
and strain every nerve in order to 

present a new subject every month. 
So we decided to put it up to our read-_ 

_ ers and let them earn money by supply-
- 

à ing us with some of the ideas, hence 
: this prize contest. 

This is what we want: 

(1*) First of all a rough illustra-
tion of the idea, but understand that 
THIS IDEA MUST EMBODY SOME 
NEW OR UNUSUAL EXPERIMENT, 
electrical, chemical or radio. 

(2°) Commonplace ideas will have 
little chance of winning a prize. It is 
the UNUSUAL thing that attracts 
readers to buy the magazine and this 
is what we want to feature on the 
cover. 

(3°) If possilble you should have 

tried the experiment and built the ap-
paratus or instrument yourself. Mere 

CI 

PRIZES 
goo in gold 

1st Prize... .... $30.00 in gold 

2nd "   20.00 " 

3rd "   15.00 " 

4th "   10.00 " 

5th "   5.00 " •6 

El 

suggestions are not greatly favored in 
this contest, although if for any reason 
you should not be able to build the 
device yourself, good drawings might 
then be accepted by the Editors if the 
idea is good. 

(4°) Your entry into the contest 
must be accompanied by a "How to 
make it" article of not more than 2,000 

box t.ri locate the 
watch at the proper 
)oint. 
'rile batteries are 

vonnec;ed in series 
sokiering them to-

gether with small 
wire, and the lamps 
may rils, be con-
nected thus. If stiff 
wire is used no 
si ket s : Ire necessa ry 
to support the small 
Mums. .‘ length of 
lonip cord and a pear 
switch are then con-
nected in el rvil it as 
in the diagram. 

Finish the cabinet 
',Unholy to the bed-
room furniture ; Ind 
set it on the dre:ser 
or table. running the 
cord In OW !it'd. 
The image of t he 
watch. greatt y en-

larged. Will opi}eur 
tu.' ceiling when 

the lens is focused 
right, and the lamps 
are turned on by the 
lea r stvi t vii. The 

in a g e will be 

words, describing the idea in full de-
tail. 

(5°) The article describing the idea 
must be either written in pen or type- .3 
written. No penciled matter can be 
considered. 

(6°) Drawings should be made in 
pen and ink and if photographs of the 3 
design are submitted, such photographs 3 
must not be smaller than 5 inches by 7 1 
inches. e: 

5 (7°) All manuscripts and photo-
graphs must be sent in flat. Rolled 
manuscripts or photographs are not 
acceptable. Entries to this contest can-
not be returned by this magazine. Ideas 
not winning a prize may be published 
in the magazine at our option at regu-
lar space rates. 

(8°) Should two contestants submit 
the same idea, then the same prize will 

be paid to both. 

(9°) Models need not be sent with 
the entry unless the contestant desires 
to do so. 

E 

3 

(10°) This contest is open to all ex-
cept employees of this company and 
their families. 

(11°) This contest cloœs on Febru- E 
ary 1st, 1925, 12 noon. No contributions E 

postmarked at a later date can be con-
sidered. 
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Electric Wool,Silk Tester 
The electroscope, known for two hundred years, has at 

last found practical application! The charged gold leaves 
of the electroscope will remain extended when the appa-
ratus is touched with pure silk or wool, but contact 
through cotton will cause them to collapse, thus giving 
a rapid indication of the quality of the material tested. 

F the benefit of our readers we give 
the above name of an apparatus for 

testing the purity of wool and of silk. 
Pure dry wet il and silk are non-c(mductitrs 
of electricity even at the high potential of 
a static charge. 
The apparatus which we illustrate is a 

gold leaf eleetroscope. The side plates 
operated by the horizontal rods slide in 
and out. Attached to each is a piece of 
gold leaf. There is a central plate parallel 
to the plates, carrying the gold leaf, and 
this is insulated front the case of the in-
strument. A rod of vulcanite is supplied. 
The rods carrying the gold leaf are drawn 
out as far as they will go. 
The first process in using the instrument 

is tu charge it. This is done by rubbing 
the rod of vulcanite against the sleeve 
of the coat (il' animal fabric and 
rubbing it for its length down the edge of 
the button, After one or perhaps two 

or three repetitions of the process, the gold 
leaves, which hitherto lnt ve been t>racti-
cally invisible as they lie against the 
plates, sleing out and stand rigidly hori-
zontal nearly touching the central plate. 

It is the excitation of the plate that 
holds them in this position. If now the 
plate is grounded by touching the button 
with the finger. for instance, the pieces 
of gold leaf Instantly fall, seeming almost 
to disappear. In use, the central plate is 
charged as described. 
The fabric to be tested is touched to the 

button. II' it is pure silk or pure wool 
and of course it must be dry, no effect will 
be produced upon the gold leaf. It will 
stand out horizontally, quite immobile; 
but if there is the least bit of impurity, 
cotton mixture or "loading", the leaves 
will fall instantly. 

It is quite interesting to test different 
silks. Some produce absolutely no effect 

Pneumatic miner's Lamp 
TnERE is a certain amount of danger 

involved in carrying a long electric 
wire through a mine where gas may be 
evolved, and especially where switches are 

.,xvirearrealikringel'a" 

11 I 
zse 

The small turbo-generator used to supply power 
for miners' lamps has a pneumatic-turbine rotor 
and a rotary permanent magnet for the generator 
field, mounted on the same shaft. 

turned on and off and connections made 
and broken. These operations are apt to 
give rise to sparks which if fire-damp is 
present may be the cause of an explosion. 

The illustrations give two views of a 
miner's lamp which is self-contained and 
which operzit es hy the compressed ;di. 
Used in the pneumatic mining machinery 
such as drills and under-cutters. 
The case, wide') is quite compact, con-

tains a turbine to he operated by the com-
pressed air. At to the shaft of tlw 
turbine is the rotor of an electric gen-
erator. The generator is an alternator 
whose field revolves, s') that there are 
no rubbing conlitcts, and the operation 
is entirely inductive. This absolutely 
precludes sparking. 

One of the greatest causes of mine catastro-
phes is removed by this miner's lamp connected 
to a small pneumatic turbo-generator, an mounted 
in a compact case in which a pressure consider-
ably above atmospheric keeps explosive gases from 
coming in contact with the incandescent lamp. 

The lamp and apparatus are sealed in 
by the glass cover, which also protects 
the electric lamp, and the casing is in 
communication with the exhaust side of 
the turbine, so that a constant pressure 
of about two pounds per square inch is 

(Continued on page 136) 

upon the gold leaf ; others give it a slight 
tendency to descend, it may only go down 
a fraction of an inch, while others instant-
ly affect it and it drops. Others cause the 
leaf to drop but it immediately springs 
back. The degree of act ivity gives an idea 
of the purity of the fabric. The manufac-
turers say that science has discovered that 
any material which offers a resistance to 
the passage of electricity, often offers situ-
liar resistance to the passage of heat, and 
silks and woolens are commonly used to 
preserve the heat of our own bodies. 
This apparatus contes from Italy and 

bears the imposing name of The Lana si.to-
scopio, which literally translated, means 
I See Wool Silk. It is certainly a most 
interesting apparatus, a scientific play-
thing, in addition to its practical value. 
Re sure to discharge it and drop the 

gold leaf before pushing In the rods. 

Are 

e; • ' 
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Jt Crystal Set Loud Speaker 

T
HE microphone as a relay of tele-
phonic' currents undoubtedly offers 
more field for research to the radio 
experimenter than any other phase 

of the scienee. Before the debut of the 
vaeuum tube when practically all wire-
It•ss communication was carried on with 
crystal receivers many attempts were 
made to prtaluce a suitable nniertmhimic 
relay for intensifying the received cur-
rents, and thereby increase the range of 
the apparatus. Some very good progress 
was made in this line, but unfortunately 
for the microphone, the vacuum tube made 
its appearance and experimenters turned 
their attention to the tube with the result 
that little work has been done since on 
the microphone. 
The conning of the vacuum tube did 

more than crowd out the mien-phonic 
amplifier; it made radio so in pillar that 
it is now used as a public utility and en-
jtiyed by thousands, and it brought back 
the crystal reeeiver to the many who do 
not desim lhe more expensive tulx, sot s. 
And these crystal users are busy at work 
in perfecting the microphone for ampli-
fying purposes. In the very near future 
we inlay expect ri crystal receiver that 
stweessfully operates a loud speaker by 
making use of the sensitive mieroplsaw. 
In fact some of the urdir plume ¡ chi vs 
shown in the illustrations will do this 
now but they have a few draw-betelts that 
make them undesirable for universal use. 
It only remains for the fraternity of ex-
perimenters to perfect the devire. 

In our illustrations we show several 
forms of microphone maplitiers. These 
are given as a basis for experimenters to 

work on. 
Perhaps the simplest forin of relay is 

that shown at Fig. 1, comprising a micro-
phone lmtton attached to the diaphragm 
of a telephone receiver. The complete 
crystal receiver eircuit is shown in this 
illustration. Although the scheme works 
with a fair degree of success it is very 
critical In adjustment and the adjustment 
is not permanent. With its use a low re-
sistanee loud speaker is required, one of 
about five to ten olims resistance. Those 
Wip 1 have the old style Magnavox. having 
a field eleetrielll:Ignet excited by a battery, 
can easily adapt it to this eirruit by dis-
connecting the input transformer. The 
floating cr tit attached to the diaphragm of 
lid-, loud spetiker has about the correct 

,t;trive for this work. Otherwise it 

LOW RESISTANCE_. 
LOUD SPEAKER 

DET ECTOR 

MICROPHONE 
BUTTON 

101 
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONE 

FIG. I 
An elementary form of microphone relay that 

gives good results on strong signals. This blue 
makes use of the well-known transmitter button 
mounted on the diaphragm of a telephone receiver. 
A low resistance loud speaker is used. 

Photographic view of a microphone relay con-
structed in the EXPERIMENTER LABORATORY. 
The microphone contact takes place between a 
pointed carbon pencil and a carbon diaphragm. 
A steel disc is cemented to the underside of the 
carbon diaphragm so as to be actuated by the tele-
phone magnets. 

The following instruments will be re-
quired for conducting these experiments: 

1 crystal receiving set. 
1 Baldwin phone. 
1 Rico 1,000 ohm phone with meted 

cap. 
Rasco carbon diaphragms, with 
carbon grains and carbon balls. 

1 transmitter button, Skinderviken 
or Newman-Stern. 

1 Itiw resist:1111.o loud speaker. 
1 telephone induction coil or modu-

lation transformer. 

will be necessary to procure a low resis-
tance loud speaker re some other make or 
to rewind ni standard radio loud speaker 
for this purpose. 

It is a simple matter to rewind a loud 
speaker magnet for five rehms. First take 
the instrument apart and remove the tine 
wire on the bobbins. Then rewind the 
bobbins with No. :26 enameled copper wire. 
The resistanee of the finished matmet is 
not critical. Simply wind as many turns 
as possible tin the pole pieces and connect 
them as they were before. 
Those who do not desire to rewind their 

loud speaker may obtain good results by 
using a step-up transformer between the 
microphone and higli resistanee loud 
speaker. Although the arrangement is 
not nearly as good as when using a low 
resistance loud speaker without the trans-
former, it will be suitable for conducting 
experiments with tine microphone and will 
in no way affect the results. For this 
purpose a transformer having a low resis-
tance primary and a high resistance sec-

Clyde J. Fitch 

ondary is required. A modulation trans-
former surir as is used for radio tele-
phone transnnissitin WI irk or a telepinene 
inducfitin coil will he suitable. A suitable 
transformer may be constructed as shown 
in Fig. 2. It el insists of an irtin wire core 
four inches long by three-eighths inches 
in diameter. The itriumry winding con-
sists of four layers of No. 2l; ('. C. wire 
wound directly on the core. Paper insula-
tion is phieed over the primary and the 
entire space between the two end blocks 
is tilled With No. 32 enameled wire. 

Ceiing back to our microphone experi-
ments, it waS found that the scheme 
slittwn at Fig. 1 did not work very well 
unless the input currents were very 
strong.. In fact a wea.: station will 
hardly lie audible. The reason is that the 
button Is eomparatively teavy and does 
not fullow audio vibrations of sunlit ampli-
tude. In order to amplify weak currents, 
a very light contact is required, and the 
contact between a portion of et tungsten 
lamp fillommt and a polished carbon plate 
is excellent. This is cicarly shown at 
Fig. 3. The tungsten flirtaient is attached 
directly to the t.liaphragn • and it is not 
iii ' mi  enough to in with the vihra-
lions. To attach the wile, it is best to 
solder one end of the dieueiragm. A piece 
of a polished carlion diaphragm is used 
for the other electrode. The pressure be-
tween this and the wire is made adjust-
able by the adjustment serew, as shown. 
This nwthod gives very good results. 

The • volume and quality of the repro-
duced music depends largely upon the 
pressure and the current flowing through 
tine continet. One dry cell is sufficient for 
line operation. whereas in Fig. 1 three dry 
cells are required. 
A very simple microphone amplifier con-

struoted in the ExeEnuiEsTea LABORA-
T01:1S is shown in Fig. 4. This amplifier 
is also shown on our cover illustration. 
Winn used with ei good crystal receiver 
lu ni-mr broadeasting stations were received 
wir grted volume on a loud speaker. 
This amplifier is so etsily constructed 

that it wtmld be advisable for experi-
menters to make two or t tree and operate 
them in easeaff... A "Mott" loud speaker 
phone unit is used because this phone links 
a metal ceip. The iron diaphragm is re-
mtived and a carbon diaphragm substi-
tuted. "Before clamping the carbon itirr-
phragni in place a disc of iron five-eightlis 
te nit inch in id:1111(1er cut from the iron 
diaphragm is cemented to the center of 
the carbon diaphragm. To do this roughen 
the surface of Ihe iron dise by criss-cross-
ing the disk milli et sharp knife point: 

4"  

•se:;elle't *tetertes,<::: 

— 

-IfielleeneMen, 
5 

FI G Z 
Details of a microphone transformer. By means 

of this instrument a high resistance radio loud 
speaker may be used for conducting these experi-
ments. 

5 4:1 
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TUNGST EN FILAMENT 

ADJUSTING SCREW 

r 2-1G BRASS 
STRIP 

TO f3ATTERY AND 
LOW RESISTANCE 
LOUD SPEAKER 

The construction of a super-sensitive microphone 
relay comprising a portion of a tungsten lamp 
filament in contact with a carbon button. A very 
light contact is obtained, and the weight of the 
tungsten wire does not interfere with the vibra-
tions of the diaphragm. 

then sprinkle a few grains of sealing wax 
upon it; hold it over a hot soldering iron 
until the wax melts and then clamp it 
firmly to the earbon diaphragm. When 
cool it will adhere sertirely. Paper 
washers, equal in I hickness to the dise, are 
placed between the shell rim and the dia-
phragm, so as to give the proper air gap 
het ween the pole tips and t he iron disc. 
A lastss yapped enrhon pencil taken from 

an oh l sinall flashlight battery i. soldered 
to a If wer Its shown and mounted sit as to 
press lightly on the carbon diaphragm. 
A sharply pointed pencil gave the best 
results. The lever is made of brass and 
supported by two pointed bearings formed 
by soldering pin points to the lever. It 
is well to solder a fine copper wire to the 
lever and its support so as to short cir-
cuit the high contact resistance of the 

pointed bearings. The support is insu-
lated from the shell as shown. 

It was found that the lighter the con-
tact the greater the amplification, and in 
order to vary the contact pressure the 
complete unit should be tilted. Our cover 
illustration shows the unit mounted on a 
framework for tilting purposes. Another 
way is to mount the entire unit in a box 
packed with absorlbent cotton so that it 
will not pick up outside noises and to tilt 
the entire hox for obtaining. : oljusttnent. 

A InItt''r.‘" ti two drY evils gave excellent 
results \\lilt this unit. A low resistance 
loud Si waker was used. 
Those who experiment with microphone 

amplifiers will no doubt strike other idea , 
that will ilnprove the device. For ex-
ample. the galena crystal may he mounted 
directly on the vibrating phone magnet, 
so that the catwhisker contact acts as 
both detector and microphone amplifier. 
\Ve know of no one who has tried this 
metlm bd. 

In condueting experiments with micro-

METAL CAP CARBON DIAPHRAGM 

CARBON POINT 

Fig. 4. Assembling drawing of the microphone 
relay shown in the photograph. The finished in-
strument should be mounted in a sound-proof box 
to prevent feed-hack howling from the loud 
speaker. 

INSULATE D 
SUPPORT 

HOL E 

SOLDER 

PIN POINTS 
SOL DER E 

\ BRASS CAP 

CARBON 

30* 

OENT FOR 
POINT OF PIN 

Fig. 5. Details of the parts required for build-
ing the microphone. relay shown in the other 
illustrations and also on our front cover. 

BEND 

plume amitlitiers, one slatuld be careful as 
to the hication of the instruments. If the 
loud speaker is placed near the micro-
phone, the microphone will pick up sound 
from the speaker and a loud howl will be 
the result. Noise.. and footsteps in the 
room, will also feu picked up by the micro-
phone and be reproduced in the loud 
speaker. %Odell should he ielneod as far as 
possible 1111111 1 ite IlliCr01111 ,, 110 III tivg,h1 this 
trouble, and after a suitable In ig•rg phone 
has been const rolled it should be enclosed 
in a sound pl'Islf box. 
The microphone amplifier. when care-

fully constructed. can replace one or two 
vacuum tubes. It is the indispensahle 
adjunct of all crystal receiving sets. and 
its development will bring many new en-
thusiasts into thy radio field. 

(To be contiiiiicd in our next issue) 

SingleoTube Reflex Experiments with the HookoUp Board 

1
 N our last month's issue we showed 
a number of single tube reflex cir-
nuits, many of which were standard 
and practically all of which have 

been described elsewhere. The experi-
menter would do well to try each of these 
circuits before attempting to hook up the 
following ones. The circuits next to be 
described require many new instruments 
in addition to the ones shown in the pho-
tographic views published in the Novem-
ber issue. Many of these eircuit:4 have 
never before appeared in print, and they 
offer a wide field for experimenting. We 
are reproducing herewith a photograph 
of the hook-up hoard with many new in-
struments mounted on it. One of the 
illustrations shows how the hook-up board 
looks with circuit No. 13 connected. We 
are giving on column 2 a number of in-
struments required for making the follow-
ing experiments: 

It has been found that the Rasco radio 
frequency transformer is one of the best 
for use in reflex circa its. Those -who de-
sire to build this transformer will find 
the necessary constructitantl details in 
Fig. 14. The wire is wound in five grooves 
cut in the wooden form. The primary 
consisting of Si turns of Nit. 40 S.S.C. 
wire is wound in the second and the 
fourth groove as shown, 403/4  turns in each 
groove. The secondary consists of 169 
turns of the same size wire wound in the 
other three slots, with 56 turns in the 
first and last groove and 57 in the third 
groove. When using this transformer it 
is well to try reversing both primary and 
secondary connections as the instrument 
works well only when properly connected. 

Tite oscillator coil has two NvindIngs on 
a three-inch bakelite tube. One winding 

(Continued) 

By Chide J. Fitch 

1 latok-up board made a , 01a-ding 
to the details in the November 
issue. 

2 Er/a fixed-adjustable crystal de-
teetor. 

1 National Air Phone calibrated 
transformer. 

2 600 turn honeycomb coils with 
mounting and several smaller 
size honeycomb coils. 

1 Rif tcr loop 
1 Bru yoh m Variable grid leak. 
1 Hu sr° radio frequeney trans-

r,,rmor. 
1 (),,iihitur mil constructed 

according to Fig. 15. 

has 20 tarns fit No. 24 insulated wire and 
the other winding has 50 turns of the 
same size wire wound in the same di-
rection. 
Those who build reflex sets, especially 

single-tube ones, no doubt wonder why 
these sels do not give as good results 
as they ;Ire SlIppisod It, l'or example. a 
single tube straight reflex nireuit slatuld 
apparently give the same amplification 
as a circuit emplitying a one-tube radio 
frequency amplifier, crystal detector, and 
a one-stage audio frequency amplifier. 
Hardly one set out of ten will do this, 
yet the connections will be correct in each 
set. The indication is that the fault must 
be in the design of the apparatus. The 
transformer may not have the correct 
ratio, condensers may be too large in ca-
pacity, or any number of things may cause 
the trouble. This is one reason why the 

hook-up board was made, to enable ex-
perimenters to try out various instru-
ments in the same ci rouit in order to 
select the best combination. A few lines 
pointing out just why one set of instru-
ments will work and another set will not 
work may not be amiss. For our explana-
tion we will refer to any standard reflex 
circuit, such as the one shown in Fig. 1. 

In this circuit the radio frequency 
eurrents are impressed nit on t he grid and 
filament of the tube, repeated in the tuned 
plate circuit, and detected by the crystal 
detector: the rectified or atulbt frequency 
yurrents pass through the step-up trans-
former and are impresset1 mittn the grid 
and filament of the same tube. They are 
amplified hy the tube and repeated in the 
telephone headset. Thus the tube ampli-
fies butth radio and audio frequenry cur-
rents simultaneously. To exPlaili why we 
do not obtain the amplification that we 
:irt‘ entitled to, we must consider the 
rectifying action of the tube as well as 
that of the crystal. On aveount of the 
rectifying ;lethal between i w grid anti 
filament of the tube, the incoming radio 
frequent.y currents build up a negative 
eltarge on the grid side of the fixed con-
denser ( V) acrfiss the siq•dmilary of the 
audio transformer. This causes a redue-
tion In plate current and the signal is 
heard in the headset with the crystal 
disconnected. With the crystal connected, 
the rectifying action 01' the crystal builds 
up a negative charge on one skit. of the 
condenser ( C,) connected te•ntss the 
primary of the audio transformer. Thus 
for each group of incoming oscillations a 
negative charge is impressed across both 
the primary and the secondary windings 
of the audio transformer, setting up a 
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HOLE FOR 
LOOP AERIAL 

The hook-up board is clearly shown with new instruments mounted on it. The numbers designate the following instrionents: 2, crystal 
detector; 3 and t, variable condensers; 5. honeycomb coils; 6, amplifying transformer; 7, rheostat; S. potentiometer; 9, socket; lit, grid con-
denser; 11, grid leak; 12, oscillator coil. These numbers correspond with those in the other illustrations. 

current flow in both windings, whi-h. 
from the nature of the circuit. rill,. 

pose each other, and unless the ratio of 
the transformer suits the constants of the 
tither inst runients, t he t ransformer is 
useless. It is on this account that ex-
perimenters have obtained as good results 
with the crystal and transformer rei loved 
as with Owl.. connected. Now Om' we 
know the trouble vo will see hom it iii 

he avoided. It may be well to an ; Won 
first that this circuit, Fig. 1, is 0:le .. f 
the simplest and best reflex circuits in 
existence today. It has the disadvantage 
of picking up audio frequeney noises from 
lighting circuits, the aniciunt of disturb-
ance. of course, depending upon the loca-
tion of the set. 

Improved Reflex 

Fig. 2 shows a circuit in which the 
rectifying action of the tube has no effect 
on the action of the audio traw-f, ,rmer. 
This is arcomplished by conneoing two 
tixed condensers in the grid lead and 
OI). Condenser ((') is of conitiarativelly 
large eai,o.•ity, .002 mfds., for it must 
pale4S 1.111 radit , alld aUdi0 freqUelley cur-
rents. Condenser ((iI) is of small ca-
pacity. .00027, mfds., as it should hy-pass 
the radio frequeney currents only. The 
grid leak ( It) is required. It should be 
of one-half to one megolun. With this 
cirettit, the negative charges that aectunu-
late on the grid must leak off through the 
grid leak ( It) ; they cannot leak off 
through the seeondary of the transformer 
on account of the blocking condenser ( V), 
and therefore eannot balance out the cur-
rent in the primary of the transformer. 
Experimenters should obtain very good 
results from this circuit. The remainder 
of the circuit needs no special comment 
as it is standard; all of the circuits sit, 'wit 
in this issue and also last month's issue 
should be tried out with the double grid 
-condenser. 

Simplified Reflex 
A. simplifed reflex circuit with the 

added improvement of the (- xi ra grid .... it-
denser is shown in Fig. 3. All I Ms circuit 
requires is a standard three circuit tuner, 
such as the type shown in the photo-
graphic views in Iasi monilt's Exennt-
m:.:NTElt. A crystal detector .1 ad and ii 
transformer are connected across the 
t irlder winding of the coil. secondary 
is eunneetel across the small grid con-
denser as shown. N.fte that the con-
densers have been reversed frIon the loca-
tions shown in Fig. 2, merely to show that 
there are two ways of obtaining the same 
result. 

Ultra-Audion Crystal Hook-Up 
An ultra-audion fliti of reflex circuit is 

SLOTS FOR ENOS OF WIRE 8 
Wooden form for constructing the Rasco radio 

frequency transformer. The experimenter may 
turn this form out on a lathe and wind the coils 

according to the directions given in the text. 

shown at Fig. 4. No audio transformer 
ii -;cd it: titis circuit. It is interesting 

that there is I.. direct cormection 
front aerial to ground_ Iii.' caitacitY 
nVet•II Ilit. primary :Ind souloolary coils tif 
the Itiner being sullicieni . t by-pass the 
current. This circuit oscillates continu-
ously, unless the tila ment rheostat is 
turned do \vit far enou.rh many interest-
ing exper:ments ‘-ait he performed with 
titis circuit as it is somewhat of a freak 
and acts very peculiarly. Occasionally 
extreme Ilistallet.s are 41n-44.eil in its use. 

Peck's Reflex 
Pecl:'s reflex circuits IISV 110 erySlal 

detectors at all. '1'11.. tithe is used as a 
amplifier. detector, tai audio ;on_ 

T•te itut_on res. -mules 1111Ilio 

l'g will. an audio fre-
quency transformer for the feed-Itack 
couplur Figs. 5 and tf show two of ( Wise 
c..• I;olli are easily tried on the 
hool.-up li.lard, the inily additional equip-
meta required being a variable grid leak. 
Of c.iurse, with tin audio frequency 

omnection, the circuit will 
howl at- taunt, frequeney unless the feed-
back is controlled. This is aecomplished 
by adjusting- the grid leak. If the circuit 
doesn't work at first try reversing tlw 
trausto7nier connections. A variable grid 
leak al, tilul also 1..- tried ,.. cross the pri-
Mary 01' the tr(wsf.iriner. The hook-up 
shown at Fig. 5 has a tuned plate circuit 
for regeneration; in Fig_ d a tickler feeu I-
luts'k is employed. Ilmteeionli coils of 
about CM and lt.H..) turns each may lie used 
in this circuit. 

Simple Reflex 

A simple reflex eircuit that gives ex-
ceptional volunw uIt loyal stations is 
shown in Fig. 7. This hook-up is easily 
eonne..ted On the hook-up board and re-
quires few clip mid lip leads. A Rasco 
R. F. transformer is used and the oscilla-
tions are cf fntrolled by the pon.ntionteter. 
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Thirteen single tube hook-ups that may be tried on the hook-up board. Small numbers indicate the instruments shown in the photographio 
views which are numbered correspondingly. Circuit No. 1 is a simple reflex circuit that gives very good results. Circuit No. 2 is a standard reflex 
circuit with the added improvement of a blocking grid condenser, the action of which is described in tie text. Circuit No. 3 is a simplified reflex 
embodying the improvement of circuit No. 2. Circuit No. 4 is a peculiar tube-crystal hook-up. Circuits 5 and 6 are two forms of Peck's no-crystal 

reflex hook-ups. Circuit 7 employs a fixed R. F. transformer. 8 shows the oscilloflex circuit. 9 is a single tube reflex that works with a loop. 

Circuits 10 and 11 are superheterodynes and circuits 12 and 13 are tropadynes. 
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The hook-up board with circuit No. 13, connected. Note the number of connections required for this complicated hook-up. It is one of the 
best single-tube hook-ups there is. as it operates a loud speaker from a single tube when using a loop aerial. In addition to lb" instruments shown 
in our hook-up board illustration the following are used: 1. loop aerial: 13. "B" battery: 14, "A" battery, and 15, loud speaker. 

The experimenter may try various sizes of 
fixed condensers across the t'('( 111(18 of 
the atulio transformer and he may also 
try two) grid condensers as shown in Fig. 
2. When the proper combination) has been 
found a very good one (Hai single tube 
receiving set eon be made. 

Oscillaex Circuit 

In the oscillotlex eircuit oseitiatiotns are 
generated by the tube continuously, hut 
the oscillations are of an extremely high 
freoimalcy, haVillg a \':I Ve :11 ,(i111 
100 meters. Fig. 8 shows ' he dri uit. 
The high frequency os-illations from coil 

I.) cause a current to continuously now 
through the crystal and head phones. 
The amount of current depeials upon the 
grid potential, whirl) is adjusted by the 
potentiometer and varied by till incoming 
signal. In other words the silziml current 
moslulates the high frequency o,,zeillation. 
A standard three circuit Initer is used 
in this circuit. The coil ( L) inzey VI insist 
of 50 turns of No. 18 D. (1. 6'. Wire on a 
three-ineh tube with a center tap. 

Loop Reflex 
Many improvements are embodied in 

the loop receiver shlown in Fig.- 9. The 
tickler or feed back coil is mounted within 
the loop, and may consist- or two turns 
mounted so that the colluding- is variable. 
Thus we have regenerati Hitlifieation. 
Rectifiration is obtained the crystal. 

The rectified current is passed throbligh 
the audio) transformer and impressed on 
the grid and filament if the tube, re-
peated in the plate circuit and heard in 
the heads('t. Two) grid volplenst.ns are 
used, so as to have the advantages of the 
circuit shown in Fig. 2. Very good re 
subs are obtained from this circuit on a 
25- mile range, and local :4:ohms are 
strong enough to operate a lotiol-speal:er. 

,47 turns * 24 S.S.C. 

Fig 
Details of an oscillator coil used in some of the 

Super-Heterodyne circuits described in this issue. 
A center tap is provided on one of the windings 
so that the coil may be used in a Tropadyne 
circuit. 

Super-Heterodyne Receiver 
The usual super-lieteroslyne receiver em-

ploys eight or nine tubes. In our illus-
tration, Fig. 10, we show a super-
hoter.illyne receiver in winch only one 
tul x‘ is used. Tile tulle is comnected as 
an os••illato)r for heterodyning the recei ved 
signals. Two crystal oletecto ,rs are used, 
one tor detecting the beat note and the 
other for detecting the auolio note. Very 
good risSIIIIS are obtained from) this re-
ceive!. when using a loop aerial. The 
const . 11(1 ion of the oscillator coil C-F-1 I-P 
is sit wit in Fig. 15. Coils II.) may be 
of th,s honeycomb type of about 1;1111 nuns 
each. Aitrizible condenser is shown con-
nected across each of these coils. The 
experimenter may try fixed condensers in-
ste:td of the valiable condensers in this 
circuit. The disadvantage of this hook-up 
is that it is necessary to nutke two crystal 
deteol or adjustments, but with a little 
practice one can easily tune in a station. 

cireuit offers many possibilities of 
improvements. 

Reflexed Super-Heterodyne 
Fig. 11 shows a hoiok-up that is similar 

to the one shown in Fig. 10, ('X) '('I  that 
the output of the second o.r>•st:il dete('tor 
is fed into) an au(1io) transformer and am-
plified by the oscillator tube. The head-
set or loud-speaker is conneeted in the 

(Continoicil on pale 136) 
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Superchining the Reflex 
131.1 R. Washburne 

Rear % Wm of the superdyned reflex receiver. The numbers designate the following instru-
ments: I. plate circuit condenser; 2, grid circuit condenser; 3. tuning coil; 4, audio frequency 
transformer; 5. plate coil; 6, socket; 7, crystal detector; 8. telephone jack. 

ERE7170FORE, to use a word 
titne-w(irn but apnqtos, renex re_ 
ceivers have been operated in 
such a ‘vaty as it 'permit only a 

-Very low negative, or sonieliines positive. 
bias on the grids of the tubes amplifying 
/combined currents t I. radio iitul audio fre-
queneies. The grid bias voltage control 
has usually taken the form of a " hisser" 
(potentimaeler). fly utilizh.g the super-
dyne Killen le of negative feedback, os-
t•illatioLs : ire perfectly conl ntlled, iherelty 
t.,iininatiing the need or at detrimental po-
tentiometer, and resulting in greater am-
plification. The a plot rat us gi veil in the 
list will be required to build the set. 
The photograph of the set indicates that 

tlie instrument s will not fit ill a standaint 
cabinet. if in:unified as shown. Ilo‘‘e\ei, 
the laiyieut used was entirely an experi-
mental one. The panel list ' ti Was Seven 

Inches Ugh and ten inches long: it should 
have been 14 inches long. A liinger panel 
would have pennitted hwunting the 
coupler between the two variable con-
densers. For tlmt matter, a 12-inch panel 
would have permitted this, but it is of 
primary importaince to have the grid and 
plate circuits. well separated. 
With one excel ttion. standard oquipment 

was used throughout. The spider-web 
plaie inductance was that exception. A 
spider-web left over from previous experi-
ments proved admirably suitetl to the ex-
iling conditions. Possibly a boneyeomb 
mmld also have proved satisfa(0tory; or 
any coil having equivalent c.taincteristics. 
The spider-web was chosen ill preference 
to other forms of inductance because of 
its small size. This redueed the effects 
of coupling to a minimum. 
When working out the original design 

the following points had to be considered: 

List of Materials 
1 Ai ' bass:idol. VarlocOUpler 
1..1111," loW loss e011(1011SerS 

Fi•ol e erystal detector 
1 Na-Alti socket 
1 lo : 1 Audio frequenc3• transformer 
1 Phttne jack 
1 5ti turn inductance, It m- external 

tield type 
I 1:boosiatt 
I Pubilier fixed condenser, .00025 

nifil. capacity 
1 ltaidion panel, 7x14 
S EII>- binding posts 
Bus wire sufficient 

re ROTOR .. 
a2 TURNS 24- TUBE 

45 TURNS 
3-gTUBE 

çczz) P 
IC=D 

kz=. 

50 
TURNS 

FIG. I 

11) Low loss instruments; ( 2) crystal 
detector suitable for retlex work; (3) 
Non-induetive relation of coils; ( 4) sim-
plicity of tuning; ( 5) high amplification 
at buth radio and audio frequencies. 
Each point was well met in the follow-

ing manner: Double section condensers 
having losses too low to measure on most 
testing instruments, and halving balanci.d 
plates, were employed. Litzendraht wound 
coils ( including the spider-web induc-
tance) were used. The audio frequency 
transformer has a 10;1 ratio. The vario-
coupler should have a rotor turning 
through 180 degrees; a crystal detector 
designed for reflex work was found best. 
The inductive relation of the coils is 
shown in the photograph. Only two tun-
ing dials and one coupling control are 
required. High amplification was secured 
when a W. E. 210-A tube was used In the 
circuit. Heretofore potentiometers have 
been used to put a positive, or low nega-
tive, potential on the grids of the reflex 
tubes. A few sets eliminated the poten-
tiometer by introducing other losses. 
A positive, or low negative, bias of the 

grids results in very poor amplification 
at audio frequencies, and only fair am-
plification at radio frequencies. By Util-
izing the Superdyne principle the grids 
may be biased with from three to six 
volts negative. Still the set will not os-
cillate and the use of low loss instru-
ments will result in maximum efficiency. 
The highest amplification front liard tubes 
is had with a high negative bias and a 
high plate potential. This ideal situation 
Is realized in this receiver. 

Very peculiar results have been ob-
served during the various tests so far 
made with this receiver. The aerial was 
a composite one, approximating an "In-
verted L" 125 feet long. Aerials greatly 
affected the results. Different tubes pro-
duced widely different results also. Using at 
standard storage battery tube with a plate 
voltage of 100 to 17a t volts, excellent head-
phone reception was liad from stations 
within a radius of :)0 ' HUI'S and more. 
Two Chicago stations were received dur-
ing tlw initial tests. This was considere il 
quite satisfactory for a single-tube set, 
but at surprise was ill store for the de-
signer and his associate investigators. 
When at NVestent Electric 216-A tulle was 
inserted in the socket, in place of the low-
consumption tube previously in use, signal 
strength increased greatly. Readjustment 
of the itiqtaratus ibroduced the surprise. 
The 11 o'clock program of station WNYC. 
an itir-line distance of 25 miles, came 
through so sintng that sufficient loud 

(Conlinwyl on page 97) 
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Circuit showing the connections of the superdyned reflex receher. Note the 42-turn reverse 
teed Fark tickler for the prevention of oscillations. Experimenters may easily try this circuit on 
the hook-up board described elsewhere in this and the October issue. 
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Historic Experiments 
no. 2 

Cth Letidert Jar 

liter san 111unschenbroek, in the Univertily of Leyden, 1746, 
connected the water in an insulated glass vessel to • static 
machine. The vessel showed unexpected electrical activity when 

it discharged through the body of Curlew, who attempted to 
rernAr the connecting wire from it. 

Some years after van MussehenbroeL's experiments. the Uni-
versity of Leyden installed the large static machine and battery 

of 135 Leyden jars shown above. The illustration is • repro-
duchan of an old engraving front a book by Van Marunt 

published in 1786. 

- -1 

linierifflere'-uz7-£7,fi• • z."-agimrst2 

This later eorm of the Leyden jar is puss dec with an 
stljustable spark gap whereby its potential can he measured. 

p
41:TER VAN MUSSCIIENFIRONK... a professor of 
mitu s ral philoyphy in tie UniverSty of Leyden, 
, / I ducted, ir. 1716. numerous experiments in au 
attempt to accumulate electrisity in • nsulr tors. The 
means for generating electric•ty were well known al 
that time. Otto von Cuericke haeing„ in the latter 
part of the )7th century, renstructed tie famous 
t-mtional electric machine. whirl] sots discussed in 
t i-.e. preceding issue of Tile EXI mum b.Nrrat. Rut th -
methods of g..-ming electricity st re still unknown, 
until the expetiments of can Masschenhrock, leading 
t, the invention . 1f the 1,eyden itr. which were so 
successful that Cunett., a fuier.d of the professor, 
s h.] received the first shock front that little vessel. 

:,"111.1 !,,,t :,....h-tri be induced to approach it. 
Since the-se surly days the Leyden jar has beers mtah investi-

tat.d. Our own versatile Franklin has made important studies of 
d. characteristics. It is the incipient form of the modern condense/, 
and has indeed been used in the ferns of smell glass tubes with 
metal coating, in older types of the radin circuits. It. directed 
the attention of ,cientists of the 18th century to the study of 
...onclense•rs. Among these scientists M. FAlityé Nutlet, a con-
temporary o{ vttri Musschenbroek, a Physicist at the Collet of 
'ran,,. did touch to render electrostatic phenomena interesting to 
he layman. One of his Whimsical experiments. illustrated on 
, he rit-ht . i, a fascinating .1,monstrmtiors of the elcetriell capacity 
.f ( he toamarl 

l'he human condenser, demonstrated by Nollet at the Court 
of France, is a boy insulated from the ground and charged with 
an ebonite rod robbed wit's fur. When the body accumulated 
sufficient electricity sparks were drawn from it. and it attracted 
pieces of paper or other ligh insulating substances. 
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The "Hoop aerial" fqr trans,-
mission and recepticn, is the 
subject of the successful experi-
ments of R. S. Wood and R. 

Johnson, who recently 
exhibited this navel 
antenna at the Radio 
World Fair. 

The Experimenter for December, 1924 

What Experimenters 
A daring experiment will be attempted by Dr. T. 

F. W•11 of Sheffield University. shown at left, who 
will attempt to disintegrate the atom. Such disin-
tegration of an atom into its component electrons 
and protons liberates stupendous energy and if per-
formed on a large scale may result in a world catas-
trophe. 

Below: An efficient crystal set, reminiscent of pre. 
prohibition days. was built by an ingenious experi-
menter who wound his coils on a cognac flask. The 
set works well on local stations. 

Due to the extremely low temperature 
required, attempts to liquefy helium 
gas have proved unsuccessful until 
Prof. J. C. McLennan of the University 
of Toronto, Canada. With the apparatus 
shown above, succeeded. after two years 
of patient experimentation, to reduce 
the gas to a liquid at a temperature of 
269 degrees Centigrade, below zero. 

Electricity in the service of the em-
balmer is illustrated at the left. The 
dead body, placed inside the large re-
tort, becomes dehydrated by electrically 
produced heat and the electrolytic action 
of • current passing through the body. 
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Are Doing Tocla-q 

V 
tIG7 

The operation of the reflex - ircuit is easily 
understood by the aid cd this e'.:ectical demon-
stration board used at the Chicago Radio Show. 
The oscillations are represented by neon tubes. 
which become successively illuminated, show-
ing the various stages of both racro and 'iodic 
amplification anedetection. 

Six months of patient research or the part of British radio 
engineers have resulted in this 24-tube radio receiving set. spe-
cially designed to pick up communication from Mars. Compare 
with the ordinary two-tube set at left. 

This thinblefal of radio apparatus is 
a crystal receiving set that fits into a 
matchbox—and work-! It was ron-
structed by a young experimenter. 
Charles Allen. of Alameda. ealiforn ,a. 
who used it successfully in receiving 
local statiDns. 

The small crystal ree,iving set at the left 
was built at a cost ot only $3.1i by Dr. 

Birger Bolmboe, known for his experiments on min• 
iature radio secs. This set will fit into a coat pocket 
and can receive stations within '25 miles. Efficiency 
and selectivity of the set are obtained by the use of 
spider-web coils. which may be moved alone the rod 
for comAing and tuning. 

The interior view of the 24-tube receiving set displays unex-
celled neatness in construction. in this respect, as in efficiency. 
the two-tube set at the left compares unfavorabl. with it. 
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crhe Ark of the Couenant 

-Thin is mighty interesting. Jimmy—mighty interesting. I never heard of 
anything to tarnish gold in this way." 

(What Has Gone Before) 
The p, de ot of a hank, .-drrn b 1,41.11,2.1 

stands by his son's bedside early in the. morning 
and woes., a him. Instinctively he realized that 
some:hi y was ier Olt p „ and ju pes red out of Pod. 

seeing that hin father wan dn deadly earnest. 
no spree st lints peer( aek ed. but Perth hie roadster 
und u irpia nr IlAib•r(001i to i•14 A, hi m to the 
eel Y. Tue. story is far in the fats., . 1 n the gray 
Sis, -eh morni peg the Hatt< ry era, soon rrackert at 
a rate o 159 nil, s per hour. 

.0i n re.ed 1•,, s, st. p showed that 
son , tie ,traatp• had ha pp, recd. T he watchman 
at been), a,katardedges that he was asleep, and 
;t «r,déut ;la de ',lops that pele np pervaded the dis-

I,Phr ',salt door had he f' It opened by or 
'de ee ,teoppe ste o el. rice that rut through 

pen.els and ob.. The watchman pared ma his 
watch to 1,11 1h. fir". noel find, i f roated appas. 

t.y u • . t h 1'1 lAigri,. The policeman, tau, has, 
he eo a Jeep. Wh‘ o t le is s n.vtalln, ot thr 'dory 
CLOM ht• fa O. »son sural,',',! ppeyst,•ey Mop 

I. cm," .rotili't bail kg, it 5,1' Me:, had bl.f II robbed. 
Guards and wa t Hendren had la en asleep. Som.-
m y,to-rimee 1;'ailed WWI 11,1,11 to'sp.'.. I./Le 
pale, and the oxidation of the peut eh added to the 
pie led erg aped brought it into the realm of ehem-
in? . 

j,t e of the Jodie-roe en ri eovered eon:trim.» etçs 
Is, hod for.en bang ash's' o on the sat, 

,,,f •; o..14 he f,o‘nd hin 0.1,1 r-
tt ,, ,,••• • b,/ ,,t ,,. 

• 

DIctor lvtacClure 

AY!" he yelled. "What do you 
know about this, eh? Were you 
eye-witnesses?" 

"As far as I can see," Dick told him, 
"eye-witnesses are just what there aren't." 

But he shot a quick acetomt of what 
he liad heard to the little man, and ad-
vised him to get after the foot police and 
the matehmen of the banks. The little 
man wanted n. slicing st> much as a masisn-
aide theory to explain the success of the 
raid. Ind we wanted that just as much as 
he did, and he went off with an openly 
exhibited contenipt for our lack of imagi-
nation. 

Still a Mystery 
The further we went, and the more in-

formation we aequired about the affair, 
the thicker grew the mystery of it. The 
central fact was this—and all else was 
relatively unimportant in the face of it: 
that f>sr two hours of the morning, be-
tween three and rive, the financial distriet 
of Ni qv York bad been ¡u' spied by men 
who, whether doped or otherwise rendered 
unconscious, might to till pun cost's have 
been dead. for all they saw. There was 
no Chit` tss the identity of Ow gang that 
had contrived to break into live of the 
...:reatest, banks in the city and get away 

with a fortune in gold and easily nego-
tiable stall). I heard that a linger-print 
had been found in one of the banks. But 
I imagined it would need more than that 
to lead the recovery of what was then 
reported to be a staggering loss. 
I had a talk with one of the policemen 

who had been in the district during the 
lost hours. In a general way I got noth-
ing that was fresh out of his account, but 
he was a big Irishman who made me 
laugh with the unes>nscious humor that 
ran through his conversation, and I spoke 
with him long enough to get quite friendly 
with hint. I was leaving him, to turn 
hack and see how my father was faring, 
when suddenly I remembered something. 
"By the way," I said to the big fellow, 

"do you happen to have about you any-
thing made of gold—ti watch or a trinket 
of any sort?" 

lie grinned sheepishly behind a big 
hand. 

"I've a hit of a locket," he said, "with 
a photy ay the girl in ut. She makes me 
wear ut next nie heart. Don't laugh, an' 
I'll show ut to ye—" 
I gave 111111 my promise not to laugh 

anti ht. produeed the trinket front under 
his tunic. Ile was much more surprised 
than I was to find it tarnished to a dull 
brownish green. 

(711APTER TWO 

Clues and False Leads 

It was rtonal quarter past eight eclock 
when I got hack to the National Metal-
lurgical. I found it difficult to realize 
that only an hour had passed since T bad 
bladed with ray father at the seaplane 
7,1ty on the west sitie of Battery Park, 
:old I had a feeling that the time should 
have liven close to noon at least. for the 
hour had been crammed with ineident and 
impression. 
A number of the hank executives had 

arrived, and the place already had a flus-
tered air of activity. The ehief itecountant 
was with my father, and I judged by the 
look of him that he was a very scared 
man. Apparently be and the itresident 
had been calculating the bank's losses, for 
as 1 eame into the room the old man 
drew a firm line under two rows of figures 
he had written on a small ilece of paper. 

The Bank's Losses 
"A good haul, Itishridger," my father 

was saying pasually. "Two hundred and 
lifty-three thousand, five hundred dollars 
in gold. Two hundred and thirty-four 
thousand, seven hundred in securities. 
But God knows why they didn't take all 
we had. You had better see about broad-
casting the deseritaions and numbers of 
the securities, and inform the police. If 
the thieves have not sueceeded in getting 
out of the country, we may get a line on 
them, should they attempt to dispose of 
the scrip. See to this at once, will you?" 
The white-faced official scurried away, 

glati to have something to oecupy his mind, 
and say father turned to me. 
I told him everything I had picked up. 

and he listened witlamt comment until 
I had finished. 
"Wm," he said. "That's a queer thing 

about the gold tarnishing. M'Itat do you 
make of it, son?-
. "I don't know quite what to make of 

it," I told him. " Nly mind somehow con 
fleets it with whatever was used to dope 
the watchmen anti the police. The stuff 
would have to be distributed in such a 
nay that Its fumes tould he breathed 
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The whole affair has such unusual fen-
!arts, it might even prove that if we were 
to discover what had sent everyone to 
sleep, we might land on the thing that 
tarnished Jaxon's watch alai the police-
man's locket. I don't know of anything 
that has such an effect on gold, nor of 
anything Callable of producing the anes-
thesia. Um inclined to think some sort 
of gas was used. The first difficulty we're 
up against is that none of the sufferers 
were cimschius of even the slightest smell." 

A New Gas 
"Whew:" my father whistled. "A new 

gas, eh? If you're right, Jimmy, we're 
up against a big thing. When a gang of 
crooks van put the whole of the Wall 
Street district to sleep and. get away with 
it, can you prophesy where the gaine finds 
its limit?" 

"It opens up limitless possibilities," I 
agreed. 

"There's no saying where this morning's 
mork will end," the old man mused. "As 
it stands, if the other Minks have ten as 
easily entered as we have, there's the 

makings of a tine old 'mink.' 
"If there's going to lw ructions, dad— 

don't you think you'd better meet them in 
comfort? What about a bath and break-
fast?" 
The old man surprised me by letting 

out a sudden little laugh, with a queer 
note in it, as If some hidden chord in his 
memory had been struck. 

"You're like your mother, Jimmy," he 
said. after a pause. "You have her fair 
hair and gray eyes, and when you said 
that--I could fancy it was she who spoke. 
You see, son, life was pretty full of ruc-
tions in the old days, and you said the 

very thing she would have said when 

/ 7 
"Five lead caget with extremely thick tided l .. I 11n Inclined to think some outrage is contemplated, I vhould say—esitiosives. -' 

trouble was brewing. You don't remem-
ber your mother?" 
I shook toy head. My mother died when 

1 was an in and I had never created 
any definite picture of her, to a great ex-
tent because my father seldtan spoke of 
her. I expect it was that he missed her 
too much. She had been dead close on 
thirty years, but I could see, even then 
in his presidential roma, how much she 
still meant to him. Ile looked at me 
queerly, and I have never seen him so 
suifteneti either beftire or since. 

"No," he said slowly. " You were only 
a very little fellow when---" 

Ile broke off and lifted his shoulders 
in a sigh. 

"You're right," he said, "Breakfast's 
the idea." 
I anticipated that by this time there 

would be a jam in the subways anti on 
the street cars, and as I wanted him to 
have as little physical exertion as pos-
sible. I telephoned flu. an automobile. 
While we waited my father issued instrue-
lions for carrying on in his absence. 
When the car eame, we rode uptown 

through the rapidly filling :erects to a 
quiet hotel where be would not be recog-
nized, and we both had a bath an il shave 
before breakfast. I was wishing now that 
I knew enough about banking to stand by 
during the crisis I felt was imminent ; not 
that 1 fani•ied my father could not stand 
alone, lent I think my wish (mine largely 
out of the new realization of bow much 1 
eared for the old man. I wanted to be of 
sonie assistance, but I did not know just 
hilw. 1 spoke to hint about it as We were 
finishing breakfast. 
"Look here, dad," I said. " I want to 

stand by. I can be of no us.. u you on 
the banking side, but I could hp :t fairly 

good watch-dog. If I cati do anything to 
keep trcublesome people off or it' I 
can run errands or attend to the commis-
sariat--;ust say the word. I'll do any - 
thing I can.'' 

Assignment of a Rese.arch 
"I know that, son," the old man 

"Imt I'm well supplied with watch-di nrs 
and messengers, who know my ways. No. 
Listen. I'll give you Wee: ihan that to 
do. My hands will be full of the conddi , 
cations that are hound to rise from this 
raid on the banks, and I won't have time 
for any7hing else. In that tarnishing of 
the gold idea you've hit on so•nething that 
maybe will give you further ideas. and 
I'd like you to follow up pm). theory of 
the gas anti see what it leads to. You're 
an engineer, amid you'll at the prldiletil 
frian a different angle from that of the 
average detective. You eat] have a free 
hand in the matter of expense." 
The old malt'S suggestion alitaist took 

may bretit h away, and I fane?' my filets got 
red. I must explain that wick) my father 
and myself had been good '' r. ugh friends 
up to this, our ways had lain very much 
apart. He was devoted I() his banking 
husiness, and I was immersed in aeronau-
tical research. There had been times 
when we did not meet for months. and 
when me catne together ag.ain it had sim-
ply becn, "Hullo, Jimmy!" and "Hullo, 
dad!"—pretty much as if w., had parted 
overnight. I knew all right what 
thought of him. What he t 'ought iuf me 
had been nio,thër story. '11.at he had a 
good el ough opinion of na) to hand tue ti 

joli of this sort, and give me he ran of 
his purse, with it, put me in such a sy ay 
that I 'amid only ill bit acvept ince. 

(Continued on page 130) 
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1 argest Electric Clock 

01. kt.'•• ANit, ',how§ the heisting of the hour hand et 
• • re. 1, he e. erected on the roof ef the Colgate fat 

in.v 111 Jersey t'ity. This 
clock. i:h its 

tr., erne', t a eighiag four 
tons nod run by s small 
011i• - (Mar ., r hOr power 0, 
elcct h- motor, is replac-
iog the old cl, ek shown 
al richi. Note ' hat in 
plan- of figu :es large 
tows of electric lights 
an used nii the thal. 
T h e II robding ragian 

t'olgate clot k, whose 
hands are shown at the 
right, is the hugest elec-
t ric clock in tat, sorM. 
The hour hand is 18 ft., 
and the minute hand 24 
(t. long. each weighing 
Z.2041 lbs. and carrying 

er Zirfl electric lights. 

Ls)  
 7/V—if  

Odd Electric Accident 
A strange case of 

electrical paralysis 
occurred to a young 
boy who, in climbing 
a tree, suddenly re-
ceived a shock and 
was unable to release 
the branches he was 
holding. Investigation 
showed that a branch 
betiding under his 
weight caused contact 
beta een an electric 
lighting main and a 
guy wire attached to 
the t ree. The tree 
being a good conduc-
tor. some current 

passed through it 
and was received 
by the boy, who 
t hus sustained 
part of the 7.000 
volts between the 
lighting main and 
the ground. 

BOY rt?APP!•;D IN TREE 
BY ELECTRIC 

t olds Himiel4 f ostened to limb, 

!mt bropes f nhert When the 
Power le Shut Off 
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Up otoriDate 

EXPERIMENTERS 

A happy union of culinary science and the more 
exact science of electrical engineering has contrib-
uted much to the success of Miss Ethel Peyser's 
electrical household inventions Her present experi-
ments concern the home generator shown below. 

Directed transmission, while still in its experimental 
•stage promises success with this parabolic reflector 
for radio waves; devised by Marconi. 

Persistent experimentation has led to the complete 
elimination of interference by means of this -vertico-
horizontal- loop antenna which achieves perfect selec-
tivity by a combination of vertical and horizontal 
loops. 

Confronted with a difficult di-
lemma in the course of her 
experiments, Miss Mary Texan 
Loomis--the first woman to con-
duct a radio school—has re-
course to the infallible powder-
puff. 
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LA Famous Experimenter 

Faraday's notebooks are replete with ideas. 
The sketches above are reproduced from his 

notes on some of the experiments illustrated on 
this pag.•. They show a remarkable fecundity 
of itongination. 

e  

Mar< of Faraday s experiments were con-
cerned with electrolysis. His apparatus for de-
I•ollIrt , 11,g water embodies the unusual feature 
of introducing the ilectrodes at the sealed top 
of the tubes, rather than through the °per 
boto.m, as done by modern experimenters. 

The modern generator is 
i h.. industrial outgrowth 
of the simple experiment 
illustrated above. The 
Permanent magnets in-
duce electromotive force 
in the metal disc rotating 
bete:eel» its poles. 

t.:. a it ni y's primitive 
eoill A change in 

'he magnetic field caused 
the sodden motion of 

Penn:I/Wilt magnet 
it.. e. ni n elect romot ive 

u. the coil and 
. at the terminals 

Michael Faradam 
The far-reaching electrical applications 

that characterize the modern industrial civil-
ization are a tribute to the genius of Michael 
Faraday, who did more than any other indi-
vidual to elevate electricity front the state 
of trivial experimental amusement to the 
position of a great and comprehensive sci-
ence. That he was the son of a blacksmith., 
with not even the opportunity of an elere,n-
tary schooling, testifies to that, thirst for 
knowledge and the inexhatietible energy that 
enabled Faraday to become the world's fore-
most experimental t-• Cultist- Tu a teaser 
man, his most important experiments, illus-
trated on this page, would have seemed in-
significant in their bare simplicity, but in 
the eyes of Faraday, who in experimental 
data could see the soul, the inner esaence of 
facts, they assumed a vital importance. Juet 
as his experiments were characterized by a 
striking and beautiful simplieity, his man-
ner of expression in writing and lecture was 
lucid and precise: a modest inornate style, 
made beautiful by the vision that prompted 
it. Throughout his long and full life, re-
search formed a str,:aining and engrossing 
interest, a vital urge to probe into the mys-
teries of Man's environment. 
He wan born in England, 1791. and at an 

early age was apprenticed to a bookbinder. 
Fortunate circumstances brought his remark-
able ability to the attention of Sir Humphre 
Davy, under whose patronage he became the 
director of the laboratories of the Royal In-
stitution, where he did most of his valuable 
work. His death in 1/167 terminated one of 
the most productive, most important lives in 

the history 01 civilization. 

• 4,/ 

• • • . • • 
Michael Faraday, the father of experimental 

electrieity, is the discoverer of the phenomena at 
the foundation of the electrical industry today. 

An incipient form of the ' tait :former was 
constructed by Faraday in his study of electro-
roaroctie induction. Upon closing the battery 
cirif ii ourrent pulse induced in 1"u, secondary 
ramiSts it momentary deflection of the needle." 

The huge ektatr.c motors of 
the present du: .. re material 
expressions oi The principles 
involved in t experiment 
illustrated abo.te. The electro-
magnetic rea(-lion between a 
permanent ritiagket and a wire, 
carrying an electric current. 
and dipping in ner.cury, causen 
rotation of the wire in the ap-
paratus at right and of the 
magnet in the vessel at the 
left-

Electromagnetic induction is 
illustrated strittrazy by the 
famous Faraday experiment 
shown at the left The small 

coil carrying IX ! urrent indu-es 
a current in -Ito large gee-
ondary when drorning into its 
core. The .tererria:sy current 
is indicated by the galvanom-
eter at :ta. k.f;, 
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Above—The superdyned reflex receiver with one stage of A. F. amplification. Under proper 
conditions this circuit gives as much volume as the ordinary ihree-tube receiver. 

Below—An improved circuit in which the crystal is inductively coupled to the plate coil. By 
using the proper ratio R. F. transformer very good results are obtained. Note that a step-down 
ratio seems to work better with a crystal. 

speaker audibility was obtained to make 
titi' Itrogram dearly heard on the second 
thior I set. being on the ground Ibiori of 
the building in which most of the tests 
were made. Further tuning brought in 
fiiur or five other stations at grdtter dis-
tances. also on the loud speaker, but with 
redured volume, of course. 
The writer will be pleased to give fur-

ther information on the alvive or follow-
ing points whieh may not be dear. 
Of course, there may be considerable 

Email for improvement of ti lts efircutt A 
few of the Valial lorIS of this eircuit, which 
the experimenter will want to try, are 
shown. Fig. 1 is the original circuit. 
Fig. 2 is the same circuit, with one stag, 
if audio frequeney amplifittation addetl. 
Fig. 3 shows a little variation in tin. 

/
N view of the great quantity of reedy-
111g circuits, more or less efficient, 
which have been published and are 
known by the public, a new one would 

have no reason for announeement if it 
did not combine positive advantages over 
the i it hers. 

Thi‘ following circuit is the most eco-
nomical of all known, and in a few sec-
onds can lie adapted to existing single or 
double cireuit l'ereiVVI'S : simply short cir-
cuit the grid condenser :Ind disconnect 
the terminal of the A battery front tile 
ground. The variable resistance can easily 
be made or a satisfactory one obtained in 
the stores, taking the precaution of not 
using a combined variable leak and grid 
condenser. 

* It is immaterial whether the primat'' 
coil and the tickler coil are of the stand 
ard vario-coupler, or spider-web form, but 
if you wish to have a wide range of wave 
lengths the primary should have taps; the 
tickler coil has no taps. 

It is convenient that the tube shall be 
hard like the 201-A, but any kind of tube 
works. In my t.xperiments I used a 201-A 
ami a W. D. 11, always with better results 
than with the stone tubes used in ordinary 
regenerative circuits. A W. D. 12 dry cell 
tube is revommentled. 
The head-set should be connected be-

tween the posit i vi' 1 V1111111:11 Or i he E bat-
tery and the tickler. A byp:1SS Vu 111111 .11Ser 

is not required. 1'1 11 il i ‘ r..IP .. a.q.W.11 . ' : Ind th0 

N. K. head-sets work good. Various ex-
periments si ti be tried for reasons 
which will be explained in another article. 
A variable .0005 mfd. antenna series 

condenser is used. The voltage of the B 
battery, storage battery or dry battery is 

Li 

FIG.3 

.0005 

Simplidiine Circuit 
13t1 Aurelio L. Fernandez 

that which ciirresponds to the type of 
tube used. 

It must be taken into account that while 
tuning in tt transmitting station the varia-
ble resktance which I describe below 
should not he used. Only when the maxi-
mum of clearness is to he obtained may 
we think of using it. 

If the circuit is unstable \\Idle tuning 
in a station and the volume it or 
dintinisf es with the approach if the hand 
or na)Veillt.nt of the Isitly, or of the tickler 
coil, or. the sound is not clear. it indicates 

- 

••-11 
TICKLER _ 
COIL ABAT 

-t-

 Meee 

VARIABLE: RESISTANCE 

< 

The simplidyne circuit, which is similar to the 
ordinary single circuit receiver except that no grid 
condenser is used and a high variable resistance 
is connected between the filament and the ground. 
Remarkable results are claimed from this re-
ceiver. 

that the circuit is oscillating and the pri-
mary switch tap should be changed. 
I have in the preceding written with 

detail to prevent amateurs from having a 
disinclination to the principle; in general. 

coupling unit whielt may result in sharper 
tuning of ti te plate •Arcuit, which other-
wise was found to tune broadly. This was 
not a disadvantage, due to the sharp tun-
ing of the grid circuit. 

A blocking condenser was tried in series 
with 1.'te erystal (R.1(411,1. in order to pre-
vent the D. (2. plate current from passing 
through the crystal circuit. Plate tuning 
was Lot greatly sharpened by this ar-
rangement. Adding radio frequeney alit-
liii lict17uit t will increase the range and 
adding audio frequency anyilitivation will 
inerease the volume. Ni  rheostat was 
used in the experimental st.t, since there 
was tine in the current supply line. The 
standard variable condenser symbol has 
been made to indicate proper connection 
by showing the arrowhead on the rotor 
plate side tif the condenser. This prac-
tically eliminates capacity effects. We 
wish : 0 point out that pyrotex fixed crys-
tal de teetors operate splendidly in this re-
velvet-, requiring no adjustment. 

  20 TURNS WOUND OVER 
THE 50 TURNS 

( 

7-

•••11. 
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the adjustment is easy, moving simulta-
neously the antenna connection and the 
tickler coil. 

1v is possible to receive long-distance 
transmission, but 1 have no data as I have 
no antenna adapted therefor. I hope that 
some amateur will tell what results he 
obtained. 

If mie wishes to use an extra stage of 
amplification with a trt‘nsformer, a sep-
arate 11 battery should 14. employed. The 
filament current is critical, just as in 
evi-ry-day circuits. 
The amplification of the circuit which I 

describe is obtained by the variable non-
inductive resistance, wl ich 1 have made 
in the usual form of a grid leak using a 
common No. 2 pencil and a little piece of 
insulating fibre. One mil of the resis-
tance is ronnected to the ground by a 
etinductor and the tithe • end iS free, 

ln conneeting the pus I int. pole of the 11 
battery• with one id* tht• terminals of the 
telephones the nit tvalile tap of the resis-
ariee may rest upon the grounded end. 1. 
repeat that while tuning in a station the 
resistance should not he used, nor in weak 
stations exeept when it is desired to obtain 
extra resistand. couplet' amplifiration. It 
is a 1111e:4E011 eXpi'li'llelita inn. 

1f clear reception is not obtained, the 
Int,valile tap is tilaced on the resistance: 
it' the volume is the same inereases, the 
maximum of rendition should be striven 
for; in praetice tille movable tap is slowty 
pushed to the other ex.retne, and as cadi 
inovement is made the tutting should also 
be changed slightly. irtiving the ttntenna 
condenser and the titider coil. As the 
intensity increases tuning is more 4-ritical. 
In general this is easily carried out. 
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Experimental Radio Frequencij Circuits 

W HEN i lie lien for disiainv over-
comes the experimenter he natur-
ally. I urns to radio frequency am-

plification. Figuring that one stage should 
increase the receiving range, a new eircuit 
with this addititat is tried. After working 
on the set for it few nights it is found 
that the range remains as heft ire. The 
long-disfance stations are as elusive as 

r"" 
POTENTIoMf_TCR 

R.F. T 

FIG. I 
FIG. 2 

Left—A radio frequency amplifier employing a fixed R. F. transformer. A potentiometer is used for stabilizing the circuit and preventing 
oscillations. Right—A radio frequency amplifier employing a tuned impedance instead of a R. F. transformer. The dotted lines indicate • 
connection for obtaining regeneration in the detector circuit. 

Bt.] W. L. Pearce 

amplification will fall off. This will he 
understotod when it is explained that a 
radio frequency circuit must be tuned 
to a given station, and as a transformer 
has a certain natural wave length, it will, 
of course, funetion best at this point. 
Radio frequeney transformers tire wound 
with fine wire having a large resistance 
to brintden the tuning so that it will take 

POT (N 

wave lei rl it. As the plate circuit is tuned 
to restmance with the grid circuit, the 
tube will naturally oscillate and a potenti-
ometer is essential. Whenever a poten-
tiometer is used a filament switch should 
be employed, as otherwise the potentiom-
eter would always be otinsuming current, 
even when the tubes are turned out. 
This type of R. F. amplification will 

 _111111111110101i 

L 
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ever, and in disgust the old reliable re-
generative receiver is again put into 
operation. 

It is difficult for the novice to under-
stand why this is so. If radio frequency 
amplifies the siglatl befttre it reaches the 
detector, then why ! toes not the addition 
of one stage of It. F. amplification improve 
the ( list owe recoolon of the receiver? 
Some types freqUelley 111111111-

tiers, if correctly used, will give a notice-
able increase in efficiency, but others will, 
if anything, give intitrer results. 

It must be remembered that when a 
standard it. F. transformer is employed 
regeneration must he sa..i•lij,ed, and as 
regeneration is in it equal to one stage 
of It. F. amplitioation, it will he evident 
that no advantage will be gained uy using 
only one stage. A diagram ti ilk circuit 
is shown in Fig. I. A potentiometer is 
usually employed to keep the radio fre-
queney tube from oscillating. If the po-
tentiometer It-ver can be InieVed 
to the negative side wit 11011t the Min. 

the liffleilliometer is not neces-
sary and may lie Ilisc;irded. Iii this case, 
the grid return of the It. F. tube is con-
nected directly to the negative "A" bat-
tery lead. 
The main disadvantage u if using an It. F. 

transformer is that it has not been pos-
sible to design a transfornter that will 
amplify equally well on all wave lengths. 
There Is a certain wave length on which 
the amplification will be at maximuin, and 
above and below this wave length the 

s P 

in a wider band of wave lengths. This 
naturally decreases the efficiency of the 
transformer at all wave lengths, even at 
the one on which  it functions best. Some 
manufacturers make different trans-
formers for each stage. The first stage 
transformer may be designed to be most 
efficient on :1(X) meters_ the sevond trans-
former on 400 meters alai the third on 
500 meters. It will thus be seen that 
amplification will be nearly equal from 
about 2:to to 550 Titis system, 
although giving the same amplilicatbm tat 
a wide band, will he lower in efficiency 
than if all stages could be tuned to any 
desired wave length. 
As regeneration cannot be used and as 

the transformer must be broadly tuned, 
it follows that a tuner must be employed 
that is selective. Stich a tuner should he 
si) designed that the vollplitig bet Weell I he 
1)1'1111;11y anti secondary may be made very 
loose. The coils should also be wound 
with large wire, not smaller than No. 20, 
and preferably dttuble (-what covered. A 
minimiser of gitoll manufacture and of 
the low loss type should also be used. 
A itiore efficient form of It. F. amplifier 

is shown in Fig. 2. This is known as a 
tuned impedance amplifier. It includes 
an inductanm in the plate circuit of the 
R. F. tube, tuned by a condenser. This 
inductance may et insist of 48 turns of 
No. 22 S. C. C. wire wound on a three-
inch tube. By nit-ans of the condenser 
the coil can he tuned to any station and 
amiditication will lee at 111llximum at any 

prove quite selective and when carefully 
operated will bring in numerous distant 
stations. It will be found that for maxi-
mum results the potentiometer lever must 
be shifted for every change in wave 
length. As the lower waves are tuned in 
the lever must be moved closer to tut-
positive side to prevent the tube from 
oscillating. Instead of the plate coil and 
condenser, a standard variometer may be 
used with good results. The coil and 
condenser, however, are recommended, as 
with this combination the tuning will be 
sharper. 

Regeneration Italy also be obtained in 
the detect ttr circuit by inserting a coil 
I I.') in the plate circuit : Ind placiffu it in 
inductive relation to the tuned inakedanee 
coil ( L). These (gills may take the form 
of the primary and >WO IndarY of a stand-
ard variocouttler. Only enough of the pri-
mary turns slatuld Ite used to cover the 
desired wave length halal. With this ar-
rangement slightly greater volume can he 
obtained il' the set is correetly tuned. 
llowever, it is doubtful if regeneration is 
of mut-it advantage in titis circuit, as the 
action of the tickler coil affects the tuning 
(if the radio frequency circuit and makes 
act-unite tuning very ditlieult. An in-
crease of regeneration also hrings the 
R. F. tube closer to the oseillation point_ 
and if the potentiometer has been set for 
maximum signal strength the tube will 
break into oscillation, thus necessitating 
further adjustment. A variometer in the 
plate cirruit, in non-inductive relation to 

Fig. 3. An untuned primary coupler that has given excellent results in Mr. Pearce's experiments with radio frequency amplifiers. Note how 
well the primary is spaced from the secondary so as to reduce electrostatic coupling between the two windings. 
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FIG.4 

22 Zv 22-45V 

- II11111-1111111h 
FIG. 3 

Left.— Circuit showing how one stage of radio' frequency amplification may be connected to a standard three circuit receiver. In this case 
the variocoupler of the standard set is used as a tuned R. F. transformer. 

Right—A radio frequency amplifier circuit similar to rig. 3, except that regeneration is obtained in the detector circuit by means of a tickler 
coil. This is the most efficient method of obtaining radio frequency amplification and a standard three circuit tuner is used for coupling the tve 

tubes. 

the tuned impedance coil, would perform 
better, as it would not directly affect the 
radio frequency circuit. 

It often happens that one stage of radio 
frequency is desired with a standard three 
circuit receiver. A radio frequency trans-
former cannot be employed, as it would 
have to be inserted between the tuner 
and the detector, which would mean that 
the whole set would have to be completely 
rewired. The obvious solution is to place 
the radio frequency stage before the set 
proper as shown in Fig. 3. If a series 
condenser is not employed in the original 
set, and if the filament is not grounded, 
no changes at all will have to be made in 
the receiver. If a series variable con-
denser is in the primary circuit it must 
be removed or shorted, otherwise the "B" 
battery circuit of the R. F. tube would 
he open and the set would not function. 
It will be noticed that no transformer of 
any kind is employed, as the original 
variocoupler serves as a tuned radio fre-
quency transformer. The plate of the am-
plifying tube is connected directly to the 
antenna binding post and the ground 
binding post. is connected to the positive 
of the "11" battery. Anywhere from 45 to 
90 volts may be used for the plate of the 
amplifier. The same "A" and "B" bat-
teries are employed for both tubes. If, 
in the original set, the filament was 
grounded, this connection must be broken, 
otherwise tile "B" battery would be 
shorted. Any type of tuner may be em-
ployed in the antenna circuit, but an un-
tuned primary coupler is recommended. 
Titis may consist of a secondary of 50 
turns of No. 20 S. C. C. wire wound on a 
three-inch tube. The primary consists of 
10 turns of No. 18 or 20 S. C. C. wire 
wound directly over the center of the 
secondary and separated from it by two 
or three layers of cardboard. A variable 
condenser of .0005 mfd. capacity is shunted 
across the secondary for tuning. It will 
be noticed that the grid return of the 
radio frequency tube is connected directly 
to the negative filament, and that no po-
tentiometer is employed. If the radio 

frequency tube tends to oscillate, this con-
dition may be corrected by using fewer 
turns of wire on the primary of the vario-
coupler in the three-circuit set. As these 
turns are controlled by a switch, this is a 
very simple matter. There will be no 
danger that the tuning of the secondary 
will affect the tuning of the radio fre-
quency amplifier as tlie coupling may be 
loosened to such a degree that this will 
be impossible. With the addition of this 
one stage of radio frequency amplification 
it will be found that regeneration is re-
tained in the detector circuit, distance 
reception is increased and weak signals 
are greatly strengthened. 
For those who wish a receiver incorpo-

rating one stage of efficient radio fre-
quency amplification the circuit shown in 
Fig. 4 is recommended. This receiver 
bears a close resemblance to the circuit 
just described, but a tickler coil is em-
ployed for regeneration instead of a plate 
variometer. The tickler will not be found 
more efficient as far as actual results are 
concerned, but it will prove much simpler 

in adjustment. When using a plate ometer varifor regeneration it will be found 

that maximum results at about 250 meters 
will be had with the variometer set at 
minimum inductance and for 550 meters 
it will be set at maximum. Thus a rota-
tion of 180 degrees must be made for max-
imum results to cover the broadcast baud 
of wave lengths. When a tickler is em-
ployed it will be found that for the lowest 
to the highest broadcast wave length a 
variation of only about 10 degrees on the 
dial will be required. It will then be 
seen that once set for maximum regenera-
tion on the lower wave, it is In a very 
sensitive position for the whole band and 
need only be touched to strengthen a very 
weak station. 
This circuit also dispenses with the po-

tentiometer, the absence of oscillation be-
ing due to the manner of winding the 
primary of the tuned radio frequency 
transformer. This instrument is a stand-
ard varioeoupler of the 1SO-degree type. 

The primary winding should be removed 
and a new winding consisting of 42 turns 
of No. 20 S. C. C. wire wound on. This 
number of turns applies to a form of 31/2  
inches in diameter. If larger or smaller 
than this, less or more turns will be 
needed, respectively. This new winding 
will be the secondary of the coupler. The 
primary, consisting of 10 turns of No. 18 
S. C. C. wire, should be wound directly 
over the secondary and separated from 
it by at least three-eighths of an inch. 
This may best be done by placing a layer 
of cardboard over the secondary and 
fastening eight pieces of hardwood, three-
eighths of an inch high, at equal distances 
around the circumference (zee Fig. 5.). 
These pieces of wood may ne fastened in 
place by means of collodion. The wire is 
now wound on the edges of the wood strips 
and may be held in place by means of a 
light coat of collodion. It desired, any 
standard untuned primary coupler may be 
employed, but it will then be necessary 
to experiment with the number of turns 
needed on the primary to keep the R. F. 
tube front oscillating. This should be tried 
with 1 he receiver set at a low wave length. 
The tuner, consisting of primary and sec-
ondary, may be wound the same as de-
scribed for the circuit shown in Fig. 3. 
Condensers of .0005 mfd. capacity are em-
ployed to tune the secondaries of both 
couplers. For distance reception this re-
eeiver will preve superior to most two-
tube sets on the market. If a loud speaker 
is to be operated one stage of audio fre-
quency will be found sufficient for many 
stations. 
Two stages of audio will give loud 

speaker volume on practically any signal 
that will actuate the detector. This re-
ceiver will not cause interference with 
other nearby sets as the radio frequency 
amplifier will not oscillate, and conse-
quently will not radiate in the antenna 
system. Even though regeneration is car-
ried too far and the detector tube oscil-
lates, it will not cause any more interfer-
ence titan any laboratory oscillator. 

inductance Coil Mounting 

TFIIS spider-web coil is easy to make 
1 and simple to operate. The base is 
made from a 30-ampere fuse case, which. 
when snapped into the fuse clip, turns 
easily far coupling adjustment. 
The stem is made front a meat skewer, 

and the coil is wound around match sticks 
which have been inserted in a circle of 
holes to give a round form before wind-
ing coils of different sizes can be wound 
for the primary, secondary and tickler. 
Very good results have been obtained with 
coils of this type on both tube and crystal 
sets. 

Contributed by W AT,TEll MARUOWSKI. 

A very simple spider-
web coil mounting is 
easily made with a 
30-ampere fuse and 
its receptacle. The 
experimenter ma y 
mount two of these 
together and vary the 
coupling by swinging 
the coils sidewise. 
Different sized coils 
may be plugged into 
the fuse base. 
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Experimental ShortrilDave Receivers 

NOW that several bands of wave 
lengths have been officially as-
signed to the amateur for experi-
ntental purposes in addition to 

the 150-200 meter band, many are at a loss 
as to how they are to maintain efficiency 
over such a wide range of frequencies 
with the sanie set. 
At present we may as well discount the 

2 to 4 meter band except on sets especially 

Amateur transmission and reception on wave lengths less than 100 meters have brought forward many new designs in receiving apparatus. This 
short waNe tuning unit comprises primat-y, secondary, and tickler coils. By pulling the knobs out the inductances may be removed and different size 
coils substituted. Thus the entire amateur wave length bands may be covered. 

designed to handle such high frequencies, 
but for the 20 to 22, 40 to 43, 75 to 80 
and 150 to 200 meter bands, it is quite 
practical to use one set to cover anyone 
of these bands and maintain a fair degree 
of efficiency on any or all of theta. 

It is not the purpose of this article to 
state what is the best means of accom-
plishing this purpose—for short wave 
work is far too young for anyone to make 
any claims in this direction at the present 
time, but rather to describe some arrange-
ments that have given good results for 
this class of work and which show pros-
pects of development. 

First of all let me warn those who are 
inexperienced in short wave work, not to 
let the natural efficiency of these hig,1 
frequencies mislead you into believing you 
have a first-class receiver just because you 
happen to get pretty good results. Almost 
any half efficient set will give results at 
75 or 80 meters superior to those which 
a well made set will give at 200 meters, 
provided it will tune that low, so watch 
your step and have everything as near 
right as possible if you desire to get the 
best possible efficiency. 

Coils wound single layer fashion are 
apparently far superior to those wound 
in any other method for meet ttion below 
100 meters. Large enameled wire seems 
excellent and probably more desirable 
than any other. 
Due to several causes three-circuit re-

ceivers ( tuned primary, secondary, and 
plate) seem more effective than other ar-
. rangements where attempts are made to 

A. L. Groves, 3B1D 

simplify tuning by doing away with some 
of the controls. Also in addition to these 
three main controls a variable feed-hack 
between the plate and secondary coil is 
desirable as well as a variable coupling 
between the primary and secondary. 

It is extremely important that small 
capacity variable condensers of good make 
be used in such sets. A five-plate con-
denser of standard size is recommended 

to be used across the grid coil and one 
of not more than seven plates across the 
plate coil. The one in the primary circuit 
had best be arranged for either series or 
parallel connection and may be of almost 
any size between 13 and 23 plates. 
As the first important demand is for an 

outfit that will tune down to the short 
waves, a very good set for this purpose 
can be constructed in the well-known 
"honeycomb" method, and making several 
special single layered coils for work on 
the various bands of waves as desired. 
The coils should be wound on forms three 
inches outside diameter, eaelt one equipped 
with an individual plug for inserting in 
the honeycomb mounting. largest of 
these coils should be 4,1airitsed of ap-
proximately 22 turns. Other coils are 
made with about 18, 12, 10. 8 and turns. 
Connect the instruments up in the regular 
honeycomb three-circuit system. not neg-
lecting the snmll voriables, for large 
vorioldes in short-wove wqwk are prac-
tically useless. Witli the condensers 
recommended ami a 22-tarn coil in the 
secondary and a 15- or 18-turn coil in the 
plate circuit and one of :Wont 8 or 10 
turns on the primary circuit. according 
to the size of your aerial, all wave lengths 
well over 100 meters may be tuned in 
while the minimum wove to which the 
set will respond will be approximately 80 
meters. 
As a rule with most sets it will be ad-

visable to use the 18-turn coil in the 
secondary circuit and the 12- or 15-turn 
coil in the plate circuit for the 75 to 80 

meter band of waves. Tite coil used in 
the primary in this and all other eases 
will depend upon the size of the aerial, of 
the primary condenser and upon whether 
the series or parallel connection of the 
primary condenser is used at the time. 
Such an arrangement will tune up nearly 
to 100 meters and go down to approxi-
mately 00 meters. 
Placing the 15-turn coil in the secondary 

and the 10-turn coil in the plate circuit 
will allow the set to tune well below 
50 meters. Other coils may be wound 
with different numbers of turns for 
various other wave lengths higher or 
lower. A 48-turn coil in the secondary 
and a 22- or 24-turn coil in the plate 
will cover the old 150-5 meter range 
nicely. On waves below 50 meters the 
effect of different length leads in the set 
during construction and different tube 
characteristics, etc., make It impossible to 
give the exact number of turns to be used 
for any wave length, but the experimenter 
will have little trouble with this part if 
he keeps in mind that one turn means a 
considerable frequency variation at wave 
lengths below 40 or 50 meters. 
While such a set will work very ef-

ficiently and can be constructed quickly 
and cheaply it is recommended that for 
somewhat better results a special arrange-
ment for mounting the coils be made, as 
the honeycomb coil mountings, while ef-
fective for the longer waves for which 
they were designed have several unde-
sirable features that make them not so 
well suited to the high frequencies en-
countered below 100 meters. 
The special mounting may he arranged 

according to one's own ideas in all de-
tails, the main consideration being a 
mounting that will allow for quick 
changes of coils and the bringing out of 
the opposing leads of the coil windings 
at opposite ends or sides of the cylinder. 
Good contacts of the bearings are also 
important. One suggested form of mount-
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ing that has proved quite satisfactory. and 
well adapted for mounting the coils be-
hind the panel ( no cabinet should ever be 
used in a short-wave set) is shown in 
Fig. 1. In this sketch ( 1) represents the 
panel which should be of bakelite: ( 2) 
is a 1/1 inch square brass nod :11/.'2 inches 
long drilled and tapped at each end with 
6/32-inch thread; ( 2A) are t inch cross 
pieces 2 inches long, drilled transversely 
at about l A inch frian each end to pass a 
6/32 inch machine screw, the center hole 
being countersunk. If desired the two 
side holes may be drilled and tapped for 
6/32-inch thread. thus doing away with 
eight nuts in assembling. (3) is a bake-
lite strip ; Wont !¡ X 1 inch x 10 inches 
long, used to support the rear bearings. 
(41 represents the primary coil, ( 5) the 
secondary coil and ( 6) the plate or tickler 
uuil. The memnting hole for the secondary 
is drilled in the exact center of the bake-
Ilte strip and those for the primary and 
tickler not less than 1% inches or more 
than 2IA, inches to each side of the center. 
To make sure of true running bearings, 

after the exact location of the mounting 
on the panel Is decided upon, this strip is 

FIG 2 

The circuit used in the experimental short wave 
receiver. Note that antenna, grid, and plate-
circuits are each tuned by a variable condenser. 

used as a template in locating the cor-
responding bearing hole soin the panel. 
The bearings may be made as follows: 

(71 represents a No. 6 brass rod 1/e inch 
long threaded 6/32 inch for about one-
half if its length. ( 8) and (0) are 6/32-
inch nuts used to fasten the rod to the 
bakelite cylinder. ( 10) is a 1;,-inch brass 
rod about ,ti inch long turned down to 
receive a or 8/32-inch thread for 
:ehout inch. The remaining shoulder 
is then drilled In the end for about 
inch to receive the plain end of the rod 
(7). Special thought must be given to 
the contacting surfaces between the two 
parts to insure good electrical contact. 
The left-hand end of the winding is made 
fast under nut ( S1 as shown at ( L), roil 
(5), or may he soldered thereto ( espy-
chilly after experiments have shown that 
the correct number of turns have been 
wound on flat u•ylinder). The cierrespond-
ing terminal in wiring the instruments is 
taken from under the shoulder of part 
10 as shown at ( A), the part 10 being 
held firmly in place on the strip by the 
nut ( 11). 
The front bearings consist of ft No. (3 

or No. 8 brass rod about n't, inch long 
threaded about one-half its length, as al 
(12). A small pin is then inserted near 
the end of the unthreaded portion is 
shown at ( 151 and left projecting- about 
1,4 inch. ( 13) and ( 14) are nuts for 
holding this part firmly to the cylinditr. 
(16) is a or 1,,',-inch brass red 
about 11.'t inches long turned down to NO. 
8 size for about 1 inch of its length. This 
piece is thitn threaded for a MUM- distance 
at the small end to receive the knob bush-
ing while the earl of the large shoulder is 
drilled to allow the plain part of rod ( 12) 
to slip in, after a slot has been made to 
allow the pin ( 151 to pass. Care should 
he taken to arrange the parts so that good 
electrical contact is maintained at this 

end and the rear bearing by pressure of 
the coil spring ( 17). The pin ( 151 fitting 
in the slot made in part ( 16) allows the 
entire coil to be rotated by means of the 
km it ( 181. Contact for the rigin-hand 
end of coil winding is made under the nut 
(13) as shown at ( R) coil 15), nail the 
corresponding terminal is taken off pref-
erably between the coil spring and 
shoulder of part ( 16) as shown at ( W. 
Tite coils may be easily inserted by pull-
ing out on the knob thus compressing the 
coil spring enough to allow the coil to be 
removed or inserted. Separate teati.ts 171 
and ( 12) should be made for tacit coil. 
As it is not necessary to ruetate the sec-
ondary or middle coil, only a small knob 
need be used on this mounting for the 
purpose of compressing the spring in 
changing coils. 
The letters show the terminals to be 

connected to the various instruments. In 
connecting the variable eundensers in 
shunt to the secondary and plate coil care 
must be taken that the stationary plates 
si tall lee ciennected to the grid terminal of 
the seeonclary coil and to the lelate ter-
minal of the plate coil. The negative fila-
ment lead front the secinulary coil should 
alsie lee connected tut the gnetmd. 
The comidele wiring diagramn is shown 

in Fig. 2 to which should be added one 
stage of audio amplification for best re-
sults of I eX stations. 
The coils or inductances for this set are 

wound on bakelite cylinders three inches 
outside diameter and preferably t ti very 
thin walls and of correct whit It to receive 
the number of turns desired plus the 
space for the bearings. 

It is important for short-wave work lo 
place the condensers well apart, at leat-1 
live incites between centers is recueln-
mended, and to use good ciendensers. The 
wiring and placing of the instruments 
shoul(1 " be so done as to adtttit of the least 
possible amount of wire being used. 
Medium "hard" tubes such as the W1)-11 
or WI)- 12 are recommended for the very 
short waves at least, when) they seem to 
be well stilted due to their low internal 
capacity. non-critical adjustments ;Ind 
Ir,' oscillating. The maximum and mini-
mum waive-length range of the set will 
depend 'linen tlie number ief turns used. 
Approximately the saline number of turns 
may be wound to start with as recom-
mended previously. Such a set will, if 
carefully made. give a ;fined acenunt of 
itself on all waive lengths in practical use 
below 200 meters. 

Super-Regenerative Set 
Contrary to general belief a form of 

super-regeneration can lee used with 
splendid results and many advantage>: at 
times in connection with the shun-waive 
sets previimsis described, espevially on 
the waives between about SI t and 100 
meters. This circuit for such a super-
regenerni ive set is shown in 11g. 3. 
Great cant must be made in construeting 
and adjusting the oscillator circuit for 
this (lass ief work anti it is minim these 
adjustments that the success or failure 
of the set hinges almost in The 
regenerative part of the set sheatlit 
constructed along the lines previously 
Taunt bawd ; mil the saine cans taken in the 
construction of tins part as it' the set was 
to In' used as regenerative only. The 
variation freepiency must be adjusted in 
stieli ai niamner that it is harel audible, 
:mil after experience is gained, best re-
sults may he olutained with the variation 
frequency entirely inaudible. 

l'or some reason the WI)-12 or WI/- 11 
tulle operating ait 45 volts I: battery seems 
to tri' noire effective in this circuit than 
1he more powerful storage battery tulles. 
The cause of this is not clear unless the 
variation-frequency-energy lumilled is so 
small, as to allow the tube to perform its 

other duties without bec.aning over-
luratiled, thereby making a mere powerful 
tube unnecessary and undesirable because 
of the greater natural ellic:ency of the 
smaller tube on the short waves. 

prop( rly adjusted. titis form of super-
regenentt ion will not give rise to bowling, 
squealing. and will not operate with the 
familiar roaring sounds to which super-
regenerltieen is subject on the longer 
waives, : mil there is no bothersonat hum in 
the receivers, for at the 'west this hum 
must be adjusted so it actually has to be 
listened-fuer to be it even wIten no sig-
nals are coming in. Selectivity is enor-
mously greater with this form of super-
regeneration than on any other type 
suited to the longer waves, mil while no 
earsttlitting signals result the average sig-
nal should be found to chattel: , its strength 
over that received with plain regeneration 
and the distance over which the set will 
operate effectively in the day time should 
be increased something like 40 per cent 
over that of a good regenerative revolver. 
Adjustments and results will. of cieurse, 
vary considerately in each in case 
and no exact formulas can be given for 

FIG..3 
7 
A super-regenerative circuit for short waves em-

ploying the Flewelli ng principle. Experiments 
with this circuit show it to be far superior for 
short wave reception to the standard circuit. 

the values of the oscillator inductances 
or their shunt capacities, hilt once work-
ing right the results will le steady with 
a decided radio-frequency amplification 
power. Approximate result , may lee first 
obtain:tit by using 1/1-127to t trii coil in the 
grid oscillator shunted by at .001 
denser and D1-750 coil in the plate °stil-
l:1ton shunted ley a .0005 mi id. condenser. 
The culls are placed in indactive relation 
to each other and adjusted until oscilla-
tions ure noted by the faint high pitched 
sound in the receivers if the frequency is 
audible or at dull thud if it is inaudible. 
The coupling should not he ; ny cio>er t ham 
absolutely necessary to lit; twain oscilla-
tiger's. Excellent ritsalls can be 1)1 ii 
if a little time is taken n getting the 
variathen frequency t.orrie• . Die Intl be 
discouraged ait the first attempt, if results 
are not perfect. nail ui not try to increase 
distance and signals ley rnerensing the 
strength ief the variation frequency, for 
all lit nigh comparatively louder nearby sig-
nals i-an be oldatined in tIns manner. the 
DX cannot force its way through and 
trouble will lee experienced ley the tube 
eltuking lap, and signals coopping up in 
all unntasuenalele manners. Mons than 45 
volts shunild never be used on the platte 
of any tulle for this putanese. .Always re-
ittentlett. yeti have to elect-it:1 ,e the strength 
of ntatrity signals ats received on the 
slitter- regenerator to get results from the 
distant stathens and general satisfactory 
results. It is no trouble to make any 
super-regenerator tear things up on com-
paraitively short distaneits in the signal-
strength line, lent it is quite ;mother prob-
lem to redue this: signal-strength : mil get 
smooth acting satisfaction from the dis-
tant stations. This is mu great trouble 
of the past with smer-regenitrate hen atad it 

(Continuci/ on page 1.37) 
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How to make a Portable One..Tube Reflex Receiver 
13y "Cud Garver 

FIG.I FIG. 2 

FIG. 7 

HERE is a simple receiver free from 
complicated parts that is easy to 

build with a minimum of expense. It is 
mounted in a medical battery cabinet. 
The parts needed are comparatively few 

and in the diagram each part bears a 
designating letter. 
The electrical wiring diagram, Fig. 1. 

shows how to connect up the instruments 
exactly as they go In the set. With the 
exception of the grid lead of coil ( II), 
which Is soldered to the variable con-
denser lead, all connections are made lo 
binding posts. 
The photograph, Fig. 2, shows the ar-

rangement of the instruments and the 
simplicity of wiring with direct, short 
leads. Note position of condenser ( Fl 
over coil ( B) ; condenser ( 0) below sub-
base and coil-supporting bracket ( L). The 
crystal detector terminals are also beli INV 
the sub-base. Connection to the movable 
condenser plates is made with flexible 
wire. 

Fig. 3 shows the correct positions of the 
units as mounted on the panel and sub-
base together with the mechanical details 
of coil construction and the proper connec-
tion of the leads. Coupling between tlie 

10 T. NO.26 O.C.C. WIRE 
55 T NO. 2G 

OCC.WIRE 

BINDING 

POST 

t3OLT.5 

—PANEL 

5" 
BUSHINGS 

FIG. 5 

Constructional details of a compact single 
tube portable reflex receiver that ghee good 
results on a loop-aerial. Fig. 1 shows the 
diagram of connections. It employs a tuned 
plate circuit and the output of the crystal 
detector is directly connected to the input 
of the tube without the use of a trans-
former. Fig. 2 shows the rear view of the 
instrument. Fig. 3 is a plan view showing 
the location of the coils and the compact 
mica dielectric variable condensers, the de-
tails of which are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 
5 shows the method of spacing the filament 
rheostat to make room for the condensers. 
Fig. 6 shows the panel drilling. Figs. 7 
and 8 show the compactness of the complete 
receiver installed in a medical cabinet. 

two sets of coils is eliminated by 
mounting them at right angles. 
Owing to the small space avail-

able variable mica condensers are 
used. These are preferably one of 
the many commercial types or you 

may build them according to 
he drawings, Fig. 4. 

FIG. 8 *50.00 in Prizes 
This is a monthly prize contest 

for radio experimenters. There are 
three monthly prizes as follows: 

First prize $25.00 in gold 
Second prize $15.00 in gold 
Third prize. $10.00 in gold 
In order to be eligible for a prize 

the manuscript must deal ONLY 
with the experimental phase of 
radio, somewhat along the fol-
lowing lines: Radio experimental 
wrinkles. Short cuts for the ex-
perimenter. Simple devices to help 
radio experimenters in their work 
are wanted particularly. 
This prize contest is open to all. 

All prizes are paid upon publica-
tion. If two contestants submit 
the same idea, both will receive the 
same prize. Address Editor, Radio 
Experiments Contest, c/o this pub-
lication. Contest closes on the 15th 
of each month of issue. 

RUBBER TUBES 21: D. 
X 12- " LONG. EACH TUBE 

HAS SAME NO. OF TURNS 

FIG.3 

A minimum of panel space requires the 
rheostat to be set back of the variable 
condensers. This is done by using fibre 
bushings and a shaft extension as shown 
at Fig. 5. 

Panel drilling plan is shown at Fig. G. 
This plan should be followed very closely 
in order to build the set in such a corn-
;met space. 

Fig. 7 shows the front view of the 
finished receiver. 

This receiver has shown its ability to 
plek up signals with fine volume on a 
tapped loop shunted with a .0005 mfd. 
va viable condenser. 

The neatness and portability of the set 
ore well illustrated in the photograph, Fig. 
S. Ample space is provided in the lid of 
the medical cabinet for "B" batteries. 
These are held in position by metal strips 
and the terminals brought out through a 
fibre panel. Complete with batteries the 
receiver weighs less than 20 pounds.. 
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EXPEMENTAL CHEMISTRY 

The Dance of the Carbon Atom By Dr. E. Bade 

I. Carbon dioxide. 2. Methane, or marsh gas. 3. Wood or methyl alcohol. These three are made up of tetrad carbon and monad hydrogen 
atoms, and Fig. 4 shows the separate atoms, along with a triad nitrogen atom. Fig. 5 shows the bond of a tetrad satisfied by two monads and one 
dyad. This might be COCk. or COH2. formaldehyde. Next comes water. Two monad hydrogen atoms and one dyad oxygen atom. Fig. 7 is grain 
alcohol. Fig. 8 shows the triad nitrogen taking up three bonds of the tetrad carbon, the other bond being saturated with hydrogen, giving us 
hydrocyanic acid. Fig. 9 shows another nitrogen compound, methylamine, the type of an enormously important series of compounds. 

T
HE microscope shows, under the we may picture as one arm, called a bond, tamed, for since oxygen has two bonds, 
highest magnification of 3,000 diam- with which it may attach itself to an- one bond is linked to one carbon bond, 
eters, living organisms which appear other bond of the same kind of :than, or but one is still free. This free bond is 

to have a diameter of one-tenth of a mil- to a different kind of atom, forminz a sub- taken up by the hydrogen atom just dis-
limeter. In reality these organisms are stance or molecule. Oxygen ( 0) lets two carded and the croffl-llke structural form-
only one-thirtieth thousand of a milli- bonds, nitrogen ( N) in ammonia, three. Ira is obtained which is of wood or methyl 
meter in diameter. But such a creature and carbon ( el four bonds with which alcohol. When the hydrogen opposite the 
has a number of organs, each of which is to unite to other atoms, oxygen atom is removed and a carbon sub-
composed of various organit- coonhounds, When each of the four free bonds of stituted, hydrogen being held by the three 
which, in turn, split up into molecules, cat-hho are united with four atoms of other bonds of the carbon atom, grain or 
and it is these molecules which are corn - hydrogen a molecule of - nntrsh gas is ethyl alcohol is obtained. 
posed of atone. Therefore it is almost formed. It is an interesting fact that But the dance of the carbon atom is 
incomprehensible how tiny and minute marsh gas can he obtained by the direct by no means finished. When the hydrogen 
such a molecule, to say nothing of the union of carbon and hydrogen at a tern- atom attached to the oxygen of the wood 
atom, must be. perature of 1,200 degrees flentigrade, or alcohol is freed, as well as another ad. 
The atoms when linked together form by means of an electric discharge between jacent hydrogen of the carbon, then the 

molecules, which are the smallest indepen- two carbon poles in an atmosphere of free end of the oxygen turns back on 
dently existing complex suletances known. hydrogen. itself and locks lo the free end of the 
The atom has no independent existence. If an oxygen atom with its two bonds carbon. This is formaldehyde, the well-
Each atom has its own peculiar character- is substituted for one hydrogen atom of known disinfectant and antiseptic. It can 
istie. An atom of hydrogen tH) has what niarsh gas an incomplete molecule is ob- (Cantinued on page 139) 
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Filtration and Cnistallization 

IF you were given a sackful of vari-ous coins, what would be the first 
thing you would do with them? It 
goes without saying that whether you 

intended to save them, spend them or give 
them away, your first task would be to 
find out their value. This would necessi-
tate sorting. the coins into piles if equal 
denominidion in order that you might 
count them. Such a simple operation may 

FILTER CLOTH SUPPORTED BY 

EMBROIDERY RINGS 
Large volume filtration can be done through 

a filter cloth and embroidery rings secured in 
department stores are excellent for holding the 
cloth. 

seem of little moment, yet separating or 
sorting things out is perhaps the most 
frequently recurring problem of our daily 
lives. The fariner separates the weeds 
from the vegetables. The dairyman sep-
arates the cream from the milk. The 
smelter separates the metal from the ore. 
Even the swindler separates the victim 
front his money. 

Filtration is nothing but the separation 
of a stilid material from a usually 
by straining through a screen that will 
permit the passage of the one while ob-
structing the passage of the other. It is 
precisely like fishing with a net, which is 
really a filtration of the fish from the 
water. 

Filtration in the laboratory is generally 
done through paper, while intlustrial fil-
lers are usually of cloth. The word filter 
contes from the Latin "filtram," meaning 
felt, as felt was first used for the purpose, 

FOLDED IN QUARTERS 
(„„e AND OPENED OUT 

CIRCLE OF FILTER 
PAPER- FOLDED IN HALF 

FITTING THE FILTER 

PAPER TO THE 

FUNNEL 

Putting the filter paper in a funnel. This is 
one way of doing it. Other ways will be described 
in a subsequent article. The funnel contains water. 
the little finger of the left hand closing the lower 
end of the stem. 

Felt bags are still employed in filtering 
many pharnmeeutical preparathms. You 
can use cheeseellith for the following ex-
periments, lIntugh it would be better to 
procure mane regular filter l mpel. if possi-
ble. This paper is obtainable at drug 
stores and is sometimes called bibulous 
paper, because it can absorb liquids. 
Take some fine ii ci, ashes or stane clay 

broken up into small lumps and mix it 
with a wiant il y common table salt. 
Add a little coal dust so as to nuthe the 
mixture more ccatiplex, and then stir it all 
up in a vessel of water. Next prepare 
your filter. If this is to be of cheesecloth, 

131.1 J. Edmund Woods 

Several Itc 1'IS I if the material and 
attach them In t -ijII:tre or round wooden 
frame. Embroidery rings serve very well 
for this purpose. If you are able to get 
filter paper, a single layer will do, but it 
must be fitted to a funnel. Cut the sheet 
of paper into (..ireular form with a diam-
eter about one and one-half tintes tlutt of 
the funnel. F(.141 the circle first in half 
and then in quarters so that it has the 
shape of a sector of a circle. This is to 
lie opened out like a cone in tlw manner 

illustrated, and after put I ing a little water 
in the funnel the filter paper can be 
pushed down into it and made to fit the 
sides closely. A common enameled fun-
nel is suitable rot the preseto work 
though glass funnels id two to f' cur inches 
diameter are preferahle in laboratory fil-
trations. The funnel must be supported 
somehow and a good make-shift is to set 
the funnel in the neck of a clean bottle. 
Pour the liquid through the filter with 

lite' assistance of a rod as the sketch in-
dicates. A pencil will do for the rod. 
The chemist always uses a glass rod. The 
liquid passing through is called the fil-
trate, and it should be absolutely clear. 
If it Is not, pour it through the filter 
paper again, as meanwhile the pores of 
the paper will have become clogged up 
to some extent with solid particles. If 
a cloth filter is being used, add an extra 
layer or two of cheesecloth. Naturally 
the more obstruction you place in the way 
of the liquid the slower it will filter 
thrtIugh, hut the separathin must be abso-
lutely complete. Not the least particle of 
solid matter should run through. The 
'materials we have named should filter 
very well with the possible exception of 
clay. 

Transfer the clear tilt rate to a wide ves-
sel, preferably a pitrcelain dish that will 
withstand heat, and leave it in a warm 
place so that the liquid can evaporate. 
When it has evaporated down to a small 
bulk, the dissolved salt will commence 10 
erYStalliZe ( Mt, and here you can tell how 
month*. has been yieur separation. The 
crystals may be discolored by partieles of 
emit which were small enough 1-4) pass 
through the filter. You can then dissolve 
the crystals and filter them again or else 
reerystallize, which is a common method 
of purification. The method is best shown 
in separating two substances which are 
both soluble. 

Take a few ounves each of sugar and 
table salt, and after mixing, dissitIve the 
mixture in as little water as possible. Ex-
pose the vessel containing the solution to 
a moderate heat sir that the water will 
evaporate. After a time you will observe 
small crystals beginning to form ( en the 
sUrfilee (. 1' the liquid and ;wound the sid es. 
These shoUld be practically pure salt, 
which is much less soluble tiran sugar 
and is therefore the first to crystallize. 
Collect the crystals on a little square of 
wire gauze with its sides bent up to form 
a basket. When about In« the water has 
disappeared, tithe the basket with its col-
lection of crystals and dip it Iwo Or Ihiree 
inWS in clean water. This will allow any 
adhering sugar solution tir drain off. Then 
taste a few of the crystals. If the sweet 
taste of the sugar is discernible, the sell-
:11%111qm is incomplete and you must re-
dissolve the mass in a little water and 
recrystallize. One or two repo it ions 
should Ire enough to give you a pure salt. 
Note part ieularly the cubical shape of the 
salt crystals whit- It is characteristic of 
this comi ound. 

mus substances. or those I hat 
crysiallize in the same form, cannot be 
sell:I:it:IT:1:1in this way, and it is necessary 

to change one of them chemically. Pro-
cure about an ounce each of copper sul-
phate and ferrous sulphate. These are 
known to the trade as blue vitriol and 
green vitriol, respectively. Dissolve half 
of the blue vitriol and it little of the 
green vitriol in a small volume of water 
and let the solution evaporate. Crystals. 

PAPER WEDGE 

POURING THE SOLUTION THROUGH 

THE FI LTER 
Filtering through a filter paper directly into a 

bottle. Paper wedges are placed between the neck 
of bottle and the funnel to allow air to escape. 

made up of both comptunds will api tear, 
and the two cannot be separated. Now 
dissolve the remainder of the blue vitriol 
anti a little fresh green vitriol separately. 
Add a drop of nitric acid to the latter 
and boil. This may cause a brown sedi-
ment to form, which will have to be fil-
tered out before mixing the solution with 
the blue one. The effect of the nitric acid, 
which is what we call an oxidizing agent, 
is to change the ferrous sulphate to ferric 
sulphate. Ferric sulphate simply con-
tains a larger proportion () I' the sulphate 
group than does ferrous sulphate, but the 
important point Is that its crystals belong 
to a different system. NOW evaporette 
your soluthin slowly and the copper sul-

ele e 
elOF 

CRYSTALS 

SMALL WIRE BASKET FOR 
REMOVING CRYSTALS 

Crystallization; as the crystals form they may 
he removed by a little wire basket. If solution of 
table salt is used very beautiful basket-shaped 
aggregations of crystals are produced. 

phale will crystallize out in nearly pure 
vondit i( co 
These irporations will consume a good 

deal of time :mil meanwhile yrti can begin 
work on a method of rapid till ration called 
suction tittering. A few pieces of special 
apparatus in.(' required, hut you will find 
them handy for a great many laboratory 
uses. First of all there is the aspirator 
or suction ammo, a simple ft trill of which 
is illustrated here. The pump consists of 
a tapered glass tube sealed into a glass 
bulb which has a side outlet. When watef 
passes rapidly through the tapered tube it 
carries with it some of the air in the bulb, 
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thus creating a partial vacuum in the 
bulb as well as ill any closed vessel to 
which the side tube may be connected. 
The tipper tube is attached to the water 
faucet by rubber lulling which is securely 
wired on see that a rush of water may not 
detach the instrument and break it. Tlie 
side tube is joined to the filtering vessel 
as illustrated. An ordinary folded filter 
paper will not do for the rapid filtration 
that Ibis arrangement is capable of, so 
we plug the humid loosely with a sinall 
wad of absorbent cotton. This should be 
wet beforehand and the efficiency of tlie 
apparatus tested. On placing the palm 
of your hand firmly over the mouth of the 
funnel. you should feel a decided pull. 
Geeled water pressure and an extensben to 
the outlet of the pump improve its opera-
tion. I ut the most important thing is to 
llave the joints as tight as you call possi-
bly make them. It may even be necessary 
le coat the cork of the filtering flask with 
sealing wax so as to avoid leakage. 

Nebw I ere! ba re a turbid liquid, say, of 
coal dust and water and pour it into the 
funnel. At the saine time turn on the 

water faucet so that the pump will begin 
to act. A very rapid flow of clear water 

Fl LTER PUMP 

PORCELAIN DISC 
FOR 

SUCTION FILTERING 

OPERATION OF' SUCTION 
FILTERING 

Filtering by a vacuum: a simple filter pumP 
draws air from the large bottle so that the liquid 
is forced by atmospheric pressure through the filter 
paper. 

ti in the cotton filter sheeuld occur. 
This device is one of tlw most effective 

time savers in the laboratory and you will 
find almost countless applications for it 
hi your general work. It may lee seated 
itt this time that cotton is not the best 
material for this kind of .1 filter, :Ind il 
is well to obtain some asbestos wool if 
you can. The wool conies in small fibers 
and tuts to be supported il the funnel by 
means of a perforated disk, usually of 
porcelain. The ordinary 1 her paper can 
be used with the disk. ,Some chemists 
prefer the Gooch erucilde, whieli is t small 
porcelain cup having a perforated bottom. 
When lined with tiller iguier or asb estees 
weiol it serves the same taupe esee as the 
disk and is attached to the funnel by 
means If wide rubber tubing. Any of the 
laboratory adjuncts we ha\ e described ( till 
he procured from the regular dealers in 
such supplies. 
The next article will treat of other 

standard methods of separation and puri-
fication by which imperl alit rinutaercial 
la•euesseS eat] be carried out in your own 
home. 

Chemistry in the Home Laboratori3 
By Dr. E. Bade 

0
 NIX too often the houle laboratewy 
beemnes a place of play where a 
number of chemicals are just 

mixed feegether to see what happens. It 
is seldom that anything does happen, but 
when it does. it is a serious 
matter. Accidents occur any-
where and any time, but it is 
really not necessary fo WOrk 
I 111 /111kelll MAY with chemicals. 
Mtlny interesting and instruc-
tive things can be avcom-
Idisheil in the simplest labora-
tory. The equipment need not 
be extensive but can be en-
larged gradually as new chew-
leak and apparatus are re-
quired. 
Our experiment shall be the 

frosting and etching of glass. 
This is not at all dillieult if 
chemical methods are em-
ployed. Any type of glass 
may he etched, even the elec-
irke bulbs moy ti so prepared. 
one piece of. appomius is es-
stilt in'. and this is a lead 
dish. The ehemivals requireel 
are im)Wert'd calcium finteride. sulphuric 
acid and paraffin. A small cardhoard box 
which can be lightly fitted is also to be 
pre evided. 

If an entire piece of glass is to he 
frosted, then one side of the glass is 
roated with paraffin and plaved in the 
box which is the chamber in which the 
fumes of hydrogen fluoride. wide') attack 
the glass, are generated. All those parts 
of the glass exposed will be etched. those 
parts covered with paraffin will remain 

FILL a lemg glass tremgh with a $olution 
of potassium iodide and divide the 

trough into three compartments with WO 
lil`ves 01 pOrollS I'lltiOard. In lil ts first 
conula il 111ent hlllt tu few' drop:: of rho-
noillin 11;110in and in the third compart-
ment put some starch solution. 
Then put a carbon eh.etrolle in tins first 

and third compartment and attaelt the 
negative of a battery of dry cells to the 
first electregle and the positive to the elec-
trode in the third compartment. In n 
short thue the compartments will be re-
spectively red, white and blue. 
What lakes place is this—the current 

dee•omposes the potassium iodide ti ml the 

GLASS TROUGH FILLED WITH POTASSIUM) 
IODIDE SOLUTION 

until tacked. A design can also he worked 
on the glass. 
The entire glass. both sides if it is flat, 

or inside and outside if it is a tumbler. 
are covered with paraffin. The parallin 

also be covered with paraffin to prevent 
the escape of the gas generated. 
The gas is produred by mixing the 

harmless calcium fluoride poWdel% about 
gme-sixth of an ounce, with sulphuric 

add. using enough ....liven-
trated acid tee make a thin 
paste. St ir the mixi ore thor-
oughly beget her wit li a woe Men 
paratlined roe'. taking great 
'tu 'e not to inhale the very 

hil li5fl1I115 
slowly. Ile sure that the dish 
used for nil\ ing is : Hf lead: 
glass dishes w ill lie mulled and 
will use up tuill. As soon as 
the mixing is (.n1110(10 play'. 
file dish in I he cardboard box. 
place the gla-s hit it. close the 
cover and slit. if lleeessary. 
with paper glued Ill the edge-: 
of the box tg, Iffithe it tight. 
The entire box is now plavell 

out of / temps ttlll eeivered with 
a woeden lie x lo umileet if 
fr0111 I ho lloW If an evapora-
tion hood is at band, it van be 
placed in it. The eseaping 

gas should not enter a regan. Leave the 
box out of (fool's until : he second (lay. 
then remove it. take out the glass. rinse 
it with water. take the lead dish and 
thoroughly clean it by letting a stream of 
water play on it until lie paste is re-
moved. 
Remove the paraffin frail the glass by 

warming it and wiping it off. All parts 
will be etched whieh wer exposed to the 
gas; those parts covered with I luis vax 
tu l'e protected from it and :ère unaffected. 

Etching or frosting the glass bulb of an incandescent lamp with hydro-
fluoric acid; the mixture of sulphuric acid and calcium fluoride supplies 
the gaseous acid, and the glass will be permanently frosted. 

is melted and brushed on the glass with 
a soft brush. Then the design is scratehed 
in the wax after it is cold, care being 
taken 10 l'011loVe nil wtux front fln‘ Iles4.91 
to be etched. The glass so expeised is 
acted on by the gaseous hydrofluorie acid 
wide') frosts the glass on these spots. If 
only part of a bull). say I half, 

is I II 110 1.1.1)S:tea, then 1 ho e•a I'd1 box 
reeeives ; in opening through which the 
bulb is intreeduced. It lutist lit lightly. 
and the edges of the hole in the box must 

Chemical Tricolor 
By Arthur A. Blumenfeld 

FEW DROPS OF PHENOL PHTALE IN 
CARBON E LECT RODE 

POTASSIUM IODIDE AND 
STARCH SOLU T 10 

POROUS CARDBOARD 

all:all appears in the left band division 
and affects Ilia) plien:dplorileio. This gi \ 
the roll. The ventral di\ ision determined 
by the pliroUS pallet., is unaffected. The 

A very interesting experiment in electro.ehem-
istry. A tank is filled with colorless solutions. 
On passing electric current through it, a blue, 
white and red coloration likc a French flag is 
produced. 

right hand compartment has iodine set 
free by the current and this produees the 
characteristic and exeeedingly sensitive 
starch reaction. 
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ElectrorChemistrii Experiments 
[Continued] 

Electrolytes and Non-electrolytes. It is 
an interesting fact that most chemical 
compounds can be divided into electrolytes 
and min-electrolytes. An electrolyte is a 
compound which in solution dissociates 
into minute pi isitively and negatively 
charged particles called ions and conducts 
the electric current. A non-electrolyte 
does ni it thus dissociate and does not con-
duet the current. To be sure, no chemist 
ever saw an in, but few chemists doubt 
that these small partielcs exist. At least 
solutions behave as though they do. 
To determine what substances are elec-

trolytes and what ones are not will form 
at most interesting piece of experimental 
w•ork for any home-laboratory worker. To 
ibi this {Jost requires a 
small elect rolysis appatratus 
having platinum eleetrodes. 
A simple form of such ap-
paratus for the electrolysis 
of water is shown in an 
accompanying figure. Small 
datinum eh et ni les are 
fastened to heavily insu-
lated eiipper wire. These 
are placed in a small jar 
containing water and a 
little sulfuric acid. Over 
these elect ri a lis are ¡n-
verted test t lilies also con-
taining acidulated water. 
‘Vhen this apparatus is 

connected to at half dozen 
bichromate cells or to the 
110-volt direct current with 
one lamp in series, client-
iced action will at once be 
observed and gases will be 
seen to collet, in the tops 
of the test lobo:. If the 
direct current and lamp 
are used, the lamp will 
light, thus showing the 
passage of the current. 

It will be interesting to 
test the gases given off. 
To do so lift one of the 
test tubes when quite full 
from over the platinum, 
and light it. It will burn 
if it is the hydrogen tube. 
Meanwhile the other is 
tilling. Rontive when full. 
Invert and apply to its 
DulUth a glowing splint ; 
oxygen will cause a vig-
orous conbustion of the 
splint. Now in the above experiment the 
sulfuric acid is the electrolyte, and the 
water is simply the dissociating medium. 
Rinse the apparatus out thoroughly and 
place in it pure water. No action will be 
observed. The incandescent lamp will not 
light, and no gases will collect. 

If you have no platinum for electrodes, 
simply place in your jar pieces of copper 
connected to copper wire. Of course the 
copper will be acted upon chemically at 
one of the electrodes, but that will make 
no difference with the determination of 
whether or not a substance is an elec-
trolyte. You can still observe any chem-
ical action and note whether the lamp 
lights. 
Now in turn place in your apparatus 

fairly strong solutions of any chemical 
compounds at your command and try to 
pass the current. Be sure each time to 
rinse out the apparatus thoroughly before 
putting in a fresh solution. No inverted 
test tubes need be used now. 
Try the ordinary acids first. You will 

find that they are all good electrolytes. 
However, you will find that acetic, oxalic, 
and tartaric acids are very poor. The bet-

1311 Floqd L. Darrow 
ter an acid di›sireiates and conducts the 
electric current, the stronger acid it is. 
Try solutions of the ordinary bases— 
sodium, potassium calcium, and ammon-
ium. Which are strong bases and which 
weak? Test solutions of the various salts. 
Then test alcohol and solutions of sugar 

and glycerin. These last compounds be-
long to the class of organic compounds, 
which in generad do not dissociate and do 
not conduct I he current. 

Electropluliny. During the Great War 
I visited one of the largest copper refining 
plants in this country. There I saw, fill-
ing at least an acre of floor space, huge 
electrolytic relining baths, converting the 
relatively impure copper front the smelter 

lytic cell. The square of copper is the 
anode. As the current pusses, the posi-
tively charged copper ions are drawn over 
to the cathode where they give up their 
charges and attach themselves, thus plat-
ing the key. At the sanie time the nega-
tively charged sulfate ions are attracted 
to the anode where they discharge and 
then draw into solution more copper from 
the anode. If you will weigh the anode 
before and after the experiment, you will 
find that it has become lighter. In time 
the anode will have wasted away and it 
must be replaced. 
Determinulirm of Copper in Brass. An 

interesting anadytical application of this 
process is found in the determination of 

the percentage of some 

From Authors Boy's Own Book oil Chemistry. 
Weighing with a horn scale. The weights are handled by pincers, as the hands 

must never touch them. The horn scale, owing to its lightness, is really quite 
sensitive and will answer for rough work. 

Into metal 99.98 per cent pure. The prin-
ciple involved here is an application of the 
electric current identical with that of or-
dinary electroplating, which you may 
easily carry out. 

Place in a battery jar 250 grams of 
copper sulfate, ordinary blue vitriol, and 
dissolve it in a liter of water. At one side 
of the jar suspend a fairly heavy square 
of copper and connect it to the positive 
pole of your battery or source of current. 
One or two cells of a storage battery or 
two or three gravity cells in series will 
be best for this kind of work. Opposite 
to the square of copper suspend an iron 
door key. Before doing so, however, clean 
It thoroughly. Polish it to remove cor-
rosion. Wash it with soap or dip it in a 
solution of sodium hydroxide to free it 
from grease and rinse it with clean water. 
Now pass the current. For a good, firm 

coat only a small current should be used, 
and It should be allowed to run for some 
time. 
The Chemical Action Is This: The key, 

which you are plating, being connected to 
the negative side of the battery, is the 
cathode or negative pole of your electro-

metal in a given alloy. If 
you like, you may carry (tut 
t his (let er in in a ti on for 
yourself. 
With tin shears cut out 

a small sample—about a 
gram—front a piece of 
brass. Weigh it carefully 
in hornpan scales, or better 
ones if you hatve them. 
Dissolve the brass In nitric 
acid and make up the solu-
tion to 500 c.c. Then care-
fully weigh a clean iron 
dish. ( Small ones similar 
to an evaporating dish 
nuty be had.) Place in 
this dish 50 c.c. of the so-
lution. That will contain 
one-tenth of the sample of 
the alloy which you dis-
solved. Suspend in this so-
lution, but so that it will 
not touch the bottom of the 
dish, a copper wire spiral-
shaped to increase the sur-
face and connect it. to the 
positive pole of a storage 
battery or to several grav-
ity cells in series. Connect 
the dish itself to the nega-
tive pole of the battery. 
Allow the current to flow 
until the blue color of the 
solution has entirely dis-
appeared. A good way to 
determine when all the 
copper has been deposited 
from the solution is to re-
move a few drops of it to 
a test tube and add a little 

anunonia water. If any copper remains 
in solution, a blue color will result. 
When all the copper has been deposited 

from the solution on the iron dish, break 
the circuit, remove the copper spiral, and 
pour out the solution. Rinse the deposited 
copper with clean water, then with alco-
hol ( denatured will di)) and dry it in an 
oven at a low temperature. If the oven 
is hot, both the copper and the iron will 
oxidize and the determination will be 
worthless. 
Now weigh the dish. The increase in 

its weight will be the amount of copper 
in one-tenth of the sample taken. From 
this data, you may easily determine the 
percentage of copper in the brass. 
Local Action and Polarization. Two of 

the chief defects of a number of the 
simple cells are local action and polariza-
tion, both chemical effects. 
To learn the nature of local action. 

place a strip of ordinary sheet zinc in a 
tumbler of dilute sulfuric acid. At once 
you will notice a vigorous bubbling around 
the zinc and small black particles floating 
up to the surface of the acid. Commercial 
zinc always contains impurities, chiefly 
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carbon. When such zinc is placed in acid, 
we have exactly the conditions necessary 
for a myriad of tiny electric cells. Be-
tween each particle of impurity and an 
adjacent particle of zinc a miniature 
couple is formed, and a current is set up. 
This resuUs in a waste both of acid and 
zinc. 

RUBBER 
COVERED vviRE 

Elec rolysis of water: the radio operator's spa-
ghetti would be a convenient covering for the 
wires, if rubber insulated wire is not at hand. 

Now, if you have at hand a little mer-
cury, rub the zinc with a bit of zinc or 
galvanized iron as already described, and 
the mercury will spread over its surface. 
This process Is called amalgamating the 
zinc, and it covers up these little particles 
of Impurity so that the tiny cells can no 
longer form. Again place the zinc in the 
acid and you will find that this local ac-
tion has disappeared. To prevent local 
action, either pure zinc must be used or 
thé zinc must be amalgamated. 

All cells which produce hydrogen tend 
to polarize. That is, a layer of dis-
charged hydrogen bubbles collects on the 
positive plate and forms a non-conducting 
surface which stops the action of the cell. 
You have often noticed how a dry cell 
quickly "runs down" on closed circuit, but 
rapidly recovers on open circuit. 
Place a simple acid cell on short circuit 

und notice the layer of hydrogen bubbles 
which forms over its surface. If you have 
a voltmeter, connect it across the termi-

AUNIQUE chemical motor, which will 
rotate slowly for a long period, can 

be constructed as follows: 
From a zinc plate, about one-eighth 

Inch thick, a disc having a diameter of 
two inches is cut. Through the center of 
the disc a small hole is drilled; later, a 
steel wire is forced through the hole to 
act as a spindle or shaft. 
By filing down the heavier side of the 

disc the rotor is perfectly balanced, so 
that the disc, if placed on a glass tumbler 
(as shown in the illustration), will re-
main stationary in any position. 
To start the rotor, the tumbler is filled 

with a dilute sulphuric acid solution, ami 
almost immediately the motor disc will 
begin to turn slowly. 
The explanation Is that hydrogen 

bubbles are formed on the zinc dise; these 
bubbles displace water, and cling to the 
zinc, thereby acting like little floats. 
Owing to the uneven surface of the 

disc. bubbles will form more quickly on 

nals of 
variable resistance. With a resistance of 

the cell and parallel with it a 

Electrical analysis of a key. This is a very 
pretty experiment, involving the deposition of 
copper from the key and weighing of the same. 
If the key is of true brass the difference will be 
zinc. 

about 15 ohms note the reading of the 
voltmeter. Allow the current: to flow for 
two minutes and again take the reading 
of the voltmeter. This time it will be 
found to be much less. Now reach into 
the cell with a stick of wood and wipe 
the bubbles of hydrogen off the copper 
plate. Immediately the voltage will rise 
to its original value, showing that the 
accumulated hydrogen gas stops to a large 
extent the action of the cell. • 
An Electric Furnace. Although the elec-

tric furnace is not a direct chemical ap-
plication of the electric current, yet be-
cause it is so useful in the laboratory I 
am going to describe the construction of 
one. Of course before making it, you 
must understand that either D. C. or A. C. 
current of 110-volts pressure is required 
for its operation. 
The most useful electric furnace is of 

the resistance type. It depends for Its 
value upon the heat-producing properties 
of an alloy known as nichrome wire. Al-
though for a time, on account of patents. 
it was impossible to buy this wire in the 
market, it is now available for anyone. 
The materials for this furnace are fire 

clay, asbestos fibre, water-glass, a corru-
gated alundum core 21/2  inches deep and 
2 inches in diameter, and 42 feet of No. 20 
nichrome wire. The first step in this 
process is to wind the wire as closely as 
possible on a spindle 3/32 of an Inch in 
diameter. This is difficult to do by hand, 
and it is better to have it wound at a ma-
chine shop. Be sure to leave about a foot 
free on each end for connections. Stretch 
the coil slightly so that the turns will not 
touch and short circuit. Then wind it 
about the alundum core, fitting it into the 
grooves. You will have some difficulty, 

A. Chemical Motor 
13y C. A. Oldroqd 

ZINC DISC 
2' DIA. X/Ij THICK 

\ 

H\eDROGEN 
GAS BUBBLES 

STIFF WIPE 
SPINDLE --... 

DROPS 
OF 

SEALING 
WAX 

DILUTE 
SULPHURIC 

ACID 

GÉASS 
VESSEL 

probably, in holding the coil in place until 
you can cover it with a layer of alundum 
cement. The cement powder is simply 
mixed with water and spread on to a 
depth of about a quarter of an inch. Place 
the core in a warm place and let the 
cement set. 
The rest is simple. Obtain a box about 
inches long, 6 inches wide and 5 inches 

deep. In an old basin mix into a doughy 
mass some of the fire clay, asbestos fibre 
and water-glass. Press a layer of it into 

A simply constructed furnace for use in the lab-
oratory. A coil of wire heated by the current 
produces the heat. It sometimes happens that 
one has to work in a laboratory without gas. 

the bottom of the box and set the alundum 
core upon it, making the mouth of it just 
level with the top of the box. Now pack 
firmly about the core more of the mixture, 
until the box has been completely filled. 
Smooth off the top and insert in one end 
two binding posts, to which fasten the 
free ends of the nichrome wire. Now 
place the box in a warm place and let it 
remain until it has dried and hardened. 
This process may be hastened by connect-
ing the furnace with the electric current. 
In the meantime you may make a cover 
for the furnace front the same materials 
as the furnace itself. In doing so leave 
a small hole in the center directly over 
the pit to serve as a vent. 
When the furnace is dry, cover it with 

a thin layer of cement in order to smooth 
up the surface. When ready for use the 
current from a 110-volt source should give 
a heat ot almost 1,000 degrees Centigrade. 
This furnace will be found useful in 

making alloys, quicklime. the reduction 
of metallic oxides with carbon, and in 
the preparation of coke and illuminating 
gas and for many other purposes. 

one side than on the other ( shown in the 
diagram by -I- and — signs), and the 
side which has the greater "lift" caused 
by the bubbles will be lifted up and rota-
tion will begin. 
Once started the motor will continue to 

run for a long period at a regular low 
speed; for the surface of the disc sub-

The accumulation of hydrogen irregularly on 
the surface of a zinc disc immersed in ivid and 
dissolving slowly therein, throws it out of balance 
and it rotates, constituting a chemical motor. 

merged ilfIS already bubbles adhering to 
it, while the new sections immersed by 
the rotation have to remain in the acid 
for a few moments before bubbles form. 

In the meantime, the other (+ 1 side, 
has the upper hand, and is lifted from 
the acid by the buoyancy of the hydrogen 
bubbles adhering to it. 
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indelible Labels for Reagent 
Bottles 

IT is often desirable to label vials and 
bottles in such a way as to prevent the 

destruction of the labels by the stronger 
reagents. An etched label filling this re-
quirement may be made in the following 
manner: 

Etching labels on bottles for the laboratory 
This is a practical application of the experimen 
described in Dr. Bade's interesting article in this 
issue. 

The bottle is first dipped into melted 
paraffin so that its entire outer surface 
is coated. When the wax has set, the 
letters may be drawn with a stylus or 
knife point. Two methods are shown, one 
giving raised figures on an etched back-
ground, the other etched figures. 
The prepared bottles are then placed in 

a lank of hydrofluoric acid so that the 
parts from which tile wax has been re-
moved are covered by the acid. The acid 
container should he either of lead or 
coated on the inside with paraffin. Leave 
the bottles in the acid for several hours, 
or until they appear to be sufficiently 
etched. After washing thoroughly in hot 
water, the figures may be filled with a 
black asidialt varnish, applied to the 
etched portions with a small camel-hair 

Contributed by PHILIPPE A. :rum 

Substitute for Rubber Gloves 
D IPPING the bands in a 10 ir 12 per 

cent slut ion of raw rubber in ben-
zine will art as a substitute for the use 
of rubber gloves and will prevent ninny 
bad burns when working with acids. The 
hands should be spread out for several 

Coating the hands with rubber solution, intended 
as a substitute for rubber gloves to protect the 
skin. Yet a chemist should as a rule know how 
to take care of his hands without protection. 
Stains generally are unnecessary. 

The 

minutes until the benzine has evaporated. 
This kink is also useful in handling 

paper, as it prevents finger-prints and 
is superior to gloves in this instance in 
that it does not affect the sensitiveness of 
the finger-tips. To remove the coating 
wash the hands in benzine, or rub it at 
It will roll up into crumbs and come off. 

Contributed by PHILIPPE A. JUDD. 

Continuous Water Still for the 
Laboratory 

By 11.‘yNioNo 11. W AILEs 

D isTILLED w ., at„is at tintes a neces-
sity for laboratory work. Although 
city water cola tilos so little dissolved 

solids that the water is used for storage 
batteries, well, spring and other waters 
are so full of dissolved salts that distilled 
water is absolutely the only type of water 
to use in a battery. 
A chemist, too. would not think of using 

a water fr()111 a well or even a city water 
to determine the quantity of iron or 
chlorides in a substance, for the solutions 
used would cause an appreciable error in 
the analysis. The sketch shows a water 
still which operates continuously and pro-

A corner of the writer's laboratory, with a con-
tinuous water still set up to supply distilled water 
for analyses. 

thief s distilled water in fair amounts reg-
ularly. The whole is easily made by the 
averause experimenter, the amount of glass 
blowing, or rather bending. Ittting little: 
only seven bends in glass tubing are re-
quired. 

The still proper consists of a one liter 
(1000(.0 Pyrex flask, round bottom. Flat-
bottomed flasks should never be used for 
boiling. The reservtdr coat:lining the re-
serve water is shown as Mt. It is a 
large bottle. The glass tube ( I)) connects 
the boutom4 of the reservoir : ind the dis-
tilling flask. The glass tube ( A) is the 
regulating tube and passes from the air 
head in reservoir ( R) to the water level 
of the distilling. flask IS). This tube 
should end about half way in the flask 
(S). The ()Make ( I') carries the steam 
front ( S) to the condenser ( C). Tap 
water should pass in the bottom of this 
condenser and out of the top. 
As the water boil from the heat of 

the Bunsen burner burning with a small 
flame, the steam passes into ( U) and is 
condensed and collected at ( W). As the 
water boils away, the water in tubes (A) 
and ( D) will change. That is, air will 
enter the bottom of tube (A), for the tip 
has been uncovered by the water which 
has boiled away, as the water level in 
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(s) is now lower. This air will enter to 
the top of ( R) and allow water to syphon 
through ( D) Into ( S), filling up the water 
level in the still ( S), and thus sealing 
the open bottom of the tube (A), which 
had become unsealed. This operation cuts 
off the air passing by suction, through 

WATER IN 
WHEN LOW 

u 

WATER .IN  

DISTILLED WATER 
HERE  

BUNSEN 
BURNER 

Diagram of the continuous still, showing its 
mode of operation. 

(A), and stops the flow of water from 
(R) so that ( S) will not overflow. 
The tubes (A), ( D) and ( 1') shintld 

be all glass, except. perhaps, for two little 
rubber connections in ( A) amid ( D). 
These should be very slitèrt awl tight. The 
ends of the glass tubing in each should 
come together, avoiding exposure of the 
water to the rubber. 
An asbestos covered wire gauze or a 

plain wire gauze should be used beneath 
(S), allowing ( S) to rest upon it. This 
will prevent the cracking of ( S) by sud-
den temperature changes of the Bunsen 
burner. 
Of course, when the reservoir ( R) runs 

low in water content the burner should be 
turned off and water :tdded through the 
inlet ( I) of ( It). This inlet should be 
closed when the still is operating. 

Chemical Tongs 

TOcs N for the use of chemists have 
recenlly been evolved, differing ma-

terially from the old familiar ones. 
The implement we illustrate has are...gi 

jaws which will tit a large va riely of sizos 
ti evaporating dishes. Not only do the 
jaws hold the dish below, but three pro-
jections, two from the ends of the jawr 
ti ml one from the fulcrum. reach over the 
edge of the vessel, increasing the security 
of the grip very greatly. 

Contributed by JOH N H. &HALER'. 

Improved chemical tongs. In the lower view 
the dish is broken away to show how the tongs 
grip it. Note rubber band. 
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crhe Vacuum—There's Something in it 
Abstract of Lecture By Dr. U). R. Whitney 
Director, Research Laboratory, General Electric Company 

EVERYBODY pretends to know that 
"nature abhors a vacuum." But he 
who started t hat tale merely meant 

that a good vacuum was hard to produce. 
As probably no One has ever made a vac-
umn with less gas-naelecules in a cubic 
inch than there are peolele in the world, 
we can maintain that perfection in vacua 
is still precluded by nature. 

Electricity 
I may not be sacrificing historical truth 

too much if I claim that electricity at rest 
was the first kind known. This may be 
wrong from ninny points of view, but I 
wish to assume it. It then seems logical 
that electricity in 
simple direct motion   

The e.atiorated gold from a gold-plated tungsten filament. in the 
experiment illustrated above, casts a marked shadow on the walls of the 
vacuum tube when a design is interposed, showing that the molecules of 
the evaporated substance travel in straight lines in high vacua. 

The latest arrival in the family of the 
chemical elements ( hafnium) WaS discov-
ered by trying it in vacua as an X-ray 
target. ( tar list of possible cheinical ele-
ments was rounded off by Moseley's study 
of the X-ray spectra just in time to meet 
the wonderful discoveries of J. J. Thom-
son and Aston, all made in vacua. The 
latter showed that most of the elements, 
supposedly simple, are still mixtures of 
two or more similar elements ( isotopes), 
while Professor Thomson's experiments 
disclosed by the positive ray method a 
whole series of new atomic compounds. 

While the vacuum was not essential to 
the work of Millikan in isolation of the 
electron, yet the earlier work by Thomson 
andethers, and much of the recent work 
on this ultimate constituent of matter, has 
been necessarily carried out in vacuum. 
Today there seems to be no end to the 
studies which can in based on the fact 
that an atom or molecule of material may 
be separated electrically into a positively 
charged ion (carrying most of the mass) 
and a negatively charged electron ( carry-
ing most of the current). 

That electrical discharges do not always follow the shortest path can 
be demonstrated by the tube shown above. Hittorf using a high vacuum 
tube with 1 mm. between electrodes and with the helical Who 375 cm. 
long, found that at certain potentials the discharge showed decided pref-
erence for the longer path. 

should later appear and that still later we 
should find va rheas directions and rates 
of Its motion, if it moves at all. It will 
interrupt this line of argument if we doubt 
the existence of electricity as a thing. or 
question the existence of such different 
kinds of it as static and dynamic% The 
electricity of rubbed amber was the first 
and stationary kind ( if you will admit 
that prior to Thai es such t hings as light-
ning were something else). When the 
electricity first moved through metals the 
proci •s•-: was looked Upcill as a simple 
directed flow which proceeded until the 
charged body had delivered its charge. 

Currents 
This direct flow of electricity (a cur-

rent) was strengthened in its hold on our 
conception try the great number or differ-
ent chemical current-producers which fol-
lowed the controversies between Galvani 
and Volta a century and a quarter ago. 
Primary and secondary or storage bat-
teries without number were soon discov-
ered. The current from such batteries 
was exactly like that which the magneto 

+s-

electric machines produced, when these 
were developed, after Faraday had shown 
the effect of moving a wire through a mag-
netic field. 
The direct current of sueli generating 

machines was much later followed by the 

alternated flow, and scant alternating cur-
rent generators were made for different 
rates of reversal of direction. Sixty, forty 
and twenty- till cycle currents are now 
common and the user takes his choice. 
These frequenelles were once accidents of 
convenience and economy. Few Si WIC USPS 
other widely different l'i..iquencies of alter-
nation are very desirahie, as in wireless, 
where 100,111111 ey el es are common. 
Now the phenomena which have been 

found in vacuum tubes- promise to give 
complete ceentrid over all these details of 
kind and frequency' of current. 

Electrical Control 
As will be more fully shown later, when 

a unidirectional curreeht meets VaCUUM 
tIlliesi, as 1110W-di il would pass through 
them, it Inust find one particular kind of 
tube, and the current's direction must be 
right, because segue tubes will let it 
through only w hen it is both unidirec-
tional and in tile proper direction. These 
in themselves are rLther remarkable 
things to expect of a vacuum, but as usual, 
the truth exceeds the expectation. 
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Catalysis 
To give some idea of the extent to which 

vacuum studies may affect remote fields, 
let me mention chemical catalysis, time 
secret of most reactions of life. Vol. ex-
ample, it is known that mercury vapor in 
a vacuum. whim illumined by light of a 
certain WaVe length, will absorb that light 
ami turn the tliergy over tii hydnsgen, if 
hydrogen be present, so that this, in turn, 
will chemically reduce such suhstances as 
cold copper oxide. Here is a new kind of 
chemical jirocess. It is the kind we have 
needed in on her ti begin to explain some 
of those life-restetions which vegmatigin 
discloses. That is, similar facts will proh-
ably be found to contain the explanation 
of the catalytic aetion of sunlight on gr..w-
ing plants. 

High Vacua 
Electric currents through vacua where 

gas is so completely removed that it has 
no appreciable action are more strictly a 
part of my present piper. After the work 
by which the individual and indivisible 
negative electrical charge or eleetron was 
defined, it seemed quite fitting, though un-
expected. to learn that these negative 
charges were exuded by hot bodies. The 
result of titis disclosure formed the basis 
for most of the modern electrical phenom-
ena in vacua. artivitles a electrons 
are apparently the cause of Mg est electrical 
and chemical processes. Their naitions 
ronstitute electric currents and the cur-
rents are determined and controlled by 
voltage or potential difference. 

If a house-fly climbs up a window pane 
one inch he does a definite amount of 
work in lifting his body that murk If 
this work constituted the supply fed into 
the wireless tube Inuit spare it would 
suffice continually to stetuate the outfit for 
it quarter of a century, 

Lamps 

Now for some g•\ - 
periments. The first 
great use of vacuum 
was in ineandescent 
lamps. I burn tint 
an ordinary tungsten 
lamp by raising its 
voltage very mud' 
above normal. It 
lasts for a few main-
III is only. hut it gives 
a light perhaps live 
times as efficient as 
we usually see. The 
lamp dies because 
t h e tungsten vapo-
rizes ter melts. The 
vacuum is not at 
fault. It is because 
of these limitations 
that commereial 
lamps are so made 
that they burn at 
normal voltages on 
proper eircuit>: Itil 
average of one thou-
sand hours. If we 
were satisfied with a 
shorter life we could 
have a more efficient 
light. but exiserience 
has shown that we 
would be unwilling 
to submit to short 
life lattips in order 
tit ha\ e the added efficiency. Ti) lengthen 
the life of hoops muell study has been 
made of distillation of metals in vacua. 
and of methods ii ir returning the distilled 
metal lit the tibunent. Much has also 
heen done to make the deposit on the 
glass invisible or white, so sts not tg) inter-
fere with light transmission. Naturally, 
we are always on the lookout for metals, 
such as the newly discovered hafnium. 
which might possibly live longer as fila-
ment than tungsten now lives. Thirty 

or fiirty years of research work liad been 
spent on high vacuum incandescent lamps 
before I )r. Langmuir sltowed us how 
to make still better hoops by putting 
back into the vacuum guises like argon 
and nitrogen. 

Distillation 
When the material of a ti ht  il iSi ills 

in vu titi  it does not meet interference to 
the motion tif its nitelecules, and the dis-

This spectacular experiment illustrates grid 
control in a striking fashion. An incandescent 
lamp illuminated by the plate current of a radio-
tron was extinguished by the approach of a 
charged piece of insulating material to the up-
right wire connected to the grid. 

tilling substanee proreeds in straight lines 
from the heated souree. This is often 
observed when an illealideseenl 

Will, arcs or 1)111'11s oill. Metal shadows 
of interior parts of the lamp mire then 
often east upon the walls. This is shown 
more clearly when a nastal like gold is 
evapiirstted fnein the surfave st tung-
sten lilanient in varumn. Ity interposing 
a design ( in this ellSe :I Star) the ShadOW 
in gold was cast on the glass. This sim-
ple pheigongimon is mentioned hoc: lase it 

The coleent through a coil of sire wound around a cylindrical two.element vacuum tube may. 
by its magnetic field, prevent the electrons from reaching the plate. In the tube shown the mag-
netic field is made equal to that of the earth, and by rotating the tube the two fields may be 
brought into combined action; the milli-ammeter showed various currents. The intensity and the 
direction of the earth's magnetic field is thus determined. 

tits ill with the kinetic theory of gases 
ami explains many things observed in 
vacua. The "mesin free path" if mole-
cules atoms is very long- in good vacua, 
and so straight line distill. a..1-; on occurs. 

Hittorf 
In the historic Hittorf experiment two 

vacuum bulbs, each carrying an electrode, 
were joined together by two glass tubes, 
one very short and one exceedingly long. 
When electric current was passed from 

one bulb to the other it evidently chose 
lite longer instead of the shorter path, be-
cause the longer tube became highly lumi-
nous, while tlie shorter gate il ' t not, This 
is at quality of electrical conduction in 
vacua where small quantities of gases still 
remain, but it caillait be gone into here. 

Edison Effect 

The historic Edison effect was discussed 
and its relationship to pure thennionir 
currents shown. Where it was once 
thought that nearly visilile particles of 
the lilanient were shot across the spare 
between filament legs in vacua, now we 
recognize ill very high vamist .. nly the uni-
directional motion of negative electrons. 

Rectifiers 
In vacuum tubes like the kenotron these 

elect roils iass from the Itot filament to an 
electn.ile commonly called the "plate." 
This pure emission current is the basis 
for the so-called rectifiers because only 
when the filament is m•gative does any 
current flow across the space. When gases 
are present greater currents may be car-
ried, heca use by the ionization of the gases 
the moving electrons progluee new con-
ductors frient the gas molecules. Thus the 
tungar reetifiers, containing a little argon 
and the fader mercury vapor rectifiers, in-
volve the saine principle. Without some 
gas present the negative electrons, by their 
very concentration, constitute a space 
charge which limits the current. This 
spstee charge is removed by the ions pro-
duced within the gas when present. 

Radiotrons 
When we intentose a grid or wire screen 

between the hot tilament and the plate 
of Ihe two-electrode tube iii' reetifier, we 
ha\ e• what we now so commonly in 
wi reless for receiving, for aim djfying 

and flit. produetion of 
high frequency eur-
rents. The diseovery 
of the controlling or 
triggering action of 
the third or inter-
mediate el ec t o de 
Was Houle by De 
j•-orest. A neg.:dive 
charge applied to this 
electrode or grid in-
terrupts t.I• niii:fifjpg 

the electrgin stream, 
the eurrent, from the 
hot filament tg. the 
Plate. AS it tuiles 
almost no energ• to 
charge t his grid 
(little more than a 
"token" uf energy, 
voltagel. the slight 
power friint a wins-
Icss sintenna in its 
duet tutt ion may be 
used tie control or to 
t ri gger, or to let 
through correspond-
ing jolts of greater 
energy, which are in 
turn supplied by some 
It teal battery. In the 
experiment shown, an 
gi in a ry inrandes-
rent lamp was light-
ed by current whirl' 
was passing through 
it I ! tree-electrode tithe 

from hot filament to plate. Its light indi-
eated I Ilk current. The grid, sir antenna-
wins was sticking up front the tube so 
that it egitild "pick up" elect rie charges 
from space. A small negative charge was 
produced on a rod of insulating material 
by merely ruhbing it wit It a piece of palter. 
The charge so produipd causod it 111111) 

to go out, or light up, its the charged rod 
was brought near to or removed front the 
exposed end of the grid wire. 

(Continued in on,* next igxiir) 
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making a Hughes Induction 
Balance 

T
HE Hughes induction balance is an 
apparatus schlitta found in : in ex-
perimenter's workshop. This is prob-

ably because the lust rument and its uses 
are not as well understood as those of 
the more common apparatus. One partic-
ular application for the balance is in the 
detection of counterfeit coins, as in Mr. 
Benson's story of the Wireless Wiz. It 
is also possible to compare the strength 
of magnets, the conductivity of metals, 
the sensitivity of telephone receivers, or 

To balance the circuits so that the in-
ductances neutralize each other and there 
is no deflection of the galvanometer, it is 
first necessary to make sure : Ile second-
aries are placed on the uprights with the 
windings in opposite direetions to the pri-
maries. This done, the coils are carefully 
moved• up and down until the needle of 
the meter is at zero. 
For detecting counterfeit coins a gen-

uine coin is placed in the hole through one 
secondary coil and the apparatus is bal-

fy. 2 

Experimenters will find an endless source of instruction and entertainment in the Hughes In-
duction Balance, illustrated above. It can be used for the detection of counterfeit coins, the 
comparison of magnetic conductivities of metals, comparison of the thickness of the walls of closed 

iron vessels, and numerous other tests. 

to mensure the glifferenee in frequency of 
two alternating current circuits. 
The induction hala lee is ciatquised of 

four coils, two in the primary and two 
in the secondary circuit. When the rela-
tive positions of the coils are adjusted 
correctly the ingluirt ri nces neutralize each 
other and no current flows in the second-
ary circuit. If, however, the slightest 
change is made in any of the coils, such 
as by the insertion of any metal object, 
the mutual induction is unbalanced and a 
sound is made in the telephone receiver. 
A balance for use in detecting counter-

feit coins is pictured in Fig. 1. Two of 
these stands are required for the appar-
atus. Each spool is 31,4 inches in diam-
eter, wound with exactly 300 turns of 
No. 32 single silk wire, spaced evenly, 
layer on layer. Any difference in the 
windings will cause trouble when the coils 
are adjusted. A circular wooden piece 1/2 
Inch thick is glued to the underside of 
spool 1. In the piece is a hole. 
making a tight fit on the npright 3. No 
nails or clamping screws can be used, as 
titis upsets the induction balance. The 
base is large and heavy enough to sup-
port the upright and spools. Lead wires, 
about two feet long, are used to connect 
the coils. 

Fig. 2 is a diagram of connections. The 
secondary coils are connected in series 
with a galvanometer. An experimenter 
who has no galvanometer can purchase 
an inexpensive Weston ammeter. When 
the shunt has been removed this will serve 
very well as a galvanometer. Some form 
of interrupted primary circuit is neces-
sary to induce currents in the secondary. 
An interrupter, mounted on the armature 
of a buzzer, serves for this purpose. 
When the key is closed the interrupted 
primary circuit induces a current in the 
secondary, causing the galvanometer to 
deflect until the inductances are evenly 
balanced. 

anced. Any other good coin of the same 
size will also balance the inductance, but 
if a counterfeit is inserted there will be 
a deflection of the indicator, or a sound 
in the 1'101111in-1e receiver. 

Interesting Articles to Appear 
in January Issue of the 

Experimenter 

Experimental Detector and Two-
Stage Amplifier 

By Leon L. Adelman 

Wave Telephony Explained by Me-
chanical Example 

110-Volt D. C. Line Replaces "It" 
Batteries 

Mechanically Depolarized l'rimary 
Cell 

By Earle R. Caley, B. Sc. 

Experimental Microphone and 
Transmitter 

By Raymond B. Wailes 

When the difference in frequency of 
two alternating currents is measured, one 
eirenit is connected to coil 2 and the other 
,ircuit to coil 4. The current in the sec-
ondary coils will give beats; that is, the 
sound will grow strong, then weak. The 
number of beats per second is the differ-
ence in the frequency in cycles. 

M
ANY inventors have attempted to 
construct primary cells in which 
carbon would be consumed rather 

than zinc or some other metal, thinking 
thereby to generate electrical power 
cheaply in a direct manner. If carbon 

model Carbon Cell 
'Earle R. Catet.3, 13.Sc. 

could be utilized in a primary cell with 
the sa ate efficiency that zine is, such a cell 
would yield ten or twelve times the 
amitunt of available energy present Hiatt 
is obtained front carbon in the form of 
coal Ls used in the average steam gener-
ating plant. 
The most promising of all the attempts 

to generate electricity in this manner. 
and one that aroused considerable discus-

.FROM AIR PUMP 

AIR OUTLET 

CARBON 
ELECTRODE 

Fu5E0 CAUSTIC 
SODA 

CONTAINER 

BUNSEN 
BURNE RS 

Experimenters with a taste for strange ap-
paratus should try this "wet" cell which func-
tions through the simultaneous operation of Bun-
sen burners, rut air pump and a chemical reaction. 

slot] at the time, was a cell invented by 
W. W. Jacques in the latter part of the 
last century. A working model of this cell 
ran be readily made by tlte electrical ex-
perimenter and such a cell is shown in the 
illustration. 
One eleetrode of this cell is an iron 

vessel widen also serves as the container 
for the cell. The other electrode is a rod 
of carbon that dips into an eleorg tlyte of 
fused caustic soda kept molten by Bunsen 
hurners. Air is blown in upien the bottom 
of the carbon rod by a tuhe leading from 
an air reservoir or an rispirator pump. 
The iron vessel used may be a cast-iron 
one such as a glue pot or similar vessel. 
The use of an ordinary tin can is inadmis-
sible on account of the soldered seams. 
A section of three-inelt pipe capped at 
1110 end makes an excellent container for 
his purpose. The carbon electnale, which 
may be an ordinary battery carbon, is 
lilted into this by means of a turned 
wooden disc! as shown. 
The pipe for conveyin_ . the air to the 

bottom of the cell may be made film' flexi-
ble copper tubing or else film' one-
quarter-inch gas pipe capped at the lower 
end and having several tine holes drilled 
in this cap so as to allow the air to spray 
upon the carbon. A 1101 , is drilled near 
the top of the iron container to VI' 

a brass binding itost. Air mtly he supplied 
from a bicycle pump or preferably tri nut a 
small tank that is tilled frtatt lime to time 
by the pump. 
To operate the cell it is tilled about half 

full of caustic soda ( ordinary commercial 
lye will do) and then mi bunted on a ring 
stand or a similar holder and heated by 
several Bunsen burners. or some other 
good source of heat. As soon as the fused 
electrolyte has attained a temperature of 
500 degrees C., 932 degrees Fahrenheit 
a gentle stream of air is blown into the 
cell. A current will then be generated 
and an E. M. F. of about one volt. 
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Building a Power Vacuum Tube 
Bq Dr. Russell Q. Harris 

-, .:,:,ite.c.c....,Leyinie.éneinezdirreermunni / 

T IIEen geral direetio w ns hich follow 
will serve in building a rectifier 

tube for charging A and l-1 batteries, a Fleming valve for de-

lecting. a sidt thret-element tube. or an 
interesting source of light. There is no 
reason why it could not be made into an 
amplifying- tube gw a power oscillator as 
well, the ii, 't in each case depending 
on the trouble the experimenter cares to 
go to. 
Many radio fans have attempted to 

build vacuum tubes, but the greatest ob-
stacle has always been in the glass blow-
ing. The writer built his first tube years 
ago out of a piece of iron water pipe, and 
made all joints with sealing wax, so that 
no glass blowing was required. This was 
done because in the experiments in progress 
it was necessary to burn Ind 1 he fi lainent 
every few lamrs, and in this way it could 
be easily replaced. When titis first iron 
pipe tube was built, the obvious thing 
was to let the pipe itself form the plate. 
In those days this was quite unorthodox, 
but modern high power tubes are being 
built in this way so that the plates can be 
water cooled. Thereftire, in resurrecting 
this old makeshift form of tube we are 
describing something which is right up to 
the minute. 

Since a large amount of power is to be 
used, if desired, water-cooling is pro-
vided for the ends of the tube, so that 
sealing wax joints can be used. A piece 
of pipe of the desired size and length is 
cut, and the ends carefully smoothed. 
Water coolers are then soldered near the 
ends, leaving at least half :in inch of pipe 
clear beyond them so as to give room for 
a flame in melting the wax joints when 
removing the mils. In the ease of a 
small tube the w;tter cooler may consist 
merely of a few turns (rf soft copper tub-
ing wound around the pipe near the ends, 
but this must be carefully soldered in 
place, or not enough contact will be made 
to allow the heat from the pipe to escape 
to the water. 
Near one end of the pipe a small side 
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WATER IN 

\NAT ER 
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FILAMENT 
LEADS 
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tithe is ca refully soldered in, so as to 
make an air-tight joint, and it is through 
this that the tube is exhausted. One end 
of the large tube is then closed with a 
glass plate sealed on with wax. 
For the filament mounting a burned-out 

ineandeseent lamp of 100 watts or over 
will furnish two good ;inflow leads and a 
seal. Directly between the ends of these 
leads the filament is to be put in place by 
spot welding. This is done by laying 
about half an inch of filament across the 
two anchor leads, and connecting one side 
of a 1 10-volt line to on» of the leads. The 
other end of the line is eonneeted to a 
resistance of from 20 to 200 ohms, accord-
ing to the size of the filament to be 
welded. Then from this resistance con-
nection is made to the welding tool, which 
consists of a nail set in a handle. The 
point of contact of filament and live lead 
is then lightly touched with the welding 
tool: a small flash will be seen, and after 
several trials the filament will be found 
welded in place. Then the live lead is 
transferred to the other anchor wire, and 
the other end of the filament Is welded to 
this. This procese,, is earried out com-
mercially in an atmospliere of hydrogen, 
but its the latter eause-: explosions and 
burns the hair off the hands of lite oper-
ator, the writer now neglects to use hy-
drogen and still has good success, though 
care must be taken as tungsten iixidizes 
easily. The magnitude of the resistance 
to be used must be found in eaeh case by 
trial and ern in only the erro,r of using one 
less than 15 ohms should not be made. 
Also this resistance should be capable of 
carrying 10 amperes for a short time. 
The next point 18 where to obtain fila-

ment wire. This can now be obtained 
very cheaply on the open market, and by 
writing to the information bureau of this 
magazine, one can find where to buy it. 
If it is not desired to buy it. old incan-
descent lamps furnish short pieces of vari-
ous sizes, which are harder to use, how-
ever, as they become very brittle after 
having been burned. Where possible it is 

The apparatus on the left are home-made power 
vacuum tubes, ingeniously assembled from iron 
pipes and the anchor leads of burnt-out incan-
descent lamps. The necessity for the water coolers 
testifies to the magnitude of the power delivered 
by them. 

A pair of anchor leads with filament mounted 
is shown above. The anchor leads represent the 
plate of the regular ‘ acuum tube. 

best to buy new tungsten wire for fila-
ments. 

Before beginning on a three electrode 
tube it is well to try a simple two elec-
trode mounting. A typical filament mount-
ing as has been described is shown in the 
illustration; this is then mounted in a 
hole in a brass plate with sealing wax. 
This plate is then sealed to the end of the 
tube with wax, and the tube is done, all 
except the vacuum. 

This point is the hardest, yet there are 
so many ways of producing a vacuum 
easily that it is surprising more of them 
are not better known. The type of vacu-
um pump known as the diffusion pump, 
which operates with boiling mercury va-
por and gives the highest vacuum obtain-
able with any pump. is one of the sim-
plest to make when the materials are at 
hand. Its description must be left to a 
future article, since no such high vacuum 
is desirable in the present case: and since 
this pump requires a force pump to take 
away most of the air before it begins 
pumping. this force pump will serve for 
the present work. 
The particular type of vacuum pump to 

be constructed :Ind used will depend 
largely on the apparatus at one's dis-
posal. In order to safeguard the filament 
It is necessary that ahsidutely no oxygen 
be present. Hence we may either pump 
all the oxygen out, or wash II out with 
some other gas, or pump most of it out 
and then burn up the remainder before 
the filament is lighted. The writer used 
the last method, since it was desired to 
have sodium in the tube anyway. Hot 
sodium comleines very readily with oxy-
gen, and affords pp ,bably the easiest 
means, but it must be carefully handled. 
Sodium metal is not expensive, but it 
must be kept away from water. The 
sodium should be kept in a closed jar ex-
cept when a piece is taken out to be put 
into the tube. 
A simple vacuum pinup can be made by 

reversing the washers an the plunger of a 
bicycle pump. A stopcock should be put 
into the line, for which a heavy walled 
rubber tube should be used. or else a thin 
one wound with Wire to prevent collaPs-
big, and after the air is pumped out of 
the tube as far as possible, opening and 
closing the stopeoek With each stroke, the 
latter is left closed find the tube allowed 
to stand for several hours to test for 
leakage. If it still shows a vacuum at 
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These detailed drawings remove many difficulties in the construction of the power vacuum lobes. Besides structural details the diagram 
indicates an interesting method of evacuating the tube. By heating sodium in the tube the residual oxygen is finally removed. 

the end of that lime, pump as lunch un ire 
air out as possible, close the stopcock, an:l 
gently heat the center of the tube ‘vhere 
the sodium has been placed, to melt it. 
Ile sure the water coolers are acting. Once 
the sodium has been well melted you nutY 
be sure there is no more free ::xygen, 
Current may then be turned on, Ignitin 
the filament, and its heat will keep the 
sodium melted and take care of any fur.. 
titer oxygen that leaks into the tube. The 
pump should always he used to PardallS 
exhaust the air, however, as otherwise the 
heat in the tube is apt to raise the pres-
sure inside and push out a window. 

The next IluesIbm is how nnich current 
to put through the filament. The experi-
menter should gradually increase the cur-
rent until he thinks it is bright enough. 
Plaee an ammeter in series with the fila-
ment battery. and gradually incre:1 si' the 
current until the filament burns out. ri'-
cuit. lin  the current required to do this. 
One should expeet to burn out several 
filaments at first in order to get expert-
elnp in rephuing them quickly. After the 
tube has rolel('d off, turn off the wate7. 
slowly let in the :tir, and melt the sealin.4. 
‘vax around the filament end of the tube. 
This can then be removed bodily, and 
new pleee of filament wire welded 
plave. Ni' new sodium will be needed. is 
ti SUM 11 1111111) Will 111St a long time. l'pott 
reassembling, testing for leaks. etc., the 
tulle is as gill si as new. Practice enables 
one to do the whole jolt of replacing a 
burned-out filament in a few minutes. 

The filament should be regularly run at 
a current about four-fifths of the burn-out 
current, unless the burn-out was caused 
by oxygen in the tube. The writer often 
uses filaments for one purpose which burn 
out at R.r: amps.. running them for many 
110111'S at GA amps.. P.ut if care has nil 

been taken to get rid of all the oxygen 
first, these will burn out innnediately at 
four anti beres. 
Now connect the apparatus : is in the 

diagram for a recliner. tirst applying 
about, thirty volts in series with a resis-
tance to tlas tube, being sure to get the 
"B" battery voltage on the pipe. and the 
negative one of the terminals. If a g.:il-
vanometer with milliameter shunt k now 
plaeed in the plate circuit. a current 
should be found flowing. Finally. if the 
110- volt A. C. line is placed between plate 
and filament in series with a resistance, 
only one side should get through. Bat-
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terics can then be charged by putting 
them in the circuit as illustrated. 
This type of tube should never be used 

without a resistance in series with the 
plate, as a short circuit is apt to ::ccur 
inside it, due to spatterinz of the sodium; 
also its internal resistanee IS VI` l'y b:w, 
as evidenced by the fact that in one case 
20 amps. was foreed through by a 110-volt 
"It" battery. making an internal resis-
tance of half an ohm. as compared with 
many thousands of ohms in the ordinary 
tube. 

The space current which attains such 
large values in this tube is not due to elec-
tron emission from the hot filament alone. 
lint a ISO to ionization of the sodium va-
por. as there are many positive ir ils tis 

well as electrons in the space charge. 
These tend to neutralize each other, and 
lien' e large plate eurrenls occur. as is 
characteristic of soft tubes. And of all 
1111OS, this is the softest : 

Now we are in position to add a third 
element, the grid. This can lie built up 
like the filament. out if sheet iron or 
nickel and wit'es of these nudals welded 
together witlt the si il welder. This is 
mounted on a separate lead. : is in the 
drawing. Also an extra plate :nay be 
added, if it is desired to have a smaller 
one :` Inin that furnished by the outer cas-
ing. The elements are built upon an in-
sulating plate of glass. and fastened in 
place with sealing wax. Some slight 
practice Is needed to in Wil 

aitlight, but if it is remembered that any 
piece of metal or glass 4̀ lion] d be heated 
gently almost up to the melting point of 
the wax before any is at plied, an airtight 
;joint will practically always result. 
A different type of tube can be made by 

substituting a bit of calcium metal for 
(Continued on page 139) 
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Home Made Mercurg Vapor Vacuum Pump 

I
N this article will be described two 
simple forms of mercury vapor 
vacuum pump which are constructed 
of materials obtainable by the aver-

age experimenter without much trouble. 
These pumps are based on those forms of 
mercury pump which have given the high-
est vacua ever reached, and which are 
commonly used in commercial work where 
vessels must be emptied of all gases and 
vapors as completely as possible. 
There are numerous experiments which 

can be performed with apparatus of an 
electrical nature which are beyond the 
range of the average person because he 
has no way of producing a high vacuum. 
The home-made power vacuum tubes de-
scribed in a recent issue of this magazine 
can be made into regular oscillator and 
modulator tubes with the aid of one of 
the pumps to be described. Besides ex-
hausting luminous discharge tubes, home-
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The mercury condensation pump here illustrated 
is a simple experimental replica of the famous 
Langmuir pump with which a pressure as low as 
0.0001 mm. of mercury can be obtained. 

made incandescent lamps and mercury 
vapor lamps which are to be described 
in a future article, many other uses will 
immediately suggest themselves. 
With either of the two pumps to be 

described, pressures so low that they 
could be measured have been obtained. 
Anyone who builds one of these pumps, 
together with a simple manometer and a 
rough pump to use with it, together with 
suitable stopcocks, will llave a high 
vacuum outfit surpassed by few com-
mercial pumps. Modern physics is using 
the vacuum more and more, and a high 
vacuum pump is part of the equipment 
of every good laboratory. 

Kamerlingh-Onnes, the Dutch physicist 
who has approached to within a fraction 
of a degree of absolute zero in tempera-
ture, used a battery of 20 or more of these 
pumps connected in parallel to produce 
rapid evaporation of liquid helium. Some 
physicists use several of these pumps in 
series, so that one pumps from the pres-
sure of the rough pump down to say one 
hundredth of a millimeter pressure, the 
next down to a millionth of a millimeter, 
and so on. 

Generally when a high vacuum pump 
of this type is constructed in the labora-
tory it is blown of glass. Most experi-
menters have no facilities for glass-blow-
ing, however, so the first pump described 

By Dr. Russell Q. Harris 
is designed so as to be entirely constructed 
of metal. This does not make it imper-
fect, since the commercial form of the 
famous Langmuir pump, on which this 
one is based, is built of steel. 
The shell of the pump is illustrated in 

Fig. 1. The boiler consists of a piece of 
two-inch pipe, or better, of two-inch steel 
tubing, about seven inches long. This is 
plugged at the bottom with an iron cap. 
All joints in the pump should be carefully 
welded, as brazing is attacked by the hot 
mercury vapor. Similarly, no brass tubes 
or pipes can be used in the interior con-
struction of the pump. After the various 
parts of the pump have been fitted to-
gether they should be taken to a garage 
or welding shop, for all the parts to be 
carefully welded in place. Caution should 
he given tile welder that all joints must 
be vacuum tight, and an expert will have 
no trouble in making them so. 
A side neck of pipe or tubing not less 

than three-quarters of an Inch in internal 
diameter is welded to the side of the 
mercury boiler three inches from the top. 
This is tile tube to be connected to the 
vessel to be exhausted, and may be made 
as long as desired. Ordinarily it will be 
about a foot long, and the tube connecting 
it to the vessel being exhausted may be 
sealed to it with sealing wax. Tile larger 
it is, the faster tile pump will work. 
On the inside of the boiler the neck is 

welded in place, as in the figure. This is 
probably most easily done by fastening tile 
neck to a Piece of pipe which fits snugly 
inside tile lower part of the boiler. 
On top of tile boiler is welded the con-

densing cone, cut from a fairly thick piece 
of sheet iron, and the seam carefully 
welded. On top of this is fastened the 
dome neck, and on this the dome. 
Now the water cooler should be put in 

place, before any of tile side tubes are 
welded in. This may be made of brass. 
or an old tin can will serve, so long as 
it will hold water. Two water tubes are 
soldered in it, and it is then soldered to 
tile boiler. It may be slipped on before 
the lower tubes are welded, and then 
soldered after this has been done. Be 
sure to have the water enter tile lower 
inlet and leave the upper one, so that the 
cooler Is always full. This enables the 
cone to condense the mercury vapor, and 
on this action the value of the pump 
depends. 
Now the side tubes can be put in place. 

These are made of seamless steel tubing, 
fairly flexible, and about a quarter of an 
inch in diameter. Do not omit the snutll 
U-bends in these, since they furnish a 
mercury seal to keep the tubes from short-
circuiting the main action of the pump. 
The side tubes drain the mercury from 
the pockets where it condenses and let it 
run back to the lower reservoir. 

Finally the bottom of the boiler is cov-
ered with mercury to a depth of about a 
quarter to half an inch, and the lower 
part of the boiler is wound with several 
dozen turns of nichrome wire, about No. 
20, insulated from it by a layer of mica, 
for the heating element. Be sure to use 
some resistance in series with this wire 
before attaching it to the 110-volt cir-
cuit; In the final form it should be wound 
so as to show a bright red, when covered 
with asbestos and connected direct to a 
110-volt line. Preliminary tests with the 
pump can be made, however, by merely 
heating tile boiler on a gas plate or with 
a Bunsen burner. After the mercury has 
begun to boil vigorously tile flame should 
be turned down so as to just keep it 
boiling. Never heat the pump without 
having the water running in the cooler, 

or when tile pump is open to tile atmos-
phere, as the mercury will not only 
quickly boil away but mercury vapor Is 
very poisonous. 
This type of pump always requires some 

kind of a backing pump. That is, al-
though it will pump out a closed vessel 
so that the pressure goes down to say a 
hundred millionth of an atmosphere, it 
will not do it from atmospheric pressure, 
but only from about one-eightieth of an 
atmosphere downward. So a rough pump, 
called tile backing pump, must be used to 
first partially exhaust the vessel. Any 
sort of an oil pump will do, or an ordinary 
bicycle pump with the plunger turned 
around so that it sucks air instead of 
pushing it, and connected to a glass bottle 
which is kept pumped down to a certain 
pressure. The vacuum in tills bottle 
should always be kept below half an inch 
of mercury as measured by a manometer 
to be described. 

Tile final set-up necessary for the proper-

CLOSED END OF TUBE 
TO HIGH VACUUM PUMP 
ROUGH VACUUM* 
CONNECTION 

STOPCOCK 

ROUGH 
PUMP 

STOPCOCK 

MERCURY 

MANOMETER 
COLUMN 

2QT. BOTTLE MANOMET ER 
STAND 

Fl G. Z 
The condensation pump at the right must be 

"backed" by a rough pump, a very simple and 
satisfactory form of which is shown above. A 
closed tube manometer serves as a pressure gauge. 

use of the pump is given in Fig. 2. The 
pump is shown connected to a glass vessel 
being exhausted through a mercury trap, 
which is desirable but not absolutely 
necessary. The joint is made with sealing 
wax, and all tubes may be of metal if 
glass is not available. A mercury manom-
eter should be made of a piece of glass 
tubing about a quarter inch in diameter 
and a foot long, sealed at one end and 
bent into a U. This is connected into the 
rough vacuum circuit containing a bottle. 
about the size of a two-quart jar, and the. 
rough pump. The U-tube is partly tilled 
with mercury which is then run around 
so that no air remains in the sealed end, 
and inverted. 
As long tis no vacuum exists in the line 

the column of mercury in the closed arm 
of the U will stand higher than that in 
the open arm. But as soon as tile vacuum 
gets down to a certain point the mercury 
will begin to fall in the closed arm, and 
at a perfect vacuum the two arms will 
be exactly even, provided no air was 
allowed to remain in the closed arm. Tile 
degree of vacuum is measured by the dif-
ference in level between the two mercury 
surfaces in tile manometer, and for tile 
proper operation of the mercury diffusion 
pumps being described this should be kept 
less than half an inch if possible. There 
are a number of easily built rough pumps 
which will do this, but a description of 
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one must be reserved for a future article. 
The high vacuum pump is described first 
because few experimenters possess one, 
whereas many have a rough pump which 
will easily pump down to half an inch 
mercury pressure. 

Stopcocks should be placed in the line 
at certain places; these can be purchased 
made of glass, or can be constructed of 
shop materials, several types having been 
described in this magazine. Where not 

else is available, if rubber tubing con-
nections are used ( these serving where 
not more than one hundredth thousandth 
of an atmosphere vacuum is desired) 
ordinary pinchcocks screwed up on the 
tubing will prevent leakage. These should 
not be screwed up so tight that they cut 
the tubes. 
The second type of pump is somewhat 

easier to construct provided a small 
amount of glass blowing can be done. It 
is not only a high vacuum pump but a 
mercury are and a mercury still as well. 
It is shown in Fig. 3. 
The two glass tubes at the right should 

he about 30 inches long, but they may be 
as slender as desired, as may that at the 
other end. The tube to which they are 
fastened at the top should be over an 
inch in diameter if possible. They dip 
into two small bottles such as ink bottles, 
hich contain the original mercury to be 

distilled and to run the pump. The joint 
hoween the end of the tube and the metal 
water-cooling jacket, the inner tube of 
‘vhich should be of iron. must be care-
fully niade with sealing wax. care being 
taken that the layer of wax between the 
tulles is very thin and extends for several 
ineh us, so that 1 lw water will surely keep 
it ( 1,01. The outlet tube is connected to 
the rough vacuum pump, is in the first 
pump described. The outlet. bottle should 
have it su nail amount of clean mercury 
put into it to act as a seal, sufficient to 

T ph HIS interesting enm oenon of elec-
trochemistry was discovered by 
Nobili in 1826. ln the original ex-

periment Nobili observed that when a 
drip of a strong solution of copper acetate 
was placed on a silver plate and the drop 
was touched in the middle with a pointed 
piece of zinc there was formed on the 
silver surface around the point of contact 
a series of concentric rings of metallic 
cu•pper, alternately light and dark. 
This original experiment can be readily 

reproduced using a strong solution of u•lbp-
per sulphate ( commercial blue vitriol will 
(lo), a pointed zinc rod and a surface of 
silver such as the bottom of a silver-plated 
dish. Many other solutions of metallic 
salts ex hibit this peculiar phenomenon. By 

• far the most striking and beautiful effects 
are produced by employing strong suda-
tions of lead acetate, whereby the rings 
deposited are in the feria of shining iii-
(lestent circles of lead peroxide which ex-
hibit all the colors of the solar spectrum. 
To obtain the most satisfactory results 

the experiment should he conducted as 
follows: There is needed, first, a constant 
source of low voltage. An ordinary six-
volt storage battery is excellent, or in 
place of this an ordinary bichromate 
plunge battery. The solution used is pre-
pared by dissolving one part by weight of 
ordinary sugar of lead, or better still. 
chemically pure lead am ate in live parts 
by weight of water and then filtering the 
solution. 
The best kind of a surface to deposit 

the rings on is a silver one. In place of 
this, however, one of gentian silver or of 
nickel-plated brass well polished is nearly 
as satisfactory. Finally, there Is needed 
a fiat dish of some kind such as a chemi-

fiil the tube at the left end when the pump 
is evacuated. 
When the rough pump is started a 

partial vacuum is produced insble the 
pump and the mercury slowly rise'- in all 
three lower tubes. Electrodes ut* iron 
wire carefully cleaned of any , in 't 
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In this interesting application of the mercury 
vapor arc to the production of high vacua, the 
molecules of mercury vapor moving rapidly 
through a glass nozzle draw "air-molecules" from 
the exhaust chamber, 

having been placed in the two right end 
bottles, are connected to the 110-volt D.C. 
lines through a resistance of about 30 
ohms. The two mercury columns In the 
right end tubes at-e made to join by 
blowing into gene of the bottles momen-
tarily, then blowing into the other, getting 
up air pressure until the irercury rises 

nobilils Rings 
Bn Earle R. Calen, 13.Sc. 

cal crystallizing dish, a small enameled 
pan or even a deep saucer. 
To conduct the experiment ti it' metal 

plate is placed on the bottom of the fiat 
vessel and connected with the negative 
pole of the hattery. TI te urepared head 
acetate solution is then poured in so as 
to cover the plate to a depth of half an 
inch. The other wire fr0111 the positive 

HEAVY WIRE NEARLY 
TOUCHING PLATE 

",•4 

II I 

A 

13 

\ TO STORAGE 
CELL OR 

PRIMARY BATTERY 

GLASS VESSEL 

METALLIC 
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The beauty of this fascinating electro-chemical 
experiment is enhanced by the facility with which 
it is produced, a metallic salt solution and a stor-
age battery being the only requisites. 

pole of the battery is then dipped into the 
solution above the metallic plate and al-
lowed to come within an eighth of an inch 
of its surface, but not in contact with it. 

into the body of the arc. When this falls 
back the arc should strike. "Mercury will 
boil rapidly from the arc and pass t hniugh 
the titrent tube, carrying with it air en-
tering through the side tube from the 
vessel to be exhausted. It then condenses 
on the 0,01 sides of the iron tube, and 
runs down-hill into the end tube, collect-
ing there and gradually tilling the bottle. 
At the end of a run the mercury from 
that bottle can be poured into one of the 
first bottles. The air which the mercury 
carries along is pumped out by the rough 
pump, and again as in the first case, a 
manometer and bottle should be connected 
to the rough vacuum circuit, and the 
pressure kept below half an inch differ-
ence in the mercury levels. 
Care should be taken that not too much 

current is sent through the arc. So long 
as the glass does not get soft, everything 
else is all right. With a large glass tube 
as much as 30 amperes have been sent 
through such an arc. only a few volts 
being needed to do this, and the pump 
acted very rapidly. This are may be run 
on a six or twelve-volt battery with a 
small resistance in series for starting, pro-
vided the pressure is about right when 
the arc is struck. 
The above pumps. of the type known 

as condensation pumps, depend on the 
fact that mercury molecules, when moving 
rapidly from a boiling surface, cam air 
or other gaseous molecules with them. 
They require a certain amount of room 
in which to work, however, so the real 
pumping effect does not begin until the 
pressure gets down to about one-seventy-
fifth of an atmosphere. Since the pres-
sure of the atmosphere in terms of the 
difference in level of a mereury manom-
eter ( 1:arometer) is about 311 inches, it is 
evident that a rough pump must first be 
used which will get down to less than 
half an inch pressure. 

Almost at once the characteristic beauti-
ful rings of lead peroxide will appear. 
After depositing these rings on the plate 
it may be rinsed off, dried and kept per-
manently, since the lead peroxide formed 
in this way is of a very tenacious and ad-
hering nature. 

Instead of using a simple point as the 
anode, electrodes of varying shapes can 
be hied. For instance, ola. may be bent 
into the shape of a monogram from single 
cotton-covered magnet wire and then al-
lowed to rest on the plate and yet not be 
in contact with it. Or a number of short 
lengths of copper wire placed in evenly-
spaced holes in an ordinary board all con-
nected to each other and to the positive 
pole 1:f the battery will produce a whole 
series of the rings, which will cause the 
whole surface of the plate to take on a 
very iettutiful ringed effe..i. Anodes of 
many other novel shapes may be devised 
by the ingenious experimenter. Those in 
the form of irregularly bent and corru-
gated plates give highly variegated bands 
of beautiful (•olors. 
With some modifications this process 

lias been employed to impart to small 
articles of jewelry beautiful iridescent 
colors. The French chemist, Becquerel. 
devised a lead solution by means of which 
these beautiful lead peroxhle films may be 
deposited on almost any metal or alloy. 
It is made by dissolving 100 grams of 
mitassium hydroxiile in a liter of water. 
adding 75 grains of lead oxide ( litharge) 
and uoiiing the solution 31) minutes or 
more. This solution is then filtered and 
diluted with an equal volume of water. 
The theory for the formation of the 

films of lead peroxide is relatively simple. 
(Continued on poor 136). 
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Simple Electric Transmission of Drawings 

T
HE problem of seeing at a distance 
is preceded by the presumably situ-
pier achievement of transmitting 
pictures by telegraphy. 

The simplest and most readily under-
stood method of reprodwiing a picture 
electrically is by electrolysis. The appar-
atus which works on this principle is 
based upon the fact that an electric cur-
rent which is sent through a stelation of 
metallic salts decompose:4 them into their 

FIG. I 
Illustrative example of electrolytic deposition. 

The shaded part indicates metal deposited on the 
electrode. 

constituents. Although very many of our 
radio friends are now familiar by experi-
ence with back-coupling and modulated 
oscillations, reflex ()lair:diem and similar 
things, very often the simplest basic laws 
tire quite unsuspected ley tlwm, so we can 
properly show the elementary diagram. 

In the right-hand glass vessel there is 
a solution of copper sulphate in water, in 
which as electrodes twge plates of carbon 
(A) and ( K) are it and ctinnected 
with the galvanic battery ( E). Then as 
the current ptesses, the beautiful blue so-
lution gives up ¡Is clipplq. so that plate 

FIG. 2 
An elementary form of the sending and receiv-

ing apparatus for the electric transmission of 
drawings is illustrated above. The receiving stylus 
actuated by the transmitter current reproduces a 
design on a synchronously driven drum. The two 
apparatus may be assumed to be many miles 
apart. 

(K) is coated with copper, red and metal-
lic, as indicated by the hatched lines, l'or 
producing h pill are ( ohm' solutions are 
employed; but this simple example is 
enough to make the topic clear. 
Now we must explain the apparatus 

produced in 1843 by hit lit. but first put 
into practical form in 1847 by takewell. 
In the diagram Fig. 2 the sending appar-
atus is shown above anti the receiving 
apparatus below, may he assumed to be 
at any distance. The design to lie trans-
mitted, w It la may be writing or drawing, 
is painted upon a plate of metal such as 
tinfoil, with an insulating paint or var-
nish such as asphalt or shellac solution. 

13y Dipl..•Eng. E. Schroder 

As a simple example we show here a 
square crossed by its two diagonals. This 
leaf of tinfoil is then attached to the cyl-
inder ;111h IMI.V be cemented thereto. 
On Ike surface get- the vovering of the 

cylinder a metal it St,ltl5 I 8, ) rests, 
whose insulating arm ( A I is tapped with 
a thread at its back and through which 
liasses the lead screw I 810. The current 
of the battery ( E) is conducted to the 
right-hand standard and the shaft, then 
through the drum ( T,), anti then passes 
through the stylus point ( S,) when it is 
possible to do so. \Odell is when the said 
point rests upon an unctivered portion of 
the tinfoil ctivtiring ( B) of the cylinder. 
But wIwn the point I 8,1 reaches a part 
of the foil covered wit h t he insulating pig-
ment the current is cut off. Ngew if we 
turn the cylinder I on the shaft, while 
at the same time the point I 8,1, by the 
action of the lead screw Itt-tp,) is slowly 
drawn along the cylinder parallel to ils 
axis, the point ( S,) will Ilain cover the 
surface of the tinfoil with a discon-
tinuteus hiel itt t I litai whose successive lines 
lie close to each gaiter. The drawing will 
therefore be transmitted step by step and 
decomposed, as it were, into openings and 
closings of the circuit. 
The next diagram shows the way in 

which t his apparatus was construrted and 
a ingedel made by Bakewell, which was 
driven by a clock spring. 
Rut now the current thus produced 

must act upon the distant receiver and 
give us visible lines again. For this pur-
pose tlw smite arrangement as the trans-
mitter is emph yeti, including the metal 
drum ( Tr), a metal point ( Sr), and the 
transferring point ( SO. It is essential 
that the receiving apparatus shall move 
at exactly the salmi speed as the trans-
mitter. Then we will find the stylus point 
(Si) on the sante portion of its drum ( T,), 
always in place correspinaling to the re-
ceiving apparatus.drum. 
The technician will express this by say-

ing that boils appandus must he in syn-
chronism. Now \ve wrap around the drum 
(T,) tif the receiver a sheet of bibulous 
paper ( I') which has been moistened with 
a colorless solutigen, from which the elec-
tric current, just as it did with copper 
sulphate solution, will separate a defi-
nitely tigebered substance. Thus a ferro-
cyanide ( as yellow prussiate of potash) 
mixed with tuning titi Wit hit rah' alld his-

s/dyed in water will give a dark blue 
color under the action tif the current. 
The curreint transmitted in regulatell 
intermission according to the lines of the 
drawing' is Carried H11111101 ho it wri.sp,nd-
lag Parts Oh till` receiving apparatus, in-
cluding the moist paper spread upon and 
attached to the drum or cylinder. 

It follows that the point ( Sr) will re-
prodmie on the paper in blue lines the 
design painted upon the tinfoil ;if I ho Ills-

FIG 3 

The early form of the "telephotographic" device 
was driven by a clock spring. The stylus is moved 
transversely by a threaded rod or lead-screw 
geared to the drum shaft. 

tant transmitting station. This will per-
fectly reproduce the design from the tin-
foil, giving a point wherever the original 
drawing had a line, and will be broken oft 
wherever the insulating composition 
conies. Now when the paper which has 
covered the entire surface of the cylinder 
(T2) is unrolled and spread out we will 
have a perfect reprgaluction of the orig-
inal, in white upon a blue surface, the 

FIG. 4 
The received drawing is a "negative" of the 

drawing on the transmitter drum, since the re-
ceiver stylus is lifted off the drum when the trans-
mitter reaches point after point on the drawing. 

latter composed of lines in close proximity 
to each other, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
above is electrochemical reception. 
We have opine to the important develop-

ment of receiving a sketch or writing by 
the use of the electromagnet. We now 
refer to Fig. 5. The transmitter is of 
exactly the construction described for the 
preceding case. Again we find in the 
receiver a cylinder covered with paper, 

FIG. 5 
The type of apparatus shown above operates 

by a positive action of the receiving stylus, the 
latter making a mark on the receiver drum when 
the transmitter circuit is interrupted by lines of 
the drawing. 

but the metallic stylus is replaced by a 
pencil or a sort of fountain pen carried 
by an arm ( A.,), which can be raised by 
an electromagnet so as not to touch the 
paper. A second bar ( St) parallel to the 
lead screw ( S) insures the position of the 
a net carrying t be eleet romagnet, armature, 
stylus and movable arm. 
When the mtignet is passing no eurrent 

the reproducing point bears with its 
weight and that of the armature upon the 
drum, and if this is rotated the same heli-
cal line will be drawn upon the paper. 
Now let the current from the battery be 
interrupted at proper intervals by the 
transmitter, which current goes through 
the mils of the electrtimagnet ( M), it will 
raise the arm ( Ar) anti lift the inscribing 
point from the paper. This occurs as long 
as the stylus of the transmitter rests upon 
the insulated varnish on the tinfoil. But 
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when at the transmitter any point of the 
design opens the circuit, the magnet ( M) 
releases the inscribing point ( F) so that 
it makes a mark upon the paper. By this 
apparatus we obtain the sketch repro-
duced in points and strokes lying very 
close to each other in tint or color upon 
a white ground, Fig. 6. 

FIG.6 
A "positive" reproduction received on the appa-

ratus shown in Fig. 5 is illustrated above. This 
is an exact duplicate of the transmitted drawing. 

The two apparatus so simply described 
are subject to many modifications, but 
these do not affect the basic principles. 

SPRING 
SCALE 

Thus a departure is slictwn in the trans-
mitter of Hubert, in which the design is 
Produced on the paper in relief, so that 
the lines rise above the surface of. the 
paper. The current by the tutu tul K) 
is carried to the receiver. Petit I his is only 
possible when the stylus I S,) is raised hy 
the relief portion of the sketch and the 
movable arm A,) pressed z tga inSt the 
mulct point ( k ) honeath which is a light 

spring for the purpose of making a good 
etetiliecl hen. 
The current thus made intermittent pro-

duces on the chemival receiver tlie sketch 
in blue lines on a white ground, and with 
the eleetromagnetic apparatus in white 
upon a ground of parallel lines as shown 
in Fig. 4. 
This has been described in the simplest 

possilde way. but picture telegraphy can-
not lie carried out as simnel lily as all this. 
Thus the greatest lilliuulty inheres in es-
tablishing synchronism: tintt is to say, 
identical speed of the two drums ( T,) 
and ( T,), which, of course, may lee many 
miles apart. This is a complication which 
cannot be treated uf here. 
The questicen of the speedy transmissicm 

to be obtained by such an apparatus is 
of interest to us. If we have regard to 
the disturbances in the current, due to 
eapacity of the circuit. self-induction, hig 

of the electromagnet and similar filchers. 
which tire bound to occur, hut whin with 
our present means we can well overcome, 
we can then under the most fuvorable cir-
cumstances produce 30ti points per second. 
A picture 3IA x 5 inches reproduced in 

points lth1 to the inch will require some 
170,00() points, so that if this is divided 
by 300 we will have 570 seconds, or nearly 

FIG 7 

This modified form of "telephotographic" 
transmitter operates with the drawing to be trans-
mitted formed in relief on the paper. The 
transmitter circuit is closed when the stylus is 
lifted by the raised portions of the drawing. 

tell IllilitlteS required for the nntroduction. 
Ilut this time will bave to be increased il' 

,• consider the delay due to difficulties in 
•--tablishing synchronism. 

Magnetic Density Test 

SAMPLE OF IRON 

COIL 2C0 TURNS 

AMMETER 

This apparatus, readily constructed, will enable 
the experimenter to investigate the magnetic prop-
erties of the iron used in his experiments. 

I
T is often desired to obtain the mag-
netic qualities of a certain kind of 
iron. In building dynamos and motors 

the iron to he used for the cores is always 
- tested to ensure the best results. The fol-

lowing method is one of the simplest and 
is quite efficient: 
A frame is made of cast iron, with the 

dimensions as shown in Fig. 1. A live-
• eighths inch hole is drilled in the top. 

The balancing apparatus is easily con-
structed, hut care should be taken to see 
that points ( A), ( E), ( X) and ( C) are 
spaced at eclual dis! tilt's apart. A sam-
ple of the iron should be turned tO one-
half inch diameter and about 12 inches 
long, fitted with two small ears. 
The coil is to be constructed next. It 

consists of 200 turns of No. 16 wire wound 
on a spool having a five-eighths inch hole 
through the center. 
When these are completed 111e appar-

atus should be set up as shown in Fig. 2. 
A spring balance is fastened to the arm 
at ( A), awl the ears of the sample of iron 
tu.e caught in cc). The iron sample 
passes through the hole in the top of the 
iron case and through the center of the 
mil and rests on the lower portion of the 
iron ease. An ammeter is connected as 
shown. 

First a current of one-half ampere is 
passed through the coil. Pull on spring 

By Herbert L. lvtoershfelder 

scale until the sample is released fluent 
nie influence of the coil. Note the reading 
on the spring scale at this point. If the 
spring scale is attached at ( A), multiply 
the reading on its scale by 2 to get the 
true number of pcanals. If the spring 
scale is fastened at ( E), the pounds 
would then be correct. 
Next allow one ampere to pass through 

the coil, and again pull the scale until 
the sample is released. ( Now readings of 
pounds and amperes each time.) Pre weed 
ill this manner until a current of live am-
peres is reached. The magnetic density 
may then be calculated in the following 
manner: 

First H waist be found, by using the 
formula 

We Pay One Cent a Word 
iF E want good electrical articles 

on various subjects, and here 
is your chance to make some easy 
money. We will pay one cent a 
word upon publication for all ac-
cepted articles. If you have per-
formed any novel experiments, if 
you see anything new electrical, if 
you know of some new electrical 
stunt be sure to let us hear front 
you. Articles with good photo-
graphs are particularly desirable. 
Write legibly, in ink, and on one 
side of the paper only. EDITOR. 
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The graph illustrates the variation of magnetic 
density in an iron specimen with variations in 
the current through the electromagnet. Such 
graphs are at the basis of all dynamo design. 
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ortost 

k-2-1.1 2 DI& 

These details show the utter simplicity of the 
magnetic density tester. The frame recommended 
by the * titer is of cast iron, but the core of a 
discarded closed-core transformer may he used 
with advantage. 

= 4 ir NI 

101. 
irN==3N.014.1061. 

turns in coil 
I = Current in amperes 
L= Length of coil in centnirters 
=  4 x 3.1416 X No. of turns X amps. 

10 x length of coil in ents. 

The magnetic density ( B) equals 

W 
B=1:111-  H 

B = 1317 Pull in pounds . + H _ 
Area of one end 

in pounds 
A= Area in square indic-s of one end 

of sanittle of iron 
The values are calculaPd for each 

reading. In one sample of iron a curve of 
magnetic. density was obtained similar to 
the one shown. Thus, whet reading the 
"curve" to indtwe 10,000 Muss. in "sample" 
it would be neeessary to use 200 x 1.5 

11111Ps. or :100 ampere turns. 
In this particular sample of ironTtlie 

maxincito efficiency would b obtained by 
using 500 ampere turns, which would give 
13,500 lines ( point X on curve). 
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CONTACT 
SEGMENTS 

SPRINGS 

An Electrician's Christmas 

FIG. I 
An electromagnet adaptable to diverse experi-

ments is here provided with a handy base from 
which it is readily detachable. By a twist of the 
magnet after it is inserted in the base it can be 
disconnected from the circuit. 

EMBER the time when you was 
a kid—just pickin' up larnin' in 
lectricity—pickin' roses 'midst 

ti urns? She shore was one hard-luck turn 
after another—but o' course THEM was 
ti e days! Now gone forever! 
That little son of yours—or little 

brother, or early bird across the street— 
lever spare him moments of sympathy? 
Now right here you can do that lad tile 
finest help in the world—help him learn 

FIG. 2. 
Another application of Esten Moen's versatile 

electromagnet! A handle provided with flexible 
lamp cord makes a capital arrangement. 

electricity! Yessir, you can do it; sure 
you can. 

I'm trying the very same thing myself— 
there's a kid across the street here ( in 
fact, there's a dozen—so I'd have to turn 
my lab into a factory to satisfy the de-
mand, if)—so here: let's ALL get to-
gether and then mebbe we can have some 

Bi Esien Moen 

peace in our lab (& heart) the rest o' th' 
year. C'mon ever-body, pull fgether. 
One thing a beginner must learn is 

"HOW is electricity made?" Materials 
needed: 
One Mason fruit jar ( quart size). 
Two ounces ammonium chloride. 
One sheet zinc, size four by nine inches. 
One carbon rod. ( From an old dry cell, 

heated redhot and cooled). 
Carbon powder and manganese dioxide. 

(Taken from an old dry cell.) 
A small piece of cheesecloth. 
That's the dope for a LaClanche "wet" 

dry cell. 
There! That's hammered into his head 

—hey, I forgot—don't YOU make the cell; 
but rather give the parts to the kid and 
let HIM make it. Atta boy! 
Now well attend to the coil end of the 

business. I s'pose you've all each made a 
million coils or so—well, some number 24 
wire must be found; ya, an' some bolts—a 
stove bolt 3/16 inch by 11/2 Inches is 
dandy. Then from some rubber plate 
knocked off a storage battery jar cut some 
discs in in diameter, with a hole in 
the center to fit the bolt. This makes the 
ends of the solenoid form—the insulation 
around the bolt being one layer of tape. 

Don't forget to tell the kid that he must 
wind evenly and tightly. I saw a kid un-
ravel a perfect factory wound coil—then 
when HE rewound it she wouldn't work! 
Well, that's just the way—we bump into 
mystery everywhere, and it pays to keep 
your eyes open an' member everlidn'. 

Wasn't it a ticklish fool job to leave 
pigtails on a coil? Sure, 'sali right for 
radio coils—but frinstance, for doorbell 
and telegraph magnets? Listen an' I'll 
tell you a darn good secret—see Fig. 1. 
Well, the idea is given in Figs. 1 and 2— 
study them, please, 'cause I ain't got the 
eddication to pull extry words from ol' 
man Noah. 
Then ( heck, we're soon ready now. Gee, 

I wish we could stugly hgrtri(ity all day 
long, don't you?)—then, what to do with 
the magnet? Pick nails 1)11 Illy floor—play 
jackstraws, eh? or make t magnetic crane, 
or—well, we have to have it "jack" ( we'll 
call the magnet a "plug," eh?) and a han-
dle and some lampcord. You can see the 
dope in Fig. 2. 

Last, of course, we gotta hey a buzzer-
telegraph. Sure. So we'll need a board 
(base), a "jack" (see how handy? Now 
we don't have to wind another coil !), an' 
some more stuff shown in Fig. 3. 
'Member your first buzzer? Iron con-

tacts—after minute she quit buzzin'—the 

Christmas 

AVERY serviceable Christmas tree light 
tester may be made with one dry 

cell, one buzzer, and several scraps of 
copper. 

The buzzer is fastened to the side of the 
dry cell with friction tape. The outside 
binding post of the battery is connected 
directly to one side of the buzzer with a 
short piece of fixture wire. 

A strip of copper soldered to the center 
binding post of the battery contes within 
an eighth of an inch of a similar strip 
fastened to the other side of the buzzer. 
If the buzzer works when the lamp is 
placed across the copper contacts the fila-
ment Is good. 
The apparatus is not a plaything but of 

size and corresponding efficiency to make 

FIXTURE 
WIRE 

FIG. 4; 

FJ G. 3 
The electromagnet again, now in the guise of 

an electric buzzer, offers another source of en-
tertainment to the young experimenter. 

iron burnt out. Well, you let the kid dis-
cover this for himself. Sure, don't tell 
him—he'll just rubber ( gape) like a cow 
and feel insulted. Likewise unnecessary 
for me to say see Fig. 3. 

Well, so long—hey, wait a minute, we 
gotta llave a motor—and a light! 'Mem-
ber how hard it was for you to understand 
it takes two wires to light a lamp? 

  -4— BE FORE BENDING 

SHEET IRON , PIVOT 

BRUSH 5CT e›, 
KNOB 

Here is a fascinating example of the electric 
motor, improvised from pieces of sheet iron, 
wood, wire and the detachable electromagnet 
used throughout these experiments. 

Well, a motor's party hard to make. 
Shucks. Well, don't give up the ship, 
boys—they's a peacherino all dolled up in 
Fig. 4. Some blinbolina, hey? 

Gosh, I hate to quit playin' with 'lee-
tricity, don't you? Shucks, well, ma has 
some cookies for us. Le's go. S'Iong, 
fellers. MERRY XMAS. HAPPY NEW 
YEAR, 

Tree Lamp Tester 
COPPER STRIPS 

DRY CELL 

FRICTION 

.4—TAPE. 

BUZZER 

It thoroughly practical. The voltage of a 
single cell would not show by its effect 
on a lamp, but enough current will go 
through the circuit to operate the buzzer. 

A most convenient appliance to prevent disap-
pointment in the illumination of the Christmas 
tree. It does not ensure good lamps, but it tells 
if they are out of order or disconnected. 

When testing out a tree circuit the lamps 
will not have to be watched, the slight 
noise of the buzzer tells the whole story. 
The tree may even be tried out in the 
presence of guests if the buzzer is not 
too vigorous in its action. 

Contributed by W ALTER NORRIS. 
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Preserving Magnetic Curves 

T
HE usual method of recording the 
curves formed by iron filings in the 
vicinity of a magnet is to dust iron 
filings over a piece of blueprint 

paper and after a few minutes' exposure 
to strong light, to develop and fix the pic-
ture so formed, by immersion in water. 
While this is a very convenient and sat-

isfactory method of showing roughly the 
paths taken by magnetic lines of force in 
picture form, yet it is sometimes desirable 
to preserve the actual iron filing figures 
themselves. The blueprint method, fur-
thermore, does not show the curves in 
relief, and therefore does not faithfully 

HOT IRON 
HELD OVER FILINGS 

IRON FILINGS IMBEDDED IN WAX 

MAGNET UNDER PAPER 

A delicate and transitory experiment is here 
made permanent- The iron filings disposed around 
a permanent magnet are made to absorb by 
capillarity the warm wax covering the paper upon 
which the filings are spread, fixing them per-
manently. 

record the large arched figures caused by 
iron filings in the vicinity of a powerful 
magnet. Several methods for preserving 
the original iron filing curves are given 
in the following paragraphs. 
The first method is well adapted to pre-

serving the curves formed by rather weak 
magnets in which the figures formed are 
not in marked relief. A piece of stiff 
paper such as manila drawing paper is 
thoroughly waxed by placing upon it 
shavings of beeswax or paraffin wax and 
ironing the wax in by means of a warm 
iron. This prepared paper, when cool, is 
then placed over the magnet or magnets, 
whose curves are being recorded, and fine 
iron filings are dusted on and the paper 
is tapped gently to produce the magnetit 
curves. When satisfactory curves have 
been formed a very hot iron is held above 
the filings, as close as may be without 
touching them or the paper, and the wax 
on melting rises by capillary attraction 
between the filings. On removing the iron 
the wax solidifies and the magnetic fig-
ures are thus permanently fixed upon the 
paper. It may be advisable to remove the 
magnet before applying the hot iron, as 
the pressure of the iron in the magnetic 
field may shift the curves. 
Where the curves are formed by a 

strong magnet and are somewhat in relief 
they may also be preserved in wax by a 
similar method. A piece of stiff card-
board, or better still, a small piece of 
ordinary window glass, Is selected and 
coated with a fairly heavy layer of paraf-
fin wax. The glass is coated by carefully 
warming it and allowing the wax to run 
on while the cardboard is heated with a 
hot iron. The prepared cardboard or 
glass is then placed upon the poles of the 
magnet whose curves are to be recorded 
and the figure built up by carefully dust-
ing on a quantity of iron filings. When 

Bi Earle R. Cale', B.Sc. 

this figure has reached the desired dimen-
sions a quantity of fine shavings of paraf-
fin wax is scraped over the curves and 
dropped thereon. A very hot iron is then 
held near the figure. As before, the 
molten wax runs between the iron filings 
and on cooling the figure is permanently 
fixed. 
Another method of preserving curves in 

wax is adapted to recording the entire 
curve surrounding the pole of a magnet. 
The foregoing methods are only applicable 
to recording curves in a single plane. 

COLD VACUUM TUBES 
At the present time we must 

heat the filament in our vacuum 
tubes in order to operate them. In 
the very near future it is likely 
that we will use cold tubes. Inter-
esting speculation is given on this 
in a comprehensive article by J. H. 
T. Roberts in the December issue. 
READ ALL ABOUT IT. 

Articles to Appear in the De-
cember Issue of Radio News 

The Behavior of Radio Waves and 
the Heaviside Layer 

By Sir Oliver Lodge 
A Radio Controlled Railroad Block 

System 
By Howard S. Pyle 

Fake Radio Doctors 
By Hugo Gernsback 

A New Very Short Wave Oscillator 
By Ross Gunn 

A Short Wave Super-Heterodyne 
By J. L. Cassell 

The Cold Tube of the Future 
By J. H. T. Roberts 

I-10T I RON - 7. 

MAGNET 
UNDE R 
GLASS 

GLASS PLATE 
Another method of retaining the formation of 

iron filings is illustrated above. By the use of a 
heavier layer of wax upon a plate of glass and 
a stronger magnet, the field is better shown. 

The curves for the method next to be 
described are best formed by an electro 
bar magnet. A small cup made from 
cardboard or non-magnetic sheet metal 
is needed in this method to slip over the 
pole of the magnet and form the curves 
on. One can be readily made by gluing a 
round disc of cardboard in the end of a 
short length of brass tubing of a diameter 
slightly greater than that of the magnet 
pole. This cup is then slipped on the 
magnet pole, the pole dipped into a pile 
of iron filings and the excess filings shaken 
off to properly form the figure. When a 
satisfactory figure has been obtained it is 
slowly and carefully lowered into a cup 
of molten paraffin and then carefully re-
moved again. On cooling, the cup and 
magnetic figure may be slipped off the 
magnet pole. 

IRON 

FILINGS 

WAX 

Care must be taken that the current 
through the magnet remains constant 
until the figure has solidified. The above 
method may be also applied, using some 
sort of rapid drying spirit varnish such 
as collodion or ordinary alcoholic solution 
of shellac. This is more permanent in 
warm climates. In using this latter medi-
um, however, the current must remain on 
much longer during the drying period. 
A useful method of preserving these 

curves for instructional purposes or for 
cabinets of physical specimens, is to em-
ploy small permanent horseshoe or bar 
magnets and by the last method preserve 

ro BATTERY 
ELECTRO — 

MAGNET N 

CUP OF MOLTEN 

PARAR FINE 

PAPER CUP 

OVER POLE 

The field around the end of a bar magnet can be 
shown in striking relief, by immersing the cluster 
of iron filings formed on r. card-board cylindrical 
case placed on the end of the magnet, in melted 
wax; after withdrawal and cooling it is per-
manent. 

the figures in place upon the magnets. 
These small magnets dipped into iron fil-
ings and then carefully lowered in molten 
paraffin or diluted orange shellac by sus-
pending them from a thread to be removed 
and left to solidify form very interesting 
specimens for the electrical cabinet or 
lecture table. 

Referring to the method of capping the 
pole of a magnet for the exhibition of lines 
of force to be shown by the disposition 
of fine filings, if a horseshoe magnet or 
better yet a double pole electromagnet is 
used, an arch of filings will be formed 
across from pole to pole, forming a little 
bridge. These may also be fixed with 
paraffin and quite interesting exhibits 
may be thus prepared, which, of course, 
would be somewhat fragile. If the caps 
are well made the little bridge can be 
lifted from the magnet. 
While on this subject, there is an ex-

periment which can be performed with 
fine filings and a magnet which is so good 
that it is a pity not to give it here. The 
filings attracted and retained by a mag-
net, if fine enough, may be started into 
incandescence by means of a gas burner 
producing their oxidation. It is better 
yet to use iron reduced by hydrogen. This 
is prepared by acting with hydrogen gas 
on iron oxide maintained in a tube at a 
high temperature; this produces pure iron 
in the highest practical state of division 
and when retained by a magnet pole and 
touched to the outside zone of a Bunsen 
burner flame, it will sparkle as it burns 
like tinder. As it does this it forms mag-
netic oxide of iron and continues adhering 
to the pole, but not showing the curves 
as nicely as the metallic filings do. It 
would seem even to be a good way of 
igniting iron in oxygen gas, the ignition 
to be started by an incandescent wire im-
bedded in the filings. 
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(Above) Working on 
the frame which is to 
hold ten tubes. constitut-
ing one of the sections of 
a radio B battery. 

(Below) Putting the 
copper sulphate crystals 
into the tube after the in-
troduction of the copper 
wire electrode. These 
crystals dissolve little by 
little and are expended; 
new copper sulphate is 
needed at intervals. The 
Upper solution must some-
times be withdrawn and 
water substituted. 

Making a Radio "B" Batten] 
By Dr. E. Bade 

Foh radio work those types of bat-
t'it''w..: it.,. prpf,„.,.,,(1 which give a 

consi a to volt age and amperage. 
All other types, and they are many, 

will not give hest results for the voltage 
produced soon diminishes III value. The 
Daniell cell is constanI. 
For the battery containers or jars test 

tubes are taken: the larger these are, the 
better ‘vill the results and the longer will 
Ihe life of the battery be. Those which 
fire six inches long and Ihree-quarters of 
an inch in diameter are the smallest size 
that can he uscd successfully, make ti 
se: of f rattles or racks for these 1est tithes, 
using 11 tubes to a rack. Each tube will 
give a little less than one volt so each 
frame may be taken as good f,.i. 10 volts. 
At each end of the rack there is a lint 
hattrry clip. ami between each Iwo holes 
an upright battery clip. 
Prepare next for each tube a rubber 

coven/1 wire as follows: ("ut orr a length 

about ft till' inches longer than the tube. 
Expose f..n inch on the top so that it can 
he held itt connection by the clip. The 
other end is also exposed, faking till' about 
I IMP inches of insulation and witufi llg 
this info a spiral 10 lit 1110 11011010 
uhe tightly: this is the negative electrode. 
(nay ruhher covered wire can he used. 
When ill the negative elemenis are in-

troduce/1. fill the tubes one-third io tent , 

quarter full of eopper sulphate crystals. 
Now it is time to make the positive 

elements. Ilere either heavy strips of zinc 
which enter Iho IIIbe about one-I hi rd 
down f roin its lop, or specially formed 
elements are former ;Ire pro-
vide/1 with a wire which can either be 
soldered in place or attached with a bolt 
and nut. The latter type fire nuole by 
melting zinc over a Bunsen Hanle anti 
pouring the molten mass into a nu euld 
iii ' le of refract/try substance like well 
dried clay ( not mud or loaml which bas 

•In 

(Above) rutting up the strip for the zinc 
electrodes which are next to be introduced. 
Now that the copper electrodes and the cop-
per sulphate are in the tube, notice the clips 
on top. 

(Below) Putting in the zinc elements. 
These are very short, in order to keep 
them well above the copper sulphate solu-
tion. 

(Left) Putting the complete section into 
the battery box which may hold eight or 
ten racks of ten tubes each. 

been given the desir/./1 shaiie. Just after 
the inetal is pourcd. ti small piece of 
copper wire provided with a small hook, 
is inserted near the 1//11 of the molten 
mass. When cold. this wire will form 
the negative terminal of the cell. 

Insert these zinc elements into the test 
tithes after the copper sulphate crystals 
are intr/tdured. Then ;mach the wires 
to the clips. Begin with f he end. Fasten 
the posiiive or long Copper wire to the 
end clip. The zinc (demon( of the saint, 
cell is allfichod to the upright (lip on the 
silly tht. frame. To this same post 
attach the neg.:dive (slement of the next 

The zinv this second cell goes 
to Ilie second upright which also tel•OlVOS 

HO' TIOlraliVO Of the third cell. In this way 
the set is wired in series until the tina: 
wire. which is flit' negative, goes to the 
flat clip. This set will give approximately 
10 volts, We will make five such sets 
and the terminals of each set are brought 
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to the front of the box by Wires where 
the voltages desired van be taken off in 
steps of ten each. This is effected by 
wires leading front the various terminals 
to the hew, the entire battery being 
connected in series. Connect each set of 
batteries in series. Then. taking the first 
set take a lead from the negative or zinc 
pole to a binding post outside of the box. 
Plainly mark this pole with a minus sign. 
Tile Pills Pole receives two connecting 
wires. (Inc wire leads to a binding post 
marked 10 outside of the box, the other 
Wire leads to the second set of batteries 
and connects the positive of set A with 
the negative of set It. The piesitive of set 
B is again brought to another binding 
pest Ibutside of the leox markell 20 -I-, The 
negative of set B goes, as has been said, 
to the positive of set A. The positive of 
set it goes to the negative of sel (', the 
positive of set C goes to the negative of 
set le and so on. and the positive iii each 
set connects with a binding post outside 
of the telex where the battery can be easily 
tapped for any voltage. 

This battery is especially valuable for 
the detector circuit of any set. In the 

amplifying circuit it will not be of special 
value, but if it is used in the amplifying 
circuit, then use a standar(I dry cell it 
battery for the detector circuit, l'inler 
this latter condition very satisfactory re-
sults can hi' obtained. 
When the battery is ready for use fill 

it with a dilute solution () I Zino sulphate 
in water using about a teaspoon for each 
glass of water, or use dilute sulphuric 
acid, adding one part of the acid in ten 
parts of water. If acid is used the zinc 
should be amalgamated. Ii Il the test-
tutees to within three-quarters of an inch 
of the top; over this lfflur a layer of ( iil 
to prevent evaporation. As soon as the 
battery is tilled, it is ready for use. As 

this battery is a closed circuit battery, it 
will operate best if used at least four or 
live hours each day; it' left in ii en cir-
cuit, that is if not used for a number of 
days, the Imttery will spoil and will have 
to be refilled. If crystals make their ap-
pearance on the zinc, clean the tube by 
pouring out the water and renewing the 
solution. It' all the copper sulphate is 
used up, renew this also. One filling of 
ci plier sulphate should last from three to 

five months. One filling of the test tubes 
mentioned, lasts about four months. bat if 

the set is used during afternmen and night. 
then it will last only three months. 

uon't depend upon a meter to give you 
the condition of this battery. The ordi-
nary ammeter and voltmeter rannot be 
relied upon to give accurate readings. The 
voltage of each cell is slightly below one 
volt, ‘vhile the amperage is very low, re-
quiring a very ( Hicate milliammeter. The 
best test for the comlition of the battery 
is visual examination. A brown deposit 
on the zinc element does not materially 
depreciate its life, still it is best to re-
naive this depibsit of vi epper. Never shake 
the battery, let it stand ( al one spot. Re-
member this is a gravity pH and the 
copper sulphate should remain below the 
zinc element if the battery is to work 
efficiently. If the blue color of the copper 
sulphate solution rises more than half 
way to the zinc, some of the colorless 
solution should be pipette(' off and be re-
placed by water. Do not leave the battery 
too hem; um open circuit. Give it a "run" 
now and then to prevent the copper sul-
phate soluthen frian reaching the zinc. 

Electroelvtacinetic Induction 

Diagram explaining zero potential induction. A 
coil of wire cuts a field of force without result-

A
LL dynamos of whatever form are 
based upon the phenomenon dis-
covered by Faraday known as "in-

duction.- This word has several mean-
ings as applied to electricity. Its general 
meaning is the effect produced in bodies by 
the influence of other electrified bodies 
having no electrical connection between 
them. 

If a body charged with electricity be 
placed near an uncharged hotly the 
charged body will "induce" charges in the 
uncharged body; this is known as electro-
static induction. A magnet will induce 
magnetisin in neighboring bodies of iron 
by the process called "magnetic induc-
tion." 
The electric current induced in a con-

ductor by moving it in a magnetic field 
so as to cut the magnetic lines of force 
is caused by the phenomenon of "Electro-
Magnetic Induction." If the conductor is 
in the form of a coil, the movement of this 
coil must be such that the number of 
lines of force passing through it will be 
altered; for example, if the coil of wire 
is passed through a uniform magnetic 
field in a straight line as shown in Fig-
ure 1, at ( Pel no current will be induced 
in it as ind3cated by the galvanometer 
(C). which is connected between the ends 
of the coil. 
Tim r(•;ison for this is that the coil in a 

struti4:111 down intbvoment leaves as many 
lines of force behind as it gains in move-
ment. In other words, the number of 

Bti Harold Jackson 

lines of force embraced by the coil is not 
altered in its movement; such condition 
of change is nec(”,sary for the inductben 
of eleetric rurrents in the coil. If the 
same coil he secured to a shaft provided 
milli a crank as shown in Figure 
that it can be rotated, as indicated by the 

CCHE MOTOPELLER 

Here is a brand new winter sport 
device that you will see in use all 
over the country this year. It is a 
small gasoline engine strapped over 
your shoulders at the other end of 
which there is a propeller. Used 
for skating at prodigious speeds. 
Built in SCIENCE & INVENTION 
workshops. Read all about it in 
the December issue. 

Electrical Radio and Chemical 
Articles to Appear in De-

cember Science and 
Invention 

New U. S. to Italy Cable 

Science and the Future 

Mysterious Magnetic Ball Patterns 

Novel Hydrometer 

Day Versus Night Radio Trans-
mission 

Radio by Telephone 

Radio Beacon Guides Ships in Fog 

Neutralizing Methods—Part II 
By Leon L. Adelman 

More Solodyne Circuits 

Every-day Chemistry 
By Raymond B. Wailes 

War Gas Cures Colds 
By Joseph H. Kraus, Staff Medi-

cal Expert 

Latest Patents 

The Oracle 

Here lines of force are so cut that the number 
traversing the coil changes, thereby generating 
electric potential as shown on the voltmeter. 

arrow, the number of lines of force em-
braced by the coil will be altered and an 
electric current will be induced in the 
coil, which will be indicated by the de-
flection of the gullv:inometer needle. 

In Figure 2, starting with the coil In a 
perpendicular p((sition. the first quarter 
of a revolution will raise the pressure in 
the coil from minimum to maximum pres-
sure, the next quarter turn the pressure 
will die down to minimum again. The 
sanie process will occur in the remaining 
half revolution of the coil. Therefore 
there will be two electric impulses in-
duced in the coil for every revolution it 
makes in the magnetic field. For one-half 
of the eyrie the induced current in the 
coil will how' in one direction, and, in the 
camosito direction during the second half. 
Alternating current will be induced in the 
coil as it is revolved in the matmetie field. 
cutting the lines of force that thread from 
the north to the south pole of the field 
magnet. 
The rate of increase or decrease in the 

number of lines of force embraced by the 
coil governs the electro-motive force in-
duced therein. The e.m.f, is increased 
with the increase in number of turns in 
the coil, also by the increase in speed at 
which the coil is rotated. 
The direction of the induced current is 

always such that its magnetic field op-
poses the motion which produces it. 
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„Alarm Clock Chicken..Feeding 

TO LIGHT 

IN COOP 

Device 

WOODEN :',TICK 

CORD 

Industrial efficiency in the chicken house is 
assured by this ingenious device which by the aid 
of an ordinary alarm clock turns on the electric 
lights in the coop at a predetermined time, thus 
inducing the chickens to feed. 

I N the illustration is depicted a novel 
means of making chickens begin 

scratching about 4 o'clock in the morning. 
The chickens are fed at night after 

roosting, the alarm clock is set at the 
hour desired, and in the early morning 
electric lights are automatically switched 
on, inducing chickens to start feeding. 
The switch is a common snap switch, 

with a hard rubber knob. The stick is cut 
to fit the switch knob loosely. The cord 
is fastened to the alarm-winding key, and 
when the alarm rings the revolving alarm. 
key winds in tite cord, thereby turning the 
switch. The wooden brace holds the clock 
firm against the tension of the switch. 
The alarm bell can be eliminated for the 
sake of quietness. 
This idea has been used very success-

fully, especially during the (lark winter 
motif 

Contributed by LAWRENCE TELLIER. 

Flashlight Door Buzzer 
By GEORGE W . ROGERS 

THIS buzzer may be mounted on a cigar 
box, which may be about 9V2 inches 

by 6 inches in area, and 21/2  inches deep. 

vienicroft..2 BRIDGE TENSION BOLT 

This un'que door buzzer, operating on flashlight 
ce Is gives signa s of unusua volume on account 
of its mount—a cigar box. Its electromagnet be-
ing a dismantled Ford coil consumes very little 
energy. 

A Ford coil unit, doorbell push-button, a 
strip of wood 5% inches long, IA inch 
thick and 1 inch wide, a short piece of 
bell wire and a battery are required. 
Three different kinds of battery may 

be used, as follows: Four-cell unit flash-
light battery, connected in series; hot-shot 
battery, or 6-volt wet cell battery. The 
wet cell battery is to be recommended, 
as the charge will last for nearly the 
entire life of the battery if the buzzer is 
adjusted properly and the battery taken 
care of. 
The first step is to secure the cigar box. 

Stand this box on end with the open side 
facing you. In the upper end of the box 
drill a bole as shown in Fig. 2. Now dis-
mantle the Ford coil unit; remove the 
secondary coil wire from the coil, leaving 
the primary winding. Be careful to notice 
how the vibrator of the bridge is ar-
ranged. Fig. 2 shows the coil unit dis-
mantled, with the secondary windings 
removed. 
The original vibrator should not be 

used, as it is too short. As a substitute 
u piece of clock spring 4 inches long, 1/2  
inch wide should be cut and two holes 

11)AllTED 

ELECTRICAL articles on auto-
mobiles also electrical short-
cuts, kinks and handy turns 

for the car and the man who goes 
camping. 

There are thousands of little 
ideas of use to the automobilist, 
tourist and the camper, and it is 
such ideas that the Editor of 
MOTOR CAMPER AND TOURIST re-
quires, which are paid for at the 
regular space rates. 

In order to acquaint yourself 
with what is wanted secure a copy 
of the magazine at your news-
dealers. If he cannot supply you 
write for free sample copy to 

Motor Camper & Tourist 
53 Park Place New York City 

drilled in one end, as in the origin; I 
vibrator, should be pointed and turned 
up IA inch. After the bridge and vibrator 
have been assembled, a piece of wood 6 
inches long, 1/2 inch thick, 21/4 inches wide 
is made, and a 1/2 -inch hole drilled 1/, inch 
from one end. One end of the electro-
magnet is placed in the V.-inch hole in 
the top of the box and the brace shown 
in diagram, Fig. 3, should be nailed in 
place, allowing the upper end of the mag-
net to project through the top of the box 
1/2  inch or 1/1 inch. 
Connect the magnet, vibrator and bridge 

as shown in diagram, Fig. 3. Three ter-
minals are placed on the right side of 
the box; two will do if the maker wishes 
to use other batteries than the flashlight 
battery. The frequency of the buzzer may 
be regulated by the tension burr on top 
of the buzzer as shown in Fig. 3. 
The dotted lines leading from the buzzer 

show how to connect up for wet battery 
or dry cells. The straight lines show how 
to connect up for flashlight battery. The 
noise that can be produced by this buzzer 
is surprising, in view of the small amount 
of current required. The writer has a 6-
volt wet cell battery which is sometimes 

used to operate a flashlight bulb, to light 
a closet, and this battery will operate 
the buzzer without any trouble. 

4— 2' 

MOLI. 
+ 

TOP VIEW OF SOX _L .. 

elm 4474— 

BRIDGE CLOCK. smiNe. 

VIBRATOR. VIBRATOR SUPPORT 

Principal details of the flashlight-cell door buz-
zer; all readily constructed even by the least skil-
ful experimenter. The parts besides the cigar-box 
wood are odd pieces of sheet metal. 

Simple Oudin Coil 

M ANY electrical "hugs" would like to 
experiment with high frequency 

currents, but do not wish to undertake 
the construction of an elaborate Tesla or 
Oudin coil. They will find their problem 
easy to solve if they have a one or two 
slide tuning coil. 
By connecting the coil as shown in the 

diagram and providing the other neces-
sary apparatus a very effective Oudin coil 
will be the result. 

It will be seen that the primary circuit 
of the coil consists of five or six turns of 
wire included between one end of the 
tuning coil and one slider. The other 
end of the coil provides the high tension 
terminal of the secondary circuit. 

If the coil is provided with two sliders 
it will be possible to vary the inductance 
of both i primary and secondary circuits. 

Contributed by CHAS. D. SAVAGE. 

HIGH TENSION 
ELECTRODE 

TO SPARK 
GAP AND 
CON DEN SER 

A simple and effective form of that endless 
source of electrical experiments, the Oudin coil, 
is shown above. It is constructed on the core of 
an old "tuning coil." 
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Needle microphone 

FIRST it is necessary to construct the 
sounding box, whiR should be made 

of wood. The size may be as desired, as 
it is not of importance, but should not be 
too large. 

Erect a small standard of steel near 
one end of the box, as shown in the illus-
trations. By means of solder fasten a 
large steel needle, point upward, to the 
standard. 

WATCH SPRING 

PI ECE OF CARBON 

JUST TOUCHING 

NEEDLE 

HINGE 

This microphone for the amateur experimenter 
has an extremely sensitive contact and will give 
remarkable results. 

At the foot of the standard place a 
binding post and another at the other end 
of the box. Procure a strong steel watch 
spring and attach it to a light bar of steel. 
Fasten this steel bar to the sound box 
with a lock screw. 
To the end of the watch spring, which 

hangs loose, fasten a piece  of carbon so 
that it will just touch the point of the 
needle projecting up from the standard. 
If you happen to possess an old telephone 
receiver there will be no forther trouble 
In obtaining the necessary materials to 
go ahead with the construction. 
A good battery and some wire are the 

only remaining necessities, not considering 
the receivers, which are no doubt obtain-
able around the workshop. \Vire from the 
battery to the receiver, then to the bind-
ing post on one side of the sounding box. 
From the binding post string wire to the 
foot of the steel rod. Another wire is con-
nected to the remaining binding post near 
the upright on the sounding box. Take 
the wire from the binding post to the base 
of the upright. Then hold the receiver to 
the ear and listen. 

Contributed by W ALTER BROWN. 

Electric Etching 

To etch by electricity cover the plate to be etched with paraffin or bees-wax 
and scratch away the places to be etched 

SOLUTION 
OF COPPER 
SULPHATE 

PLATE 
TO BE 
ETCHED 

CARESÔNI 
ROD 

. A simple rigging for etching by the electrolytic 
process; an outside source of electricity is required. 

as usual. Then place the plate to be 
etched in a solution of copper sulphate, 
together with a battery carbon; attach 
the positive of a battery to the plate to 

be etched and the negative to the carbon. 
After a few hours the plate will be 

etched sufficiently and may be removed 
from the solution. The more cells used 
the quicker it will get done. Copper, zinc, 
iron, etc., may be etched in this manner. 

Contributed by ARTHUR A. BLUMENFELD. 

Electric Drill 

A SIMPLE drill for use in the small 
\v, rkshop or garage may be made 

quite cheaply by utilizing odd parts which 
are usually found lying around. The drill 
described has an automatic switch which 
is turned on every time the lever is low-
ered to bring the drill-point to its work, 
though this switch is not necessary and 
may be omitted if desired. 
The drill Is mounted on a wall or other 

vertical support. The first part to procure 
Is the shaft, which should preferably be 
of steel. Two iron supports are arranged 
as shown to hold the shaft. These should 
have snug-fitting bushings so there will 
be very little "play" in the shaft. On the 
top part of the shaft is arranged a long 
pulley as shown, which had a belt running 
to the pulley on the motor. 

PULLEYS 

BELT 

SPRING 

SUPPORT 

BUSH' N 

SUPPORT 

CHUCK 

MOTOR 

TO 
CURRENT 

G 

An electric drill, readily constructed from odd 
parts. The motor is automaCcally started when 
the drill point is lowered to its work, the handle, 
when pulled down, closing the circuit. 

The motor shown in the illustration is 
mounted vertically, though almost any type 
may be used with a few changes. A 

LEVER 
l3U5HING  

SHAFT 

A section showing the arrangement of the lever 
for the vertical motion of the drill. Notice the 
oblong hole for the shaft. 

fairly heavy spring is mounted on the 
shaft between the pulley and the top sup-
port; so the shaft will return to its nor-
mal position each time. The pulley and 
part which holds the spring to the shaft 
should be very well attached, so it will not 
come off with the pressure applied. 
On the lower end of the shaft is at-

tached a chuck for holding the drills. The 
most difficult part is the lever for lowering 
the shaft to drill the holes. This lever 
arm is on a hinge. In the lever where 
the shaft passes through is a slot which 
is fitted with a bushing also. On the shaft 
directly under the lever is a piece fitted 
on the shaft as shown so the lever press-
ing down on it causes the drill to lower 
to the work. This part should always 

be kept well oiled to prevent wear. The 
contact part is made on the lever as 
shown, a large adjusting screw and piece 
of spring brass being used. The contacts 
should be of quite heavy metal. 

Contributed by EVERMONT 

Photographu of I3irds and 
Animals 

By linoitun F. FAUVER 

T E kodak shutter release illustrated 
is very useful for making snapshots 

of wild birds and animals. A portrait 
attachment can be used to get "close-ups" 

BRASS 
STRIP 

This magnetic release for kodak shutters en-
ables the photographer to take snapshots of bird 
and animal life. 

With this instrument, which would other-
wise be impossible to obtain. 
The release is constructed thus: The 

magnets of a telegraph sounder are 
mounted as shown in a wooden box 
5 X 3 X 2 inches. An armature is made 
with a detent on its end which engages 
a corresponding notch in a brass strip, 
which has a spring to give pressure to the 
shutter release. 
The armature, spring and hammer-like 

strip are fastened to the bottom of the 
box with small wood screws; the coils 
fasten with screws through the side of 
the box and the distance of armature from 
the poles of the magnet may be adjusted 
by placing washers between the top end of 
coils and box. The shutter release of 
the kodak is held in place by two flat 
head wood screws placed a proper dis-
tance apart in the side of the box. 
Three dry cell batteries, a push button 

or auto light switch and lamp cord of 
suitable length, complete the necessary 
equipment. 

Simple Thermocouple 
1;y EsTEN MoEN 

HERE'S a stunt I ran across—It's SO 
good I'm passing it on. For a ther-

mocouple you invariably use a junction 
of two different metals. But the same 
metal can be used alone. See the illustra-
tion—some heavy copper wire is twisted 
as shown—if too much it is "short cir-
cuited." 

Here is an in-
teresting experi-
ment with a 
thermocouple 
whose elements 
are of the same 
metal. 

The two terminals at the top connect 
to a sensitive galvanometer — the lower 
ones are free, but a piece of cloth or 
thread is wrapped around each. Then 
carbon disulphide, gasoline, naphtha or 
ice cold water is poured on one ( the object 
being to cool it). Boiling hot water is 
poured on the other cloth. 
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Electric Flatiron Stove 

THE illustration sho \\, ti,,w to make a 
very satisfait try small electric stove. 

The heat is suppbed by an ordinary elec-
tric flatiron which is mounted, us shown, 

Getting the most out of your flatiron. Here is 
a way to use it for an electric stove. 

in a simple stand in an inverted position. 
The top of the stove consists of a disc of 
sheet iron about nine inches in, diameter. 
In the center of t his disc cut a hole that 
exactly fits the face or bottom of the iron. 
Three strap- iron clips, applied as shown, 
hold the iron in place so that the bottgan 
of the iron is flush with the top of the 
disc. 

The stove is supported by four strap 
iron legs which are bolted near the out-
side edge of the disc. These bolts. as 
well as those used in fastening the clips, 
should be flat-headed stove bolts, with 
holes for them countersunk in the disc, 
so as to leave the top smooth. The legs 
should be just long enough to prevent the 
handle of the iron striking the table. 
The iron is easily put in or taken out 

of the stove. The hole into which it fits 
should be a rather loose fit to facilitate 
this operation. The connection plug is 
removed while making the change. 

Cottii.ibutoti by HAROLD JACKSON. 

Overhead Current System for 
the Laboratory 

ONE of the problems of the laboratory 
is the distribution of the current 

source to different devices. The illustra-
tion shows how any experimenter's lab-
oratory can be bettered with an improved 
(urrent supply system. 

14 LENGTH OF WORKSHOP 

UNINSULATED WIRE 
1 

•....... CLIPS 
4 

/ 
1 
1 FOOT 

TALLER 
EXPERIMENTER 

THAN 

—INSULATED 
—macs 

70 110 V. 
LINE OR 
BATTERIES 

A sort of two or three trolley wire circuit 
the laboratory; currents can be taken off as 
sired. 

for 
de-

The current, be it battery or the house 
main, can be led through two bare wires 
spaced about a foot from each other, run-
ning across the laboratory and at least 
a foot above the experimenter's head. The 
bare wires should be fastened to the walls 
with porcelain insulators and the battery 

The 

(•tirrent or 110-volt system connected to 
the bare wires at each end, one side being 
connected to one wire and the other side 
of the current system connected to the 
other wire. 
The current is taken off these two par-

allel wires by means of flexible insulated 
wires with spring cupo soldered at their 
ends. These wires can be led to any in-
strument no matter where it is located 
upon the laboratory or shop bench. 
A third wire call he strung between the 

two. One end of this wire can be con-
nected with one side of a lamp, the other 
side of the lamp can be ci inflected with 
any one of the two wires already in 
position, as is shown. Now by taking oil 
by means of the wires with spring clips, 
from this added center wire, ; Intl the side 
wire, a source of current with a hoop 
in series with it, whether it be 6 or 110 
volts, can be obtained. 

Contributed by RAYMOND B. W AILES. 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
By ESTEN MOF.N 

T T'S a pleasure, fellows, to piny with the 
1 apparatus I told you about in the Au-
gust and September issues of "P. E." 
There is no end to the great variety of 
experiments possible with such instru-
ments. 

 -.109(10(10,111,. 
V! 

FIG.1 

Further stunts with the wireless transmission 
of power; humorous presentation of the subject 
by Mr. Moen, who advocates simplicity in experi-
ments. 

Just lately I ran across some more in-
teresting "stunts" that can be easily done. 
For example, there is the special oscil-

lator connection of Figs. 1 and 2. You 
will notice that two different waves en-
tirely are being emitted, viz., electromag-
netic and electrostatic. In Fig. 1 the 
electromagnetic is shown operating a 
lamp, and in Fig. 2 the electro-static. 
Another stunt illustrated in Fig. 3 is 

to convert electro-static vibrations into 
electromagnetic. Thus we see that in the 

COPPER SULPHATE 
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final analysis "Dr. Jekyll" is the smite as 
"Mr. Hyde." 
Then, too, you can play the Dickens with 

the loop. Suppose your oscillator loop is 
round, but your receiving loop is square--
ha! ha! no juice will be received; but let 
both loops be round ( or square)—then she 
sure works! 
Or else, you can twist your loops 

into queer geometrical shapes ( triangles, 
squares, rectangles, etc.) and the fact will 
be seen that all loops must be shnilar! 

FIG.3 

'I` 

Here is a way of converting electromagnetic Into 
electro-static vibrations, according to our author. 

Just one more stunt I should have writ-
ten up long ago. It's shown in the pho-
tograph. Notice, transmitting and receiv-
ing Tesla coils are connected with short 
wires. Now the receiving lamp incan-
desces, without the addition of resonator 
coils, hut add two resonator coils as shown 
and the light goes out! That's Dr. Jekyll. 
tut have hoatienee and well produce Mr. 

Hyde. Lengt tien t \VI res, between esei 
lator and receiver, to about ten feet ( and 
four inches apart) ; now without the 
resonator coils t he lamp is out. Rut add 
the two resonator coils, equally spaced, 
told the lanat lights! That's Mr. Hyde! 

Well, so long, fellers, till we meet a gtt n 
—but, what you say, ain't a Testa coil 
some pal in a boy's studio or bedroom? 
She sure is! 

Simplified Copper..Plating 

HERE is a simplified met hod of ... pper-
plating. Place a pt.raus cup mot:lin-

ing a strong salt solution into a large 
glass jar containing a strong 'copper sul-
phate solution so that the levels of both 
solutions are the same, and then put a 
zinc rod into the porous cup. 
To copperplate anything, simply attach 

a wire from the zinc rod to the object 
to be plated and place the object in the 
copper sulphate solution. By this method 
the copper is plated out slowly, but it 

"el-ASS JAR 
ZINC ROD 

SOLUTION 

An easy copper plating experiment that may 
have useful applications about the laboratory and 
in the household. The use of a porous cup is its 
characteristic feature. 

gives a good hard deposit. It will work 
better after it has been in use for some 
time. 
Contributed by ARTHUR A. BLUMENFEI D. 
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Awards in the 5004 Special Prize Contest 
For Junior Electricians and Electrical Engineers 

First Prize, Second Prize, Third Prize, 
Harry H. Farb, Roscoe Betts, A. Hymns, 

163 Peshine Ave., Newark, N. J. Box 4, Arcadia, Neb. 29 Lynd Ave., Toronto, Canada. 

First Honorable Mention—Lester Schultz, Jr., 58 Van Reipen Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 

Second Honorable Mention—George W. Rogers, R-3 Box 19 C, Tacoma, Wash. 

First Prize 

Electric Soldering Iron 

M ANY experimenters would like to own 
it electric soldering iron, but find 

the cost prohibitive. 
I ant about to describe a simple but 

excellent soldering iron which may be 
supplied with current from a storage bat-
tery. The inudement is also very light 
and is very desirable because one may 
solder connections in his radio set from 
his storage "A" battery without the 
trouble of connecting it to the house light-
ing circuit with plugs and long wires. 
To make this soldering iron you must 

have a wooden bundle carrier such as are 
fastened to packages at the chain grocery 
stores, a carbon from a flashlight battery, 
about three feet of flexible cord ( double) 
and three battery clips. 

First tile or sandpaper down one end of 
the battery carbon to an edge like that of 
a screwilriver, the brass cap having been 
removed : force the other end into the 

Second Prize 

J1djustable Spark Gap 
i;y ROSCOE BETTS 

T
ILE simplest adjustable spark gap 
illustrated here, with the exception of 

the hard rubber base, is made entirely 
from old dry cell binding posts and nuts. 
Posts taken than Hot Shots are best, be-
cause they are of good length. 
On top of two posts held upright by 

two flat nuts and jam screw are soldered 
two dry cell nuts which have been filed 
flat on one edge to provide a greater sol-
dering surface. 

Into the latter nuts are screwed two 
more battery posts which complete the 
apparatus. 

The acme of economy is achieved by this in-
genious adjustable spark gap constructed of ma-
chine bolts and "dry-cell" binding screws and 
nuts. Besides economy and efficiency, it has the 
added virtue of neatness. 

Third Prize 
Electric Light Microscope 

By A. HYmts 

THE suggested microscope illustrated 
here is effective because of the illumin-

ation of the object. It is a home-made 
structure of fair power. 
The parts are the following: ( a) a 

woodeti base‘; ( b) a small wooden box 
with an opening or door on one side; ( c) 
a flashlight bulb and reflector; (d) two 

uy Timmy II. Emu: 

BLACK cOR.OTINS.L, CARBON 

This soldering "iron," built around a battery 
carbon, melts the soldering wire through which 
the heating current passes, when the wire is 
brought in contact with the carbon tip. 

hole of the wooden handle, after having 
•emoved the wire. The ettrIsm slentid be 
•nserted into the wood a distance about 
half an inch. Then take some tinsel from 
some Christmas tree decoration and push 
't in the opposite end of the wooden han-
Ile to press against the carbon. Strip 

$50 IN PRIZES 
A special prize contest for Junior 

Electricians and Electrical Experi-
menters will he held each month. 
There will be three monthly prizes 
as follows: 

First Prize $25.00 in gold 
Second Prize $15.00 in gold 
Third Prize $10.00 in gold 

Total $50.00 in gold 
This department desires particu-

larly to publish new and original 
ideas on how to make things elec-
trical, new electrical wrinkles and 
ideas that are tf benefit to the user 
of electricity, be he a householder, 
business man, 01' ut a factory. 
There are dozens of valuable lit-

tle stunts and ideas that we young 
men run across every month, and 
we mean to publish these for the 
benefit of all electrical experimen-
ters. 
This prize contest is open to every-

one. All prizes will be paid upon 
puldication. If two contestants soli_ 
mit the same idea, both will receive 
the saute prize. 
Address Editor, Electricirl Wrin-

kle Context. in care of ais publica-
tion. Contest closes On the 1tlt tif 
each month of issue. 

Anding posts; ( e) a cardboard tube; (f 
a small mirror the size of the box ; (g 
1. small pocket microscope, obtainable at 
lit ician's for about 50 cents. 
The apparatus is made up as shown in 

the illustration; first a base of suitable 
size is made and two holes are bored at 
one end for the binding posts. A small 
box is then made to fit as shown in Fig. 3. 
This has a circular hole cut in the top 
and another hole in the side, large enough 
to insert objects to be magnified. A hole 

about one-half inch of one end of one of 
the wires in the flexible cord and push it 
in the handle against the tinsel. This 
gives a good connection with the carbon 
while the other wire of the cord is at-
tached to battery clip. Then attach the 
other two ends of the cord to the two 
remaining battery clips and attach to the 
battery. 
To use the soldering iron fasten the 

battery clips to the binding posts of the 
battery and the clip next to the handle 
to a strip of solder. Then when soldering 
press the point of the carbon on the solder, 
which will cause the solder to melt im-
mediately. 

Another advantage of this soldering iron 
is that no current is used unless the car-
lent touches the solder, and that the iron 
heats immediately. There is practically 
no possibility of leaving current on over 
night. 

made in one end receiv.- a flashlight bulb. 
The tube can be made by wrapping stiff 
paper around a stick and gluing or shel-
lacking. The microscope is easily made 
and is quite worth while. 

TO OTHER 

TERM,NAL 

(v-r- A F) G 

The simple linen-tester" is there put to novel 
use as a sma I microscope. The object viewed is 
illuminated by a small electric light. 

First Honorable Mention 

An Electric Churn 
By 1.EsTEn ScIturrz, JR. 

THIS is a churn interesting from its 
simplicity and small size. With it city 

people can have freshly churned butter 
and fresh buttermilk every morning for 
breakfast. 
• The materials required are these: A 
small electric motor; a storage battery 
or a toy transformer for house current. 
Even dry cells may answer in an emer-
ency; a Mason fruit jar; a rod fitted 
with some kind of a paddle; two beveled 
i.war wheels, one smaller than the other; 
and one coupling. 
The paddle is attached to the rod, a 

hole giving a driving fit for the rod. The 
Pod passes up through a lade drilled in 
the top of a quart Mason jar. The por-

Continued on pave 1321 
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TN this department are published various tricks that can be performed by means of the electrical current. Such tricks may be used for entertaining. 
for window displays, or for any other purpose. This department will pay monthly a first prize of $3.00 for the best electrical trick, and the Editor invites manuscripts from contributors. 

To win the first prize, the trick must necessarily be new and original. All other Eke-Tricks published are paid for at regular space rates. 

An ElecirooMagic Skull 
By Homer Vanderbilt 

t 

Revoiving, disc 

-A-

-c-

Motor 

Bate 

Fig.2 

Lever Roa' 

Table fop 

Fig. 1 shows the general layout of this rather startling experiment, the skull grimly opening and shutting its jaws and performing the other 
motions as described. Further details are given in Figs. 2 and 3, the whole thing constituting an interesting if somewhat ghastly display. The 
motor revolving a disc, operates the circuit breaker, affecting the magnet periodically. A relay is employed to give good actuating current. 

M OST readers of this journal are 
undoubtedly familiar with the 
"rapping skull" used by stage 

1 mgicians, but are possibly doubtful as to 
how It really works. Several of these 
schemes have been developed by ditTerent 
workers in the field, and one of these is 
herewith described in detail. 
The general principles upon which this 

trick works are as follows: A sensitive 
microphone ( A), Fig. 1, of the carbon ball 
type, is connected in circuit with a relay 
(B), see also Fig. 2 ( D), and its arma-
ture circuit is linked with a motor ( C) 
and battery. Upoo the motor shaft a 
proper circuit breaker Is placed and the 
latter Is connected in series with a power-
ful electromagnet ( D'), actuating an iron 
armature ( E), which is connected to a rod 
(FL operating lever ( 0), which is fast-
ened to the ( balanced) lower jaw of the 
skull, as perceived. Now, when you speak 
or produce any sounds near the instru-
ment, the microphone will be disturbed; 
operating the relay, which will connect 
and work the motor, and in turn the cir-
cuit breaker. Consequently the electro-
magnet ( D') is put in operation and the 
result is that the jaw is pulled up by the 
action of the rod ( 1') actuated by the 
magnet. When the current is released the 
slightly overbalanced weight of the jaw 
will cause it to drop back. The arrange-
ment herewith shown will only cause a 
double rap of the jaw, but the number of 
them may be varied by increasing the 

number of segments on the circuit breaker. 
The writer will unfold the details of his 

apparatus and thereby the experimenter 
will be enabled to build such a device for 
amusing his friends. It is certainly very 
mousing to witness the astonishment of 
the visitors when the skull is operated. 
The constructional details of the indi-

vidual apparatus are shown in Fig. 2. 
The electromagnet (A) is made to size, as 
perceived, and is fully wound with No. 22 
B. & S. copper magnet wire. The circuit 
breaker ( II) consists of a disc revolved 
by a motor and which makes contact with 
a brass strip located at the bottom of the 
base, as depicted. The relay ( C) is made 
of two bell magnets actuating an iron ar-
mature carrying a contact point which co-
acts upon a second point, as seen. Con-
nections for the various parts are shown 
in drawing ( D). Practically any kind of 
relay van be advantageously used. The 
transmitter is of the supersensitive type 
and which can readily be made by follow-
ing the instructions given in the Novem-
ber, MI5, issue of this journal on page 
333 in an article entitled "How to Build 
a Dictaphone." After these various in-
struments are made they should be prop-
erly arranged as portrayed in Fig. 1 and 
conneeted as shown in ( D), Fig. 2. The 
instrument is now finished and ready to 
be used. The only thing necessary to oper-
ate the jaw of the skull is to talk or blow 
a whistle, which will affect the trans-
mitter and in turn the jaw, thereby caus-

ing It to rap startingly and mysteriously_ 
I tu conclushm several points may be 

mentioned which if followed will make the 
apparatus wItrk and appear inueh more 
professional. Firstly. the contact disc had 
best be geared up t., the motor, so that it 
makes about one revolution to 20 or more 
of the motor shaft. Again, the skull 
should be arranged so that It may be 
picked up from the stand and shown to 
the audience. At Fig. 3 I E), is indicated 
how a separable rod joint ( X) may lie 
vontrived, enabling the operator to remove 
the skull easily for inspection. An indi. 
reel-. electrical method is the best way in 
which to actuate the jaw. At Fig. 3 It; ). 
is perceived lanv the electromagnet I it 
may influence magnetivally an iron disc 
(X,), joined to the movable jaw, as 
usual, by a lever or wire. This permits 
of minute inspeetion by the audience. 
Again, the effect can be attained by play-
ing an aluminum ring in the jaw ( prop-
erly balancing the jaw to make it work 
easily) and an alternating current electro-
magnet, by induction, will repel the ring 
(and hence the jaw also) whenever it is 
energized. 
These latter schemes are merely sugges-

tions that may be used to give the appar-
atus a professional appearance. A final 
word: it Is absolutely necessary to mount 
the cabinet on a solid support, ..therwise 
vibration will cause it to operate of its 
own accord and spoil the whole illusion 
by suggesting a mechanical cause. 
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Latest Electrical Patents 
Keep Cool 

Although the inventor of this device very ingeniously places an electric 
fan in the flashlight case, no provision is made for transporting fresh cells 
and disposing of the dead ones. Perhaps if a storage battery were used 
the motor could be run as a generator to keep it cha,ged by blowing against 
the fan blades. A heater might be added for use in cold weather. 

Patent 1.504,003, issued to A. F. Trumbull. 

Flashlight 

('urrent is generated for lighting this flashlight 
by pushing the handle in and out. A train of 
gears spins a magnet about the coils, causing the 
generation of current. Terminals are also provided 
so that the instrument may he used for testing 
outside lamps, bells, etc. 

Patent 1,489,431, issued to Charles A. Drouillat. 

Television 

By analyzing an image into elementary portions 
and modulating a carrier wave in accordance with 
the space and intensity characteristics of each 
portion the image is transmitted by radio to the 
receiving station. A combination of photoelectric 
cells and electron streams makes the transmission 
possible. The illustration shows the receiving end 
of the apparatus. 

Patent 1,470,696, issued to Alex. M. Nicholson. 

Marine Disaster Signal 

Means are provided for letting loose a signal 
buoy from a sunken submarine by the persons 
trapped therein. The buoy carries an electric lamp 
operated by storage batteries in the vessel, and 
also telephone equipment, an that the rescuers may 
communicate with the trapped party. 
Patent 1,502,055, issued to A. P. Nastasiou. 

Phonograph 

This phonograph is mounted in an ornament form, simulating an 
animaL By means of a switch a signal lamp indicates through the eyes 
of the animal when the record approaches the end of its journey, at which 
time the machine is automatically stopped. A lid in the back allows for 
exchanging records. 

Patent 1,502,532, issued to Charles S. Tobin. 

Flashlight Stand 

The object of this invention is to pros ide a suit-
able stand or support for mounting a flashlight so 
that it may be placed in any convenient location 
to facilitate the repairing of motor vehicles. etc. 

Patent 1,481,998, issued to Harry H. Eldredge. 

Wireless Recorder 

A resistance is connected in the output circuit 
of the receiving apparatus, the sariation in poten-
tial drop due to the received signals causing a cur-
rent flow through the condenser and recorder. A 
stylus records the signals on a moving tape. 

Patent 1,504,426, issued to W. M. Bruce, Jr. 

Submarine Sound Transmitter 

HYDROGEN ox-cem ION IT ION 
coil-

,, 2T-MOTOR 

E,iieSeEHAmBERS 

By means of an explosive mixture of oxygen 
and hydrogen and an electric ignition system 
sound waves of a predetermined frequency are 
transmitted over great distances under water. 
The explosions take place in submerged chambers. 
An electric motor switches the ignition circuit to 
the various chambers at the desired frequency. 

Patent 1,500,243, issued to John Hays Ham-
mond, Jr. 

Time Switch 

This switch is adapted for use on the ordinary 
alarm cloak and is so arranged that the key 
makes contact and closes a circuit when it re-
volves, due to the winding off of the alarm, but 
does not make contact when winding up the alarm. 
in which case the contact point is turned to one 
side. It is used for operating buzzers, bells, lamps, 
etc. 

Patent 1,500,512, issued to Carl W. Matson. 

Shielded Telephone Cords 

In many radio receivers th? telephone cords 
cause difficulty in tuning due to electrostatic feed-
back. This invention provides for shielding the 
cords with a suitable metallic shield connected to 
the filament circuit of the apparatus. 

Patent 1,504,940, issued to G. W. (' arpenter. 

Signal Light 

This signaling apparatus comprises an arc light 
connected to a D. C. line in series with suitable 
chokes and resistances. A condenser is connected 
across the line. Pressing the key energizes the 
spark coil, thus breaking down the resistance of 
the gap between the electrode; and allowing the 
condenser to discharge, giving an intensive flash. 
The flow of current stops after the condenser is 
discharged. 

Patent 1.504,603, issued to L. W. Chubb. 

Illuminated Target 

This target is for use on a leveler's rod. An 
electric flashlight is mounted an the rod, giving a 
luminous target upon which too leveler trains his 
instrument for reading the levels in the usual 
manner. Thus the device may be used in dark 
places. 
Patent 1,500.482, issued to William J. Barrett. 
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TH idea of this department is to present to e layman the dangers of the electrical current in a manner that can be understood by everyone and that E th 
will he instructive, too. We have given monthly prizes of $3.00 for the best idea on "short-circuits." Look at the illustrations and send us your own 

-Short-Circuit." It is understood that the idea must be possible or probable. If it shows something that occurs as a regular thing, such an idea will have a 
good chance to win the prize. It is not necessary to make an elaborate sketch, 01. to write the verses. We will attend to that. Now let's see what you can do I 

1:eneath this earth 
Is May Sentnyenna. 

l'or she hung the wash 
On a "sending" antenna. 

—l'Art. 

Vold 'nenth this soli 
Is Jonathan (Wire. 

llis horse Patched the tracks 
And he touched the wire. 

SAFFRAN. 

PPlZt 

3.00 

This stud is the grave 
Of Peter Lel )ocket. 

I lis silver pencil 
Touched the wall socket. 

—MARLIN I.EFFLER. 

él 

. Richmond Lineman a 
Instantly Killed' tea 
by Electric, Shock at 

• 241.4eIlyeare"it'etif4sgee'',. u7:a—sEdgard Eyeleterrheel'aity. P0 t11 
,afternoon at Richmond when a wire' n 
e vux holding came into contact with 
a high-tension electric light wire, 
sending approximately 11,000 voil,. 
through his `body. 
Esterhoit was working for the Utah; 

.Power & Light company at Richmond.. 
stringing wires for the new street 
. lighting system which is bel • In-' 
stalled there. By about 4 ociouk the t 
workmen had reached a point a few , 
• yards north of the North Cache high '• 
school. Wires were being strung over t 
the lower cross-arms of the. polos,' fa 

t when Esterholt, in attempting to 

I
take up Sack in one of the wires. ^ 
gave it a pull that threw It up to a ur 
high-tension wire strung across the s 
upper cross-arm of the pole. 
The wire Eeterholt was holding• , 

came Into contact with the live w ire: 
for only a second, but sufficient oleo-1 
tricky was sent through his body to, 

d kill him almost instantly. No Mark' 
t. or burn was visible on any part of 

the boely. 
Physicians and company .official 

. from Logan rushed to the scene im-
mediately and an effort was made t 
resuscitate the man, but it was ot 
no avell. 
Esterholt is survived by a wife and, 

two children, one 2 years of age and 
the other four months. The body was 
brought to Logan to the „Lindquist 

• Undertalting parlors. 

./..ordordete 

IIere in sweet peace 
Lies Mrs. Iteamer. 

The register grtninded 
I-ler Vanillin cleaner. 

A. ilAirt‘vtc. 

eeWereeve3e 
ereweregefer 

elses 

Lies under this stone 
One Adolitts Ramp 

'The (Innip on the floor 
Grounded his lamp. 

— P. C. HEN UY. 
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T
HIS department is conducted for the benefit of everyone interested in electricity in all its phases. We are glad to answer questions for the benefit of all, 
but necessarily can only publish such matter as interests the majority of readers. 

1. Not more than three questions can be answered for each correspondent. 
2. Write on only one side of the paper: all matter should be typewritten, or else written in ink. No attention can be paid to penciled letters. 
3. Sketches, diagrams. etc.. must always be on separate sheets. 
4. This department does not answer questions by mail free of charge. The editor will, however, be glad to answer special questions at the rate of 

25 cents for each. On questions entailing research work, intricate calculations, patent research work, etc., a special charge will be made. Correspondents 
will be informed as to such charge. 

Kindly oblige us by making your letter as short as possible. 

Cracking Hydrocarbons 
(482)-11. F. Fisher, New York City, 

asks: 
Q. 1.—By what electrical process is car-

bien black obtained from gases? 
A.1.—All hydrocarleon gases are very 

rich in carbon on-neut. Among these are 
aeetylene, and the higher ( defines. The 
molecules of these gases are more gel* less 
unstable and can readily dissiwiated 
into their constituent atoms. Snell dis-
sociation may occur at very high tempera-
tures. The electric spark is a very con-
venient method of producing the necessary 
heat for this purpose. Tlw gas is passed 
through a spark gap over whieh a dis-
charge of several thousand volts is pass-
ing. The molecules of the gas arc set 
into such violent vihration that the con-
stituent atoms separate and reunite to 
form molecules of the elements or of hewer 
types of hydroearblens. 
This method of prieducing carbon black 

has not been developed into an industrial 
process :U4 yet. 

Sub stations 
(483)—T. F. Long, Rochester. N. Y., 

asks: 
Q.1.—What is the function of substa-

tions on electrical railroads or lighting 
systems? 
A.1.—The location of power stations is 

largely determined by the location of the 
hydraulic power supply or by the conveni-
ence in transpertation of coal or other 
fuel, so that very often the point of power 
generation Is very far renoeved fr(eni the 
phwe of consumption. This condition re-
quires that pi ewer be transmitteil over 
great distances. Now it known that 
elevIrical power is most economically 
transmitted at high voltage and low cur-
rents, but fier use in t•leetrical machinery 
suelt as railroad motors, heavy currents at 
comparatively low voltages are needed. 
Therefore, means must be ierievided for 
the transformation of the high potential 
into the low potential of the working 
system. 

Further, power is often transmitted in 
the forai tif' alternating eurrent over high 
voltage transmission lines and is con-
verted in the substation into direct cur-
rent. Substations may, therefore, be of 
various types, ranging frient those contain-
ing merely transfiermers. to the more 
elaborate forms, whieb it insu' transformers 
and rotary converters in, mietor generators 
assume. 

Electrostatic Separators 
(4841—T. C. Oxon. Uhl de Janeiro. 

Brazil, Inquires: 
Q.1.—llow can smoke or (lust he re-

moved front the air fed to an air pump? 
A.1.—Such separation of dust front air 

can be effected by the Cottrel precipitator. 
The essential features of this device are 
illustrated in the figure. It consists of a 
thin wire stretched along the te xis of a 
metallic cylinder through which the air is 
passed. A high potential is applied be-

tween the wire and the surrounding cyl-
inder and its a result a stneng eleetro-
slat ic field is set up between them. Since 
the wire has a very much smaller surface 
than the eylinder the electrostatic field 
will be stronger near the wire than at 
any other point in 111e cylinder. The dust 
particles suspended in the air passing 
through the cylinder will lee Charged by 
the wire and will then be powerfully re-
pelled by it. Being driven by the electric 
foree to the cylinder walls, they are at-
tracted by the latter and retained there 
as the cleansed air passes on. 
The speed with which these particles 

are removed from the air depends on the 
strength of the field, which for a cylin-
der of fixed radius i imp( ertiontt I to the 

PURE AIR--s-

DUST 
LAD EN 

AI R 

POTENTIAL 

Can Ifigr›>, 

The Cottrel electrostatic precipitator, shown 
above, induces an electric charge in the solid 
particles carried by gases and then retains 
these particles on one of the electrodes. The 
process can be readily duplicated by the ama-
teur experimenter. 

applied voltage. Therefore, the faster the 
air Is fed through the cylinder the larger 
must he the applied voltage to assure the 
comidete retnieval of solid particles. Some-
times the solid du -i products are utilized 
as sources of niel ¡ t cte. 

cresla and Oudin Coils 
(485)—Norman l'reisser, Albany, .1.. 

asks: 
Q. 1.—Are Testa roils, Malin coils, spark 

coils ft11(1 step-up transformers all oper-
ated on the same principle? 
A.1.—Essentially these apparatus all 

operate on the same principle, i.e., trans-
fer of energy front tint, .• it•illit into an-
other ley electromagnetic induction. They 
differ only in design and application. The 
Tesla and Oudin eons and transformer are 
.111`I'ZIIVII on alternating primary current. 
while spark coils operate on in 
direct current. the interrupti.rn teeing ac-
ciatiplished either by mechanic:II vibrators; 
iii' iuy eleetrolytie polarizing- interrupters. 

Soft,Tube Filaments 
(4861—C. Williams, Atlanta. Ga., asks: 
Q.1.—Why do the filaments of soft 

tubes deteriorate more rapidly titan those 
of hard tubes? 
A.1.—You will recall that the current 

through the vacuum tul,,' is due to a flow 
of electrons emitted by the filament. These 
electrons bear a negative charge and are 
therefore attracted by the plate to which 
a sit ive potential is applied. In a high 
vaettuni the electrons have a free path 
front the filament to the plate. lint in a 
soft tube a large number of gas molecules 
are present in the spieve between the plate 
and filament, and the free electrons col-
lide wilt these, knocking seine electrons 
oui. of them. This proeess is repealed by 
the newly liberated electrons and a- great 
iti•rease- in the number of free electrons 

thus increasing the plate current. 
c this is a favorable condition, it is 

accoii ' ,inlet' ley an effect detrimental t.e 
the filament. That is. since by the loss of 
electrons the gas atoms in -he soft tulle 
heroine positively (- barged they are at-
traeted with great force by the filament 
which is negatively charged by the "B" 
battery. These positive iiHns are very 
massive and their incessant bombardment 
.if the filament tends t.r destroy the sur-
face of the latter. 

It is on such close reasoning as this that 
the theories of electron relations are based, 
giving results at /114'V picturpsime and 
Prole:One. 

Weight of the Electron 
(487)—T. F. Thoinslen, Chicago, 111.. 

asks: 
Q.1.—How is it possible to weigh an 

elect nett? 
A.1.—The mass of an ele,tron is deter-

mine.1 by an indirect pnwess. liy means 
of an apparatus similar tie : hat described 
in the August issue of Pww-ricAL ELEc-
Talcs, in the article "The Cathode Ray 
Oscillugraph." the ratio of the charge to 
the mass of the electron is determined. 
Then tile charge carried by the electron 
is determined by condensing oil or water 
on it and observing the rate of fall of 
resulting charged drips of oil under the 
influence of gravitational and electrostatic 
fields. 

Q. 2.-1f the current is due to electrons 
emitted by the filament in :( vaeuum tube, 
why is the current influenced by the vol-
tage between plate and filament ? 

A.2 --The potential differen..e between 
filament and plate estalelisbes an electro-
static field which eXerts ; fibrve on the 
electrons. The motion of the electron 
thus lecomes accelerated and this acceler-
ation inereases when the field increases. 
and tl.erefore the current increases. How-
ever, the number of electrons emitted by 
the filament being limited, plate voltage 

sir rit reaehed which will cause the elec-
trons to fall into the plate as rapidly as 
the filament emits them. This is a condi-
tion of saturation. 
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crhe Ark of the Covenant 

"Good boy," said he. "Now here's an-
other point. During the day you'll be free 
to conduct your investigations, but I shall 
want you to fly me into the country every 
evening. Fm not going to stop in town 
and have the telephone buzzing in my 
ear all night. I'll keep Hazeldene open 
and live there. Can you do it?" 
"Do it!" I cried. "Why, dad, there's 

nothing I'd like better—and if at any time 
I should be called away on this job, you'll 
find Milliken a first-class man." 

"That's settled, then. I take it you have 
something better in your shed than the 
old seaplane you used this morning?" 
"You bet. There's my own Merlin. 

Three hundred kilometres and more an 
hour are nothing to her. I'll have her 
tuned up for you right away. I can get 
you from the Battery to Hazeldene well 
inside the half-hour." 

"Bully !" said the old man, and rose 
with a cigar going strong. "Now I must 
get back to the bank, son." 

II 

We drove back to the Metallurgical 
through streets that seethed with excited 
humanity. Newsboys were running about, 
offending the ear with unlawful and rau-
cous yells, flourishing news bills that 
smote the eyeballs with their flaming 
scarelines. One journal, apparently de-
spairing of adjectives sufficiently lurid to 
describe the reported enormity of the raid 
on the banks, had printed a sheet con-
taining nothing but one large exclamation 
mark. Broadway was Babel. At every 
other corner policemen were trying to 
move on the crowds that inevitably clus-
tered round each fortunate with a news-
paper, and so dense was the press at the 
lower end of Broadway that it took two 
mounted men nearly a quarter of an hour 
to drive a path for the car through the 
last hundred paces to the bank door. 

A Gold Coin from the East 

Once we were inside, I immediately got 
through to my mechanic, Milliken, on the 
telephone, and told him to tune up the 
Merlin. Wise fellow that he is, he had 
anticipated the order, and could promise 
to have the plane ready in a couple of 
hours. Next I spoke to the housekeeper 
at Hazeldene and arranged for the place 
to be kept open for my father and myself. 
In the ordinary way I lived in a hut close 
to the hangar and workshops on the 
beach, only joining my father at Hazel-
dene when he went there for the week-
ends. He had been at the cottage on one 
of these visits when the news of the rob-
bery had pulled him out of bed for our 
flight this Monday morning. 
I was on the point of stepping out to 

make what investigations I could when 
my father called me into his room. He 
had come upon an old Eastern piece of 
gold money which he kept as a curiosity 
in one of the drawers of his desk. It was 
not of the ordinary disc shape, but was 
like two little beans stuck together cross-
wise and turned over each other. I had 
seen it before as a shining piece of par-
ticularly pure gold, but now it was sadly 
dulled to a color with which I was be-
coming familiar. 
"You had better keep that, Jimmy," my 

father said: "I expect you'd like to have 
a sample of the tarnishing." 
I was glad to have it, and I wrapped 

it in a scrap of tissue paper before plac-
ing it in an empty matchbox to keep it 
from being rubbed. I intended to have 

By Victor MacCture 
(Volt! luid  from page :IS) 

the tarnishing analyzed in the hope that 
the result w. athl furnish some clue to 
the anesthetic used by the crooks, for to 
my mind the crux of the whole affair 
lay in the mystery of the two lost hours. 
This was the thing I determined to follow 
up in the best way I could. I had no 
other notion of where to make a start. 
When I reached the street, the crowd 

in front of the bank was thinning before 
the maneuvers of the police, and I waited 
in the doorway until there was room to 
move. In a little while I was able to cross 
Broadway, and it was when I had reached 
the opposite sidewalk that a slight acci-
dent happened to me which was the means 
of furnishing another step in the develop-
ment of my theories. 

A Curious Powder in the Street 

To avoid bumping into a fellow who 
was hurrying past on the sidewalk, I 
stepped short on the curb. My foot slipped 
and I ca me down on my hands. I felt 
my paints sting, as though I had landed 
on some sharp sand, but when I stood up 
to brush the stuff off, I saw that my skin 
was full of little splinters of glass. It 
was no conscious alertness that made me 
look down on the curb, but just the ordi-
nary human foolishness that always 
makes a fellow turn to look when he has 
trodden on a banana skin. My interest 
was caught by a smear of powdered glass 
along the curb and in the gutter—like the 
result of breaking an electric bulb, only 
bigger. There was something about the 
pulverization and distribution of the stuff 
that made me look closer still. I was 
suddenly taken with a notion of what the 
stuff stood for, and I swept a few grains 
of the powder together and wrapped them 
in tissue paper, placing the tiny packet 
beside the coin in the match-box. My 
next idea was to have a look round the 
outside, at least, of the other banks. 
I walked down Broadway to the Guar-

anty Trust and, acting on the idea that 
was simmering in my head, I scrutinized 
the sidewalks and the roadway round 
about. I half expected to conic upon an-
other of the smears I liad discovered op-
posite the National Metallurgical, but was 
disappointed. There had been, however, 
a fairly dense crowd all down Broadway 
that morning, and I was not ready to 
dismiss the possibility that the same sort 
of smear had been in the street sure 
enough, until the trampling of many feet 
had dispersed it. 

More of the Powder 

By the Sub-Treasury, at the corner of 
Pine Street and Nassau Street, I had 
better luck. Here again the height of the 
curb had saved the smear of powdered 
glass from being completely obliterated. 
I took a sample of this, too, and num-
bered the package in which I folded it. 
Next I went on down Pine Street until 

I came to the Dyers' National, but this 
time, although I worked as closely and as 
carefully as I could, I found no reward 
for my search. Remained then the last 
of the raided banks, the Trade Bank, and 
I walked round to take up my investiga-
tions there. 
Right in the middle of Broad Street 

where it joins Wall Street, I found an-
other sprinkle of powdered glass. Passing 
feet had made it very faint, but luckily 
the morning had been dry, and the traces 
left were unmistakable. I reckoned now 
that I had reasonable grounds on which 
to work out my notion, and I contented 

myself with picking up what I could of 
the powder on a finger-tip to test its na-
ture. It liad the same character as my 
two samples. 
By this time I had four ideas firmly 

fixed in my head, and could not be quit 
of them: that the crooks had used an 
anesthetizing gas; that this gas probably 
had tarnished the gold; that the gas, in 
liquid form, had been held in glass con-
tainers; and that the smears of powder 
outside the three banks were what was 
left of the containers after the release of 
the gas liad shattered them. 
These were a weirdly fanciful lot of 

notions, I admit, but like the rest of those 
concerned, I was more absorbed by the 
idea of the mysterious sleep that had 
fallen on the district during those two 
dead hours than by the magnitude of the 
robbery itself. It was all guess-work, and 
probably mad guess-work at that, but at 
the time guess-work was about all anyone 
had to start from. 

In any case, I thought the coincidence 
that smears of pulverized glass should be 
Om side three of the robbed hanks suffi-
ciently strange to be worth working on, 
and in pursuit of the ideas it gave birth 
to I went in search of the policeman of 
the tarnished locket. 
I was afraid he would have gone off 

duty, but my luck held, and I came upon 
him practically on the saine spot where 
I had parted with him earlier in the 
morning. He liad just been relieved and 
was going home. I walked with him up 
Broadway in the direction of the National 
Metallurgical. 

A Slight Explosion and What Followed It 
"There is a point on which I'd like to 

ask you a question or two, McGrath," 
I said. 
"Shoot!" 
"Before you fell asleep or became un-

conscious this morning, did you hear any-
thing of an explosion?" 
He stopped dead in his tracks to stare 

at me. 
"Faith—now you mintion ut," he said 

slowly, "I believe I (lid hear a bit of a 
pop. Nothing to startle ye, mind—just a 
quiet little pop, like ye'd be hearin' when 
a child burst a paper bag." 
"Where were you when you heard this 

pop, as you call It?" 
"Let me see, now," he mused. "I'd be 

standin' right foreninst th' Exchange when 
I heard ut." 
"You didn't hear more than one?' 
"I might have. But, d'ye see, ut was 

the sort av noise that might be comin' 
from the uptown traffic, and not at all 
the noise that would swing ye round to 
see what ut was." 
"How long after hearing the noise would 

it be before you became unconscious?" 
"Now ye've got me, for ut's a thing I 

can't tell ye," the big fellow said. "I'm 
told that I was asleep for two hours—but, 
if ye ask nie, I say ut was a bare five 
minutes from bearin' the pop until I 
woke up and found myself lyin' on the 
sidewalk." 

"After the noise, did you become con-
scious of any peculiar odor—even of the 
slightest?" 

"No, divil a whiff av any sort," he said 
positively—then with a twinkle, "unless 
maybe what was left behind from the big 
cigars av the millionaires." 
"That might make your eyes water, but 

would hardly send you to sleep," said I. 
"Before you became unconscious, did you 
see any haze or mist coming up?" 
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FREE 25c Book on Wood Finishing 

/ 

../fifilk‘111/ .J 
• • 

••••••,. 

Tells You How To 
Finish 

Radio Cabinets 

If you have a hobby for making radio cabinets, furni-
ture, work benches, porch swings, etc., you will find 
our Book invaluable for, naturally, you want to give 
your handiwork as beautiful a finish as possible. 

This Book gives complete instructions for finishing all 
wood—hard or soft—old or new. It is the work of 
experts—beautifully illustrated. Gives covering ca-
pacities—includes color charts, etc. Use coupon below. 

JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE 
(Penetrating) 

Johnson's Wood Dye is very easy to apply. It dries 
in four hours and will not rub off or smudge—pene-
trates deeply, bringing out the beauty of the grain. 
Johnson's Wood Dye is made in 17 popular shades 
as follows: 

No. 128 Light Mahogany 
No. 129 Dark Mahogany 
No. 127 Brown Mahogany 
No. 329 Red Mahogany 
No. 120 Fumed Oak 
No. 123 Dark Oak 
No. 126 Light Oak 
No. 124 Golden Oak 
No. 160 Brown Oak 

No. 125 Mission Oak 
No. 130 Weathered Oak 
No. 110 Bog Oak 
No. 172 Flemish Oak 
No. 178 Brown Flemish 
No. 131 Walnut 
No. 140 Early English 
No. 180 Gray 

All shades may be easily lightened, darkened or inter-
mixed. Full directions on every label. Select the 
shade of Dye you want from the list above and order 
it from your dealer by name and number. 

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis., U. S. A. 
“The Wood Finishing Authorities" 

Johnson's Wood Dye is a dye in every sense of the 
word. It contains no finish whatsoever. Like most first 
class products it answers one purpose only—it dyes the 
wood—the finish must be applied over it. We recom-
mend Johnson's Varnishes or Johnson's Polishing Wax. 

Ask for a FREE copy of the Johnson Book at the best 
Paint or Hardware Store in your locality. Stores dis-
playing the Johnson Service Department Sign shown 
below can furnish the Book and full information on 
how to finish wood the proper way or use coupon. 

I 

SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT 

JOHNSON'S 

ARTISTIC 

wooDr. 
PINIsHge 

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. E. X. 12, RACINE, WIS. 
'`The Wood Finishing Authorities" 
(Canadian Factory — Brantford) 

Please send me free your Instruction Book on 
Home Beautifying and Wood Finishing. I enclose 
10e to cover postage and wrapping. 

MY DEALER IS  

My Name  

Address   

City -ard State  
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Take This Short Cut to 
AccomplishyourAmbition 
The field cf electrical englnee.-Ing offers wonderfi,I 

opportunities for trained roen to direct and carry out 
great inch:atrial and commercial projects. Get a thor-
ough and practical training here in our course of 

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
with B. S. Degree in 3 Years 
A faculty of specialists Is leading hundreds of am-

bitious young men toaure 8111.(W1111. Why not you? 
If you are lacking some preparatory studies you can 

make them up here as you go along. This is an ex-
ceptional opportunity to become an electrical engine 
In the shortest possible time. 

ELECTROTECHNICS 
From 1 to 2 years In this course makes you a com-

pletely trained electrotechniciati---prepared to fill such 
positions as general plant superintendent, director of 
construction, superintendent of maintenance. chicl 
draftsman. etc. The Electrotechnielan is the man be-
tween the Electrical Engineer and the Electrician—a 
well paid posItIon and a stepping atone to higher «ern-
live work. A grade school diploma or equivalent 
admits you without examination. New term opens 
every 6 weeks. 

COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
in 1 Year 

Unparal.eled opportunities for brilliant, succeasful 
careers lo the new field of Commercial Electrical En-
gineering. To meet the extraordinary present-day de-
mantle for trained electrical business nien, consulting 
and eliciency engineers, we offer this thorough, con-
densed anti very practical training, especially adapted 
to high school graduates. 

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY 
In this complete G months' Electrical Course---> 

hotel dalb—You can learn house, factory and theatre 
wiring, teining and meter work, A (:. and D.C. Arma-
ture Winding and all necessary mathematics. 
A 3 months' course in A.C. and i).('. Armature 

Winding, or a 3 months' Course tn Light and Motor 
Wiring and Testing is offered te those with limited 
time and means. 

AUTO !ELECTRICAL SERVICE 
ENGINIEERING 
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY 

Electrical specialists who inatinnively diagnose and 
locate automotive electrical troubles command high 
positions and are well paid. Specialize in starting. 
bghting, Ignition and storage batteries and command 
a big job as a ii¡f salary. 

"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN" 
Vit' agree li, duty Me, for a limited nu tuber of worthy 

young men, half-time jobs at goon wages, and perma-
nent positions with unlimited prospects to all dub 
qualified graduates. Here is the opportunity of 
your if, ro acquire a thorough, practical training for 
big-paying profession that is on urgent need for trained 
men. 

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS AGO 
The S. of E. Wanda absolutely- ai-iii' in the field of 

thorough, prwtical electrical education anti in com-
mercial and electrical engineering. 

NO NEED OF YOUR BEING WITH-
OUT AN S. OF E. TRAINING 

It does root matter how old you are or what school-
ing you have had. nudents from 16 years up to 50 
iire In attendarce here. 

Fill out the following coupon and mall It to-day. 

New Term Opens January 5th. 

SCHOIL or ENGINEERING 
F Milwaukee 
Founded 1905 

••••eeeemewegeweweiem•••.e.wwirwermw MMMMMMMM 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE 
P. E.-122I. 415-17 Marshall Street, 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Without obligating me in any way, please mall free. 

72-page illustrated book "Electricity atul the One Belt 
Way to Learn It" and particulars regarding the 
course I have marked with an X. 
.... Electrical Engineering. 
• Electrotechnics. 
....Commercial Electrical Engineering. 
.... Automotive Electricity. 
. . Armature Winding. 
.... Light, Motor Wiring and Testing. 
....Practical Electricity. 
. I am Interested in your " Earn While You 

Learn" Plan. 

Name  

Address  

ltY  State  

Educat ¡ oil 

An Electric Churn 
(Continued from pil!ie 1251 

The electric motor drive in connect'on with the 
improvised churn, it may be from a Mason pre-
serving jar, illustrated above, adapts the device to 
daily use in the city home. 

celain must first be removed. The rod 
and paddle are assembled and the coupling 
is put on outside the cap of the jar so as 
to hold up the paddle and shaft. The 
large and small gears are put on and ad-
justed by trial. 

NVben the power is turned on the pad-
dle should turn around at a lively rate of 
speed. The churn should be supplied with 
"cream" until it is almost half full. 

In 15 to 20 minutes of churning butter 
will begin to come. When you have 
churned enough; put half a teaspoonful of 
salt in the churn and start up the motor 
until the salt is well mixed in. Sometimes 
the butter has a whitish color ; this does 
not affect the taste, and is a guarantee 
of purity. 

The Ark of the Covenant 
(('oit 1 in 11(4 frOill page 1301 

'There was nothin' but inaybe a hi in 
blueness in the Street—" he 1)egan, then 
broke off: "II' the holy piper!" he ex-
claimed. "Come to think av ut, ut was an 
odd kinda haze, too !—like nothin' so much 
as the way the letters on me watch would 
show in a dark corner, or like wan av 
t him old-fashioned matches would be if ye 
was to spit on ut in the dark—but nail.° 
spread about and thinned down." 
"Ah, phosphorescent!" 
"I wouldn't be puttin' a mime like that 

to ut, so I wouldn't," he said carefully. 
"If ye understand me, ut was almost too 
faint to notice. All I say is the Street. 
looked like ghosts might—" 
"Thank you, McGrath," I told him. 

"You've given me just what I wanted to 
know.-

"Is ut a bit av detectin' you're after?" 
he asked nie. "Faith, Mr. Boon, ye've got 
thinirs out av me that none av Min—pals 

plivate—had the sinse to remind me ay. 
(lue of me mates was sayin' that there's 
been some queer on-goin's up at the Post 
Office. Have ye heard anythin' at all 
about ut, Mr. Boon?" 
I haul forgotten Dick Schuyler's casual 

reference to the Post Office and my inter-
est was reawakened. 
"Commander Schuyler said son letlling 

about it," I said to McGrath. "M'as the 
Post Office gassed iind robbed, too?" 

"No. I wouldn't say that. I haven't 
got the rights av ut yet. but ut's just queer 
on-goin's that's rumored. 

"Ut's a queer affair, so ut is," he went 
un, "and the more ye think av ut, the 

Prices Smashed! 
Quality Not Sacrificed 
Here is real battery 

quality, guaranteed to you, at 
prices that will astound the en-
tire battery-buying public. Order 
direct from factory. Put the Dealer's 
Profit in your own pocket You actually save 
much more than half, and so that you can be 
convinced of true quality and performance, we 

givea Written Two-Year Guarantee 
Hereis yourprotectionl Noneedtotak ea chance. 
Our batteryis right—and the price is the lowest 
ever made. Convince yourself. Read the priceal 
Special 2-Volt Radio Storage Battery, $3.25 
Special 4•Voit Radio Storage Battery, 6.00 
6-Volt, 60 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 7.00 
6-Volt, SO Amp. Radio Storage Battery. e.00 
6-Volt, 100 Amp. Radio Storage Battery, 9.50 
6-Volt, 120 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,11.50 
6-Volt, 140 Amp. Radio Storage Battery,13.00 

We ask for no deposit. Simply send name 
and address and style wanted. Battery will 
be shipped the day we receive your order 
Express C. O. D., subject to your 
examination on arrival. Our 
guarantee accompanies 
each battery. Weallow6% 
discount for cash in full 
with order. You cannot 
lose! Act quick. Send your 
order today—NOW. 

Arrow Battery Co. 
1215 South Wabash Ave. 
Dept. 14 Chicago, ID, 

Agents Wanted! 
Salesmen—Distributors 
to use and Introduce attachment 
that makes Fords run on 94% 
air. THERMOSTAT on ex-
haust automatically turne 
down needle valve as engine 
warms, exactly as Ford 
Manual says do by hand. 

Blancke Auto Thermo 
An Automatic Carburetor Control 
Makes Fords start easier winter or 
summer—saves half gas and .1—cuta 
repair bills one-half—reduces Carbon 
formation one-half. Bells on eight to 
every Ford owner as easily as giving 
him a $ 100 hill. because it eaves 1100 
every 10,000 mhes. Cadillac now uses 
as strndard equipment thermostatic 
carburetor control under Mantic.) 
license. You con make Big Money selling 
this wonderful proven device. Experience not necessary. Blanche 
plan will start you without capital in a business of your coo that 
makes you Moen $250 to 12.000 a month profit 

Writeforfree circulars Mod 

A. C. Blancke & Co. Irep2t.'Urecr.e....—t 

00 'mum piekposoid SHIRTS 

Pitt-

our from 

111  . Easily sold. Over one million sat-
isfied wearers. No capital ore xper ience 

required. Large steady income. Nan y earn 
$leo. to 6160. weekly. Territorynow being 

allotted. Write For Free Samples. 
Madison Shirt Mills, 507 Broadway, N. Y. 

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL yontur $3.00 unconditionally 
eloyn you are not nntislied with thin late nuZidelitIgitDrililiellOV 
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman Ward process. 

GREAT PRICE SAVING pirse to you frterom the 
rmelgt yr orbri . fac-tory of ita kind in the world by ......ei ya 

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS  ou will riot 
notioe it wilds, you enjoy the um of this wonderfuly machine. 

FREE BOOK OF FACTS rierie." ej 
system of rebuiliiing. typewriters and also valuable information 
about the typewriter industry both instructivesnd entertaining. 

Act Today! 
Mail 

Coupon 

Shipman Ward 
Mfg. Company 
3539 Shipman Building 

Montrose .51 Ravenswood 
Name  
Bt. and No  
City State  

Year 
Guarantee 

Please sand me 

f,oezzit /ea 
explaining bargain offer. 

Aves., Chicago 

• 
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queerer ut is. There's me locket, now. 
D'ye think I can get the polish back on 
the thing? Not wan bit av ut. ILTt's all 
pitted an' dirty-lookin'. What the girl 
will say, Hivin knows." 

"If you don't mind letting nie have it," 
I volunteered, "I'll give you enough to 
buy another like it, and something for 
the girl as well. I'm interested in it." 
"Have ut, and welcome," said McGrath. 

"I'd be thinkin' I'd better get a new wan, 
an' say nothin' to Norah about ut, for I 
wouldn't like her to see ut that dirty. I 
know the store where ut was bought. Let 
me get the photy av her out av ut, an' 
ut's yours." 
He handed over the damaged trinket, 

and I gave him two ten-dollar bills. He 
was mightily pleased, for with the twenty 
dollars he could buy half a dozen lockets 
of the same kind, and when I turned into 
the bank he was grinning broadly as he 
went off to shoulder his way up the street. 
I added the locket to my tissue-wrapped 
trophies. 
My next concern was to interview Jaxon 

and his five men again. Normally they 
would have left the bank by this hour, but 
they were still hanging round in some 
faint hope of cheering news. I collected 
the six of them in a spare room, and 
questioned them along the same lines as 
I had used with McGrath. They all 
reiterated their former statement that 
there had been no odor, but three of them, 
including Jaxon, recalled having beard a 
faint pop before dropping off to sleep, and 
their descriptions of the noise were, on the 
whole, fairly close to that given me by 
the policeman. Pour of them, also includ-
ing Jaxon, now positively remembered a 
faint luminosity, and the other two 
thought they did. 

III 

I now took may exhibits, as the police 
would call them, and my theory uptown 
to a friend of mine who has a great repu-
tation in chemistry and physics, a clever 
little fellow called Dan LaIlltild. so well 
off that he can afford to have a tirst-class 
laboratory, and keep a big staff of assis-
tants working on valuable but unremuner-
alive research. He is a perfect little wiz-
ard, and many a time I had gone to him 
to be pulled out when the physics side of 
my work had me bogged. 

Consulting the Chemist 
"Hullo, Jimmy !" he said, as soon as he 

saw me. "What's the trouble this time? 
Won't the coefficients come unstuck from 
the dihedrals, or is it that the helicopter 
still refuses to copt?" 

"You're wasted as a physicist, Dan," I 
told him. "You ought to go into vaude-
ville as the Un-funniest Back-chat Come-
dian Alive. Haven't you heard about the 
robbery?" 

"I'll bite—and then you can say your 
smart answer," he grinned. "What rob-
bery?" 
There are days when Dan doesn't see a 

daily journal, and I guessed from his 
readiness to chaff that he had not heard 
about the banks. I told him. As I ex-
pected, he at once showed the liveliest 
Interest. 

"Well, jimmy!" he exclaimed. "What 
do you know about that? Most interest-
ing! Christopher Columbus and the hard-
boiled egg! Are you telling me that Wall 
Street was put to sleep for two hours 
while a gang of crooks helped them-
selves?" 

"That's just what I do tell you." 
"Phew!" He stood up and stared at 

me. Then he took out his loose change 
and rattled it in his cupped hands—a 
trick he has when very excited. 
"What makes you think the crooks used 

gas?" he demanded. 
"I can think of no other way in which 

THE 
EXECUTIVE 

Every executive is at 
some time called upon to 
make decisions which in-
volve applied Chemistry. 
If he does not know 
Chemistry, he most rely 
entirely upon his factory 
chemists or high priced 
consultants. A knowledge 
of Chemistry, easily gain-
ed through our Course, 
would strengthen your po-
sition s.reatly and save 
you thousands of . 1011a, s. 

THE 
BUSINESS MAN 
Better buying and big-

ger sales are the reward, 
of the man who under-
stands Chemistry. Manu-
facturers, buyers, sales-
men, advertising men, cost 
accountants and clerks can 
all benefit by learning 
Chemistry. Our course 
teaches you in the short-
est and most practical 
way. 

THE 
PROFESSIONAL MAN 

Every professional man 
needs a working knowl-
edge of chemistry wheth-
er he is practising law. 
medicine, engineering. den-
tistry, or any other call-
ing. Too often he finds 
this all Important science 
was neglected in his ear-
lier training. Our course 
removes t h e handicap. 
Most important. It gives 
300 information in a form 
that ran be readily used. 

THE 
DAILY WORKER 
Workers in any indus-

try can raise their own 
wages by learning Chem-
istry, for every industry 
is based on Chemistry. 
Write and tell us what 
your work is and we will 
show you how Chemistry 
ran fatten your pay enve-
lope. 

CHEMISTRY 
Insures Your Climb 

to Success 
No matter what your vocation 
you can increase your Profi-
ciency and earn bigger pay by a 
thorough training in Chemistry 

0 be successful today is to know Chemistry 1 Every 
line of business, every branch of industry depends upon 
Chemistry in some form. You may not realize it, but 

your own proficiency in whatever work you are doing would 
be increased by a knowledge of Chemistry. In many lines 
such knowledge is absolutely essential. In others it is a 
guarantee of promotion and more money. 

It is no longer necessary to enter college in order to learn 
this fascinating science. Our Home Study Course trains you 
just as thoroughly, and with the same assurance of success, 
as those who took the longer way. And our methods are so 
simple that we can teach you no matter how little previous 
education you may have had. Many of our graduates now 
hold responsible positions or have materially increased their 
incomes from private enterprises as a result of taking our 
course. Hundreds of letters from students testifying to the 
benefits they have derived from our training are here for 
your inspection. 
Remember that you do not need to study Chemistry with 

the idea of actually practicing as a chemist, although a great 
many of our students are taking our course w,th this object 
in view. If you want to know more about what Chemistry 
will do for you, if you want to know what our home study 
course offers, sign and mail the coupon today for FREE 
BOOK "Opportunities for Chernists." 

DR. T. O'CONOR SLOANE Will Teach You Prac-
tical Chemistry In Your Own Home 

The Chemical Institute of New York, of which Dr. T. 
O'Conor Sloane is Educational Director, was founded to fill 
the need of ambitious, far-sighted men who rea'ize and recog-
nize the splendid future Chemistry offers them, but who can-
not spare either the time or the money to attend college. Dr. 
Sloane, a foremost authority on Chemistry, will teach you and 
will give you all the individual help you require. He will 
personally go over your papers, correct them, point out your 
faults and teach you in a practical and interesting way. No 
special education needed except the ability to read and write 
English. One student has characterized our lessons as "The 
course that takes the mystery out of Chemistry." 

Easy Monthly Payments 
You do not have to have even the small price of the course 

to start. You can pay for it in small monthly amounts—so 
moderate that you won't feel them. The cost is low, and 
includes everything, even the Laboratory Equipment—there 
are no extras to buy. Our plan of easy monthly payments 
places a chemical education within the reach of everyone. 

Laboratory Equipment Given To Every Student With-
out Additional Charge 

We give to every student without additional charge his 
chemical equipment, including forty-nine pieces of laboratory 
apparatus and supplies, and forty different chemicals and 
reagents. These comprise the apparatus and chemicals used 
for the experimental work of the course. 

Special 30-Day Offer 
For a short period we are making a special offer that will 

he worth your while to take advantage of. Write for particu-
lars, using the coupon below or simply a portal card. This 
will not obligate you in the least. Do not wait until tomorrow. 
Send the coupon now while you think of it. 

The CHEMICAL INSTITUTE 
of New York, Inc. 
Honte Extension Division 12 

66-P W. Broadway, New York City 

Sign and Mail this Coupon for FREE BOOK 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, Inc. 
Home Extension Division 12 

66-F—West Broadway, New York City. 

Please send me at once without any obligation on my part, 
your Free Book "Opportunities for Chemists," and full par-
ticulars about the Laboratory Equipment furnished to every 
student. Also please tell me about your plan of payment and 
your special 30 day offer. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY   

STATE  
Exp. 12-24 

I. 
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GET THE FACTS 
about the high-pay 
opportunities in 

ELECTRICITY 
Do you want the real, "brass tacks" 
facts about your chances in the elec-
trical field? 
A big new 64-page book issued by the As-

sociated Electrical Engineers of America, gives 
you thesefacts,straight from the shoulder! Here 
is the answer to your questions. You can have 
it—FREE—by asking for it on the coupon below. 

NOW as Never Before Your Chance is in 
the High-Pay ElectricalJobs 
You may think, right now, that there isn't as big an 
opportunity for you—in electricity—as we tell you 
there is. But the bed-rock facts of the case show be-
yond question that there is an ever increasing short-
age of trained electrical workers, a shortage that 
can't be overcome for five years, at least. 
If you want to know—if you want to be convinced— 
you'll find the facts you're looking for, in the pages 
of our great book. You'll find out why you can 

EARN $15 TO $30 A DAY AS AN 
ELECTRICAL EXPERT OR IN 
BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF 

Spare time training at home, under direction of the 
A.E.E.'s engineers puts you in line for the sort of op-
portunities you are seeking—real jobs, with real pay! 
NEW, COPYRIGHTED METHOD 
OF TRAINING GETS RESULTS 

Your progress under the A.E.E. methods of training 
is swift and sure. Practical, clear, understandable 
information covers every branch of Electricity—Gen-
eral, Automotive, Radio, and the Business side, too. 
Noshing else like it. Shows how to make more mone y 
diet from start—how you can Earn while you Learn. 

DON'T LET LACK OF 
EDUCATION STOP YOU 

You don't need much book-education to get the 
meat in this training. Everything in it is perfectly 
clear and undentandz.ble. 

Backed by 
a Legal 

Guarantee of 
Satisfaction 

You're not taking the 
slightest risk in send-
ing for our book, or 
in takingourtraining, 
either. If you train in 
the A. E. E. you are 
backed by a straight. 
legally binding 
guarantee of satis-
-faction that pro-

tects you every step 
of the way. So once 

again we say,"GETTHE 
FACTS." Write us right 
nowforcopy of the book. 

43Wr 
' bout Electrical 

Opportunities 

ASSOCIATED 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
Here's Opportunity's Wide Open Door 

.,•.'eniti this coupon to 
lisleci , ted Electrical Engineers of America IDeirt.474 537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, In. I 

Without obligation, send me your 64-page illustra-
1 ter' book on Electricity, together with full details of 1 

your remarkable plan of home training and member-
ship in the A. E. E  

Name  

II Address  

Us'  M.N. Waal AIM lale• 

they could dope the district," I said. "Can 
you?" 

The Gas Theory 
"They might have fixed the water sup-

ply," he said softly. "No. Water isn't 
popular enough with the police and the 
watchmen to make that method effective. 
But, gas—!" 
"What's your kick at the gas theory, 

Dan?" 
"Haven't you said that the people who 

went to sleep smelled no odor?" 
"That's right. Not a thing." 
"Then there isn't any gaseous anes-

thetic known could do it," said Dan. 
"Let's see. The absence of odor rules out 
chloroform and ether straight off. Ethyl 
chloride—no—too smelly—and too lethal. 
You say nobody's dead?" 
"Not a soul so far." 
"Queer, queer! Nitrous oxide has no 

smell, but its effects last barely a minute. 
There may be a gas could do it, Jimmy, 
but I've never heard of it. What makes 
you so keen on the gas idea, anyhow?" 
I told him about the powdered glass, 

and showed it to him. Then I brought 
out the locket and my father's gold coin. 
Dan's excitement grew. 

"This is mighty interesting, Jimmy— 
mighty interesting," he purred. "I never 
heard of anything to tarnish gold in this 
way. Chlorine?—chlor— Hey?" he 
broke off as lie examined McGrath's 
locket. "Who told you this was gold?" 

"It is gold," I Insisted, 
"Looks more like copper to me." 
"Oh, shucks, Dan! It probably has a 

large percentage of copper in the alloy." 
I brought forward the instance of 

Jaxon's watch, but he took little notice 
of what I said. He was off on some sci-
entific day-dream. 

"This coin, too," he brooded. "At first 
sight I'd say it was copper." 

"That's where you fall down, young 
fellow." I said. "That coin was kept by 
my father as being a remarkably pure 
piece of gold. He had it tested." 
"May be so, my dear Jimmy—may be 

so," he said absently. "I'll tell you what. 
I'll analyze this tarnishing. Leave the 
locket and coin with me. They look to me 
to be impure alloys of copper—both of 
Litent . Most interesting! I can think of 
nothing to affect gold so." 
"No more can I, Dan," I said, "but I 

can think of none more likely to find out 
than yourself. When can I come back?" 

"lilt? Oh— ah— yes! Come back, eh? 
Oh, sometime this afternoon," he mut-
tered, his gaze fixed on the coin and 
locket. "Gas, eh? Must think about it. 
Good fellow, Jimmy—to give me these. 
A new thing—mighty interesting. Good-
bye, obi man—" 
He wrung my hand and made a bee-line 

for his laboratory, with the coin and 
locket held out in front of him in his 
cupped palms. I chuckled to think I had 
made Dan Lamont so interested, for I 
knew that the chemistry side of any in-
vestigations I wanted to make was in the 
most skillful hands in New York. I had 
enlisted the services of a powerful ally. 

IV 

In the Post Office 
The next thing I had to do was to get 

the Sieve back to Long Island and see 
how Milliken was getting on with the 
Merlin, but on the way down to the Jetty 
I stopped to look in at the Post Office 
There was a Jam about the place, and the 
counters were crowded up. I wrote the 
name of the bank on one of my cards 
under my own name and handed the paste-
board to a messenger. 
"Are you Mr. Boon?" he asked sus-

piciously. 
"I am," said I. 
"Who is it you want to see?" he de-

manded. 
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"Anybody in authority who has a min-
ute to spare—" 

"Will Mr. Glover do?" 
"Fine," I said. "Lead the way to Mr. 

Glover." 
He conducted me along a passage into 

a nest of private rooms, and tapped at 
a door. 
"Wait here," he said, and went into the 

room. He was out in a second. 
"Mr. Glover will see you." 
A bald-headed man at a desk in the 

center of the room looked up with an 
ingratiating smile us I came in, but when 
he saw me his grin froze, and he rose in 
angry surprise from his chair. 
"What trick is this?" he demanded. 

"You are not Mr. Boon, sir! You are an 
impostor, sir—an impostor! Let me in-
form you that I am familiar with the 
appearance of the president of the Na-
tional Metallurgical! I am an acquaint-
ance of Mr. Boon!" 

"That's fine," said I. "Allow me to in-
troduce to you his son, James Vander-
sluyt Boon, whose card you have in your 
hand." 
He looked at me suspiciously for a mo-

ment, then smoothed down, and held out 
his hand. I wondered at the change in 
his reception of me, but next moment it 
was explained. 
"Of course, of course!" he said heartily. 

"I might have known !" He waved a hand 
at the flying-kit I still was wearing. "You 
are the young conqueror of the air, our 
modern Icarus—though I trust not doomed 
to the same fate. I trust not," said the 
pompous ass. "Well, Mr. Boon, and what 
can I do for you?" 
I told him pretty snappily that I wanted 

a line on what had happened in the Post 
Office that morning, explaining that I was 
investigating everything that seemed to 
have any connection with the robbery of 
the banks. 
Mr. Glover looked hurriedly round the 

room, as if he were afraid somebody might 
be lurking in a corner. He dropped his 
voice mysteriously. 
"This is, of course, strictly entre nous," 

he said. "I can say nothing officially, you 
understand? It must go no further?" 
I said I quite understood—and found 

myself whispering like a fool when I 
said it. 

The Five Packages 

"Very well, then," said he. "I will tell 
you, Mr. Boon. A very strange thing hap-
pened here this morning. Five little pack-
ages, extremely heavy for their size, were 
dropped into the local collection box dur-
ing the night or in the early hours. The 
box was cleared at seven, Mr. Boon, and 
it was then that they were found. They 
would have escaped notice, I do not 
doubt, had it not been for the peculiar 
circumstances that they were all without 
the requisite stamps--unstamped, Mr. 
Boon! The sorter put them aside, and 
when he came to deal with them later, he 
found that there were also five bulky en-
velopes, similarly without stamps. Now, 
here is a curious fact, Mr. Boon"—with 
another apprehensive glance about the 
room—"both the envelopes and the pack-
ages were all addressed to important hos-
pitals and research institutions in the 
city, an envelope and a package to each 
of five institutions !" 
He leaned back to see the effect on me 

of this thrilling revelation. 
"You amaze me, Mr. Glover," said I. 

"Certainly a peculiar and suspicious cir-
cumstance." 
"Wasn't it!" Mr. (llover agreed. "The 

packages were all alike, and appeared to 
consist of heavy little boxes wrapped in 
corrugated cardboard and brown paper. 
Well, now. Naturally the Office was agog 
with the news of the dastardly outrages 
In Wall Street, and the sorter somehow 
connected these envelopes and the pack-
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How This Man 
Won Success 
As an Electrical Expert 
General Manager of his company at 28 years of age. 

His own boss—owns his home—married and happy and 
prospernus—t hat's the remarkable success achieved by Wal-
lace . It olunchnelder, now General Manager, Secretary and 
Treasurnr of the HustIsford Light, Power and Manufactur-
ing Company of Hustisford. Wisconsin. 

Mr. Rohrschnelder got. his start toward his opilek and 
brilliant success at School of Engineering of Milwaukee. 
There he received the practical. Intensive and specialized 
training that enabled him to make good in a big way. 

Why Don't You Get Into 
This Big Pay Field? 

The name kind of training that put Mr. Rohrsehneider 
Into the ranks of the highly-paid Electrical Specialists will 
qualify you for brilliant fillecesS in this fascinating field of 
unlimited opportunities. Come to America's Greatest 
Institution of Electrical Education. Learn by actual 
practice in our big laboratories with their magnificent equip-
ment, including motors, dynamos, switchboards, ignition 
and lighting systems. etc. Recognized experts glve you 
personal instruction every step of the way. 

Earn Your Way Through 
This Great College 

You can earn money to help defray your expenses while 
you are learning. Our wonderful en-operative plan brings 
an Electrical Career within the reach of every ambitious 
man. Our Free Employment Department secures positions 
for those students who wish to earn part of their eApenses. 
In addition, the Department will help you get a good 
position in the Electrical Ind when your train-
ing is completed. 

BIG BOOK FREE—Mail the coupon today for our big 
new film:rated catalog. Check the course that interests 
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about the School that trains men for practical and q ulc k 
success. See how easy it is for you to get the training that 
will enable you to step to a splendid position and a hand-
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be sure to give your education.) 

—School of Practical Electricity-6 months or 1 year 
course. Complete general course, covering entire electrical 
field. 

—Institute of Else tttttt hnics-12 to 30 months' course. 
Practical electrical training combined with thorough Acad-
emic education. 
—College of Electrical Engineering-3 years' course. 
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School units or diploma from our Institute of Electratech-
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—Commercial Electrical Engineering-1 year course. 
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14 High School units or diploma from our Institute of Elec-
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Covers all systems of starting, lighting, ignition, and stor-
age batteries for automobiles tractors, air-craft, etc. In-
tensive practical course. 

—One year Auto Electrical Service Course. 
—Armature Winding and Motor G  Repair 
Course-3 to 6 months' course. Brief, but intensely prac-
tical, leading to well-paying positions. 

—Electrical Home-Service Training with laboratory fa-
cilities, for those who cannot come to Milwaukee. 
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Street  

City State  
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ages with the crime, Mr. Boon. He sum-
moned his immediate chief, and the result 
of their colloquy was that packages and 
envelopes were held over for investigation 
by our police department." 

(To be continued in our next issue) 

Nobili's Rings 
(Continued from page 115) 

In passing the current through the lead 
solution the lead is deposited on the sur-
face of the metallic plate in the usual 
manner. Oxygen, however, is also liber-
ated at the same time and this oxidizes 
the metallic lead to lead peroxide as soon 
as it is deposited. 
The reason for the beautiful display of 

colors exhibited by these lead peroxide 
films lies in their extreme thinness, which 
causes interference of the light waves 
striking their surface and being reflected 
through them by the metal surface behind. 

Quick.Action Alarm Switch 
continued from page 80) 

bend. Then when the alarm key turns 
it will drop the little weight, which will 
close the switch with a jerk. A strong 
cord can be used in place of the chain. 
The good points about this switch are 

these: It is quick und sure in action; it 
is easy to make and looks neat; also it 
requires no alterations in the alarm clock 
and the clock does not have to be fas-
tened down. Thus the clock can be used 
elsewhere when not employed for the 
switch. If the clock ever needs repairs 
another one can easily be used in its 
place. So the switch will always be in 
working order when wanted. 

Pneumatic miner's Lamp 
(Continued front page 82) 

maintained within the case. Thus gases 
or explosive mixtures cannot get in, so 
that even if there were sparks produced 
within the case, nothing would happen. 
A small hole leads from the case to the 

outer atmosphere so that a steady stream 
of air is constantly passing out; this 
operates to maintain pure atmosphere 
within the case. If the said pressure does 
fall, it automatically cuts off the current 
and the lamp goes out. The air nozzle 
admitting air to the turbine is provided 
with a strainer to restrain dust and keep 
the nozzle clear. 

Different sized nozzles are supplied to 
give operation at from 35 to 120 pounds 
per square inch. A 25-watt bulb is used 
and to drive the turbine from four to 
five cubic feet of air per minute are re-
quired. The lamp in its mounting weighs 
in the neighborhood of 15 pounds; al-
though it is rated from 24 to 36 watts, 
12 volt automobile head lamp bulbs are 
used. The lamp may llave a reflector or 
opal glass as desired. 

L_ Single.Tube Reflex Experi. 
ments with Hook.11p Board 

(Continued from page 87) 

plate-circuit of this tube. This circuit 
having a loop aerial, two crystal detectors 
and one tube, gives loud-speaker volume 
on local stations. 

Single Tube Tropadyne Receiver 
By combining the oscillator and the de-

tector of a super-heterodyne much better 
results are obtained, as with this circuit 
only one crystal detector is required. 
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Fig. 12 shows the circuit embodying the (1 F !No moRE BATTERIEs 
tropadyne principle. The ,11 P-11- -t , 

the same as the one used in the eel lai'super-heterodyne circuit s except that it has 

a center tap as shown. The coils ( L) are 
each of the 600 turn honeycomb type 
shunted by fixed or variable condensers. 
The resistance ( R) should be one-quarter 
megolem. A loud-speaker was successfully 
operated when receiving local stations on 
this circuit. With a headset extreme dis-
tances were covered. 

Reflexed Tropadyne Receiver 
By reflexing the circuit, Fig. 12, we can 

obtain much greater volume and distance. 
The reflexed circuit is shown in Fig. 13. 
With possibly the exception of the super-
regenerative receiver this is the only cir-
cuit that successfully operates a loud-
speaker on a single tube, when using a 
loop aerial. This circuit needs little ex-
planation. It is the same as the one 
shown in Fig. 12, with the addition of an 
audio transformer which feeds the output 
of the crystal detector circuit into the grid 
and filament of the vacuum tube, where 
it is amplified and is next reproduced in 
the loud-speaker. 

In our next issue we shall show a num-
ber of two tube reflex circuits. Only the 
hest of circuits will be shown embodying 
the latest improvements of the 13 hook-
ups which we have just described. 

Experimental Short...Wave 
Receivers 

(coptinu ,,/ from ¡me 101 

is urged that the greatest pains be taken 
in the adjusting of the oscillators for rid-
elass of work for the over-all results io 
be obtained by care are well worth while. 

In conclusion, let me mention another 
type of set or rather inductance tha I 
scents especially suited to work below 
meters. These inductances consist of the 
required number of turns of No. lit 
enameled wire wound on a form one inch 
in diameter and then released therefrom, ' 
making a sort of large coil sluing. The 
size of the wire will be sufficient to make 
the inductances self-supporting for use 
in till waves below 50 meters. The set 
may be wired up in the regular manner 
and six small binding posts arranged 
across the top of the panel to which the 
six terminals of the inductances can be 
fastened. In fastening the inductances 
to the binding posts they should be 
stretched slightly to partly separate the 
different turns, especially the secondary 

Coils of various number of turns are 
wound and connected to the binding posts 
as needed for covering different l'a nges 
of wave length. The largest coil should 
not have over GO turns for the secondary 
and about 40 or 45 turns for the plate. 
About 20 turns will be correct on the 
average for the primary. Such an ar-
rangement will tune to well over 50 
meters and plenty of room in the number 
cif turns is then left to go on down to 
extremely short waves. The advantages 
of such an arrangement for the real 
short waves is minimum of parts. ex-
cellent separation of the opposing leads 
of each coil, nothing but air dielectric in-
side of the coil windings and a good 
separation of the coil windings ( depend-
ing upon the spring given to them in con-
necting to the binding posts). Experi-
ments with hexagonal or square forms of 
winding do not seem to lead to any ad-
vantageous results. Many experiments 
may be made with such a set, and actual 
tuning over a considerable range of fre-
quencies may be accomplished by simply 
varying the distance apart between the 
various turns, the coils act as a spring. 
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All Books 
25c each 

All Patterns 
50e each 
Prepaid 

Consra.cl, 
New York City 

RADIO'S FOREMOST PUBLISHERS 
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12 Cella 
24 Volts 
Solid 
Rubber 
Case 

SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY PRICE 

For a limited time only, rind to introduce this 
new and superior Storage "13" Radia Battery to 
the Public, we are selling it for $310. Regular 
Retail Price is $5.50. You save . 2.00 by ordering 
NOW. A finer battery cannot be built than the 

World Storage "B" Battery 
(12 CELLS-21 VOLTS) 

To ten million homes with Radio Sets-and to mantle.s mil-
lions of prospective buyers-thii WORLD Storage " Bat-
tery brinee• new co motion of hatter+ cronotny and perform-
ance. Here is • battery that pays for itself in a few weeks-
will last for years and can be recharged at a negligible soot. 
And you ca. 82.00 by ordering 

A Superior Battery U:1 rdi/trleg rWCiatsho 
Has heavy duty 2 IS in. it I In. it 1-4 tn plates and plenty of 
acid circulation. Eetra heave gin,o jars allow ready aaa.r.a-
tjaa of Memo and peeve ct Isuskeee and seepage of current. 
It holds ita elm, ce, while idle. at Pendant eaten, ou will find this better,/ a boon to lung &titmice recerdlen. 
It dove sway with a great many noises so often blamed un 
nstasic Mail your order today. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Jest state number of batteries wanted and we will ship der 
order is received. EXTRA OFFFit: 4 batteries in aerie. 196 
Vera,. $13.00. Pay Expressman after examin ne batteries. IS 
per feat eiscount for cash In full with order. Sand yoga order 
NOW and save $2.00. 

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY 

NI
Makers of the famous World Radio •...1" Storage Hatters 
1219 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 85 Chicago, III. 

WAVE $2.00 BY ORDERING NOW; 

Engineers Association Opens Way 
To Big-Pay Electrical Jobs 

For 500 Young Men 
Shortage of available trained men for big-pay 

electrical jobs has prompted the Associated Elec-
trical Engineers to undertake, at their headquarters 
in Chicago. a unique training enterprise designed 
to supply the needed man-power. A new method, 

originated by their engineers, is reported to com-
bine actual electrical practice and training in a 
way that enables any ascung man, with or without 
education, to become a trained Electrical Expert 
within 12 months, with earning capacity of $10 
to $15 a day. By confining the training entirely 
to practical electrical work, they have cut down 
the time required to only one hour per day. A 
complete outfit of practical equipment is supplied, 
so that the necessary experience may be gained in 
training. 500 young men are to be admitted, and 

a number of places are still open. Any young 
man of good standing, with a desire to better 
himself, is invited to write, at once, to the Asso-
ciated Electrical Engineers, Dept. 41, at 537 South 

Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 

USEXUAL KNOWLEDGE 
320 Pages; Illustrated; Cloth 

By IT infield Scott Hail, M.D., Ph.D. 
SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN 

What every >eons man and every young 
o w man should know—What every Young 

$1.00 husband and every young wife should 
po.tpaid know—What every parent should know. 
Mai14 in Table contents and conunenaations on request 

plain ...pp., 
AMERICAN PUB. CO., 1266 Winston Blds., Philadelphia 

150 Home Study Books 
Each of these sire psy-raiaine self-holy boob, is a 
complete merse of insiructim. Thev cover Elec-
tricity, Automobile, Machine Ski*, Carpentry, 
P tinting. Eneineenntv. Railroadiog. and twenty 
other trades. Null catalogue PRES. A a...guard 
bring. yaori. 
F. J. Drake Jz (.o., "%blinkers 
1000 Michigan A , Chicago 

CUT PRICES ON RADIO 
Save 25 to 50 per cent. Statulard Sets, all types. 

8.h.00 to $-9.00. Everything in accessories. Wiring 
diagrams and estimates free. 150,000 custorners. 
Money back guarantee. Immediate delivery. Illus-
trated catalog on request. Special prmansitinn to 
community agents. Radio Dept. 110. IMPERIAL 
LABORATORIES, Coca Cola Bldg.. Kansas City, 
Missouri. 

The Dance of the Carbon 
Atom 

(contima (1 from page 103) 

teadily be obtained from wood alcohol. 
Fill a small glass or beaker one-eighth 
of an inch full of wood alcohol. Make 
a small spiral of platinum wire. Heat the 
wire red hot and suspend it just above the 
alcohol. The wire will continue to glow 
as formaldehyde is given off. 
Take the oxygen atom itself, if its two 

free ends are united with a hydrogen each, 
then water is formed. 
The dance becomes still merrier when 

two oxygen atoms are united to a carbon, 
then an entirely different substance re-
sults., namely, carbon dioxide, the gas 
exhaled by man and beast and utilized 
by the plant in its formation of sugar 
and starch as well as fats. 
To return to marsh gas. If one of the 

hydrogen atoms is taken away and a nitro-
gen atom placed in its stead, nitrogen 
having three free bonds, and these are 
linked to one of carbon, and the two 
free ends to two hydrogen, then methyl-
amine is funIned, fl l'01111101.111(1 somewhat 
like ammonia and forming salts like it. 
The nitrogen atom, as we have seen, 

has three bonds, and if these three bonds 
are united to three bonds of one carbon 
and the renutining bond of the carbon 
links a hydrogen, then one of the most 
deadly poisons is obtained. This is hy-
drocyanic acid, also known as prussic 
acid. 
The dance of the carbon atom con-

tinues; its four hands are capable of 
uniting with four atoms having but one 
hand, two atoms having two hands, and 
one atom having three hands, but not 
content with this, carbon is able to link 
hands with other carbon atoms, and this 
increases the complexity or organic chem-
istry, for organic chemistry is the study 
of the carbon dance, a study of the link-
ing of bonds with each other and with 
other substances, and of a great many 
compounds the number of carbons enter-
ing into their make-up is still an unsolved 
mystery. 

Building a Power Vacuum 
Tube 

(Confiduf (i from page 113) 

the sodium. When this is heated it takes 
up all the oxygen, nitrogen, and other 
gases in the tube, leaving mostly argon. 
When this is done we have about 1 per 
cent of an atmosphere pressure of prac-
tically pure argon in the tube. This makes 
a genuine tungar rectifier, the name signi-
fying a tungsten filament in an atmos-
phere of argon. This makes a tube not 
quite so soft as the former one, but easier 
to handle. 

Finally, the ambitious experimenter can 
make a moderately hard tube by this 
method. using sufficient care, and keeping 
the tube always connected to a vacuum 
pump. By following the directions for an 
electric vacuum pump to be given in a 
later article this should be readily pos-
sible. The tube can be built in much the 
same way, except that certain refinements 
will suggest themselves to each experi-
menter. 
No data has been obtained on the ability 

of the three electrode tubes described 
above to oscillate, but they could undoubt-
edly be made ta do so. One further modi-
fication is to be described, which is of 
great interest since it prolongs the life of 
the filament Indefinitely. 

THE PROFESSION OF 

offers You 

$300 to $500 
a month 

Never more opportune time to 
enter this great field! With the 
era of electrohydraulic power 
just opening, expansion of elec-
trical transportation and light-
ing systems, radio, elaborate 
signal apparatus, application to industrial projects 
and scores of other developments of this great 
force, means OPPORTUNITY unbounded to am-
bitious men! Thousands of new trained, skilled 
electrical experts needed every day. Prepare for 
one of these big-pay jobs now. 

America's Greatest Electrical 
School Now Trains You At Home 

No other training in Electricity can lie just like 
this, because behind it stands the Greatest Elec-
trical School in America. Established 19 years 
ago, with thousands of successful graduates all 
over the world. S. O. E. men are found in execu-
tive big-pay jobs everywhere, because they have 
been trained right. Behind you is the advice and 
counsel of the great faculty of experts who make 
up this famous school. No other Home-Study 
School in Electricity can offer you that much! 

Lack of Education No Drawback 
You don't have to be a High School graduate, nor 
even a grade school graduate to master this home-
study course in Electricity. Written in simple 
language. thorough and complete, all you need is 
common sense and application. You grasp it 
easily and make yourself an expert in a surpris-
ingly short time. We know from fast experience 
joist what you need. 

We Equip Your Home Laboratory-
Shop FREE 

Electricity cannot be mastered by "book learning" 
alone. You must learn through the use of your 
hands and eyes, as well as your brain. We train 
you by a special Laboratory-Shop Method. Just 
like going to school. We send to your home, abso-
lutely FREE OF CHARGE, a very expensive 
assortment of Chemicals and Electrical Apparatus 
for experimental and practical work. You learn 
by doing. You get the practice along with the 
theory. YOU ARE READY QUICKLY FOR A 
REAL JOB! 

Why Our Graduates Get Big 
Jobs Easily 

The School of Engineering of Milwaukee is linked 
with many of the largest Commeicial Concerns 
and Electrical Power Companies in the country. 
These important companies now employ many of 
our graduates, and they know the kind of men 
we turn out. They are glad and anxious to get 
S. 0. E. men and put them in big-pay jobs. They 
make good! This is a big advantage to our stu-
dents and graduates, and we see to it that they 
get full benefit of these wonderful connections. 
It is the finest testimony to the ell ciency of our 
training. 

We Guarantee 
to train you to your entire satisfaction, or refund 
your money. We can do this safely, because we 
know what. your verdict will be wUen you have 
entered the course. We have never had a com-
plaint iron- a student! We believe no other school 
can lay claim to such a record. 

Big Book FREE 
The first step in realizing' your ambilion is to clip 
and mail the coupon below. It will bring you a 
fine, big took, with all details of this amazing 
training. Don't hesitate! Don't wait! Those 
who do are left behind! Act now, while ambition 
burns hot within you! 

Home Study Division 

School cf Engineering of Milwaukee 
Dept. P. E. H1224 Milwaukee, Wis. 

Home Studs Division, 
School of Engineering of Milwaukee, 
Dept. PE H1224, Milwaukee. Wis. 
Please send me at once your big Book "The Right 
Way to Master Electricity Through Home Train-
ing" and full details of your wonderful Labora-
tory-Shop Method of training in Practical Elec-
tricity. Al' this is free and obligates me in no 
way. 

Name   

Address   

City  State 
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2503 Miles to the Southland for $40 
At an actual cost of slightly under $ 10 a school principal in Mon- it can be done by an>one. It tells sou how to make the trit , what 

tana undertook a 2,503 mile tour in his car to San Diego. California. to see and how to get the utmost from your trip. 
This included the price of gas and oil. You will be surprised how cheaply, how conveniently and how 
Motor Touring to the Southland in winter, to the land of the easily a week or more can be spent in the wonderful Southland. 

sunny skies and warm breezes, is inexpensive and at the same time 
is the most interesting trip in the United States. BUY THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF MOTOR CAMPER AND 
Motor Vamper and Tourist, in the December Issue, tells you how TOURIST TODAY 

ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 25c the Copy. Subscriptions $2.50 the Year. 

GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO. , Inc. 53 Park Place, N. Y. City 
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EARN BIG NONE 

RADIO 
EXPERTS 

Thousands of big pay opportunities open to the radio 
trained man. Success easily won in the fastest grow-
ing industry of all time. From land and sea comes 
the urgent call for men who can construct, install. 
operate, repair, maintain and sell radio equipment. 

CASH for Your Spare Time! 
Take orders from your neighbors for radio setn. Get 
bight:As cfoor y runs. low jjar nsdy .advic e. omnee ;tekq ualifies 

Wonderful tube receiving eat of latest de.i&m, 
Rango over 1000 mile, Write today for MED 
copy of' Radio Fact," 

A. O. M . Radio Engineer 

RADIO ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
4513 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. t s 12, Chicago 

FREE 

fe-- emee.t, 
N, 

ON ONE TUBE 
BIG FREE BOOKLET tells the story. Calif ormia mere of CROSS 
COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Cosa. Canada. Coba. Mexico 
and Hawaii. Atlantic Coast usera hear England to C lifornia. Oor 
new plan makes this set easiest and chearsent t.. build. One boor 
puto in operation. One tuning control. No soldering. Any novice 
ran do it. BIG BOOKLET FREE or complete instructions for 20e 
«tamps or coin. 
VESCO RADIO CO.. Box Exp.-117, Oakland, Calif. 

Thousands of radio hareems standar 
sets standard parts lot sets 
tut, etcat one-thod less th àovacuum 

pocas. amleertmermabon on Pleven., complete hst 
of broadcast', stauons and other valu,te data Send 

;;Infi; i"Üttertete/glrereÁr Z.5e0m"ot 
Workl vor Nel, you Io've yow rub. prvnyrna Knal 
up•tneyte infurmeysr one. 
men nus .ervee FIHE to nut nesconen Writ. r,nyy 

NORWALK RADIO CORP 
Dept 55 66 READE ST.. NEW YORK 

Is Just a 
Fair Starter for 

ELECTRICAL 
EXPERTS 

E
LECTRICAL Erperts are In big demand everywhere at top 
wages-312 to GM it day. You can quickly I I u big PRY job in 
this faaeinating field. Qualify through snare timo home read. 

log. No need to take a long and expensive course. 

Teach 
Yourself 

at 

HOME 
Complete 
Training 
in Book 
Form 
Sent on 
le_fue_Lr• 

Get In The Big-Pay Class? 
Big 8 volume Electrical Engineering Library just 
out, 4100 pages. 3300 charts. diagrams and pic-
tures. Giveu you all facia on Electricity. Written 
by expert, Packed with common-sense how-to-
dult information. Easy to read and apnlY Solves 
Your daily problems. Fits :ion to hold big jobs and 
draw big pay. These books give you all In Forma-
lion needed to get and hold bler-pay Electrical 
Jobe, Send coupon for the full net, 

FREE TRIAL 
Send no money...iust the enspon We'll send the 
book. for t, week's free use. Try them out—than 
deeide. No obligation, l'or nothing 
unless satisfied. Mail coupon todas. 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL 
SOCIETY 

Dept,E9180Chicago, 

çMEacrsso u l st tum othty 

61 re---eealerfetubegy!ojet.°.Treriuty:,...d,.., 

Neon 

Address 
Employed hY 

In the soft sodium tube the bombard-
ment of positive bins on the filament 
finally wears il out ; for this reason tubes 
o which a Itigh voltage is to be used are 
always carefully pumped out. But we 
can get around this hi y mounting near the 
nlament, connected to it, and slightly 
Ho,er to the plate I han it is. a small bead 
of graphite or carlion. When sufficient 
sII' ,• urrent is passed through the tube 
this L.-ets red lait, due II, bIlinhardnient by 
¡ii iii ive ions, and finally emits enough 
eleciron current so that it takes the place 
of the filament, and this ean he turned 
out. One tube was run in such a way, 
no "A" battery being used, so that the 
plate current alone kept the sodium hot, 

I kept the filament ( carbon bead) lighted, 
1 and was rectified at the same tinte. This 

is based on the principle of the pointolite 
minft, a tungsten bead being used in that 1 
case instead of carlmen. 
Of secondary interest, the above appa-

ratus can he used as a means tif making 
hinne-made incandescent lamps, affording 
great amusement to the family, especially 
as to water-cooling. 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED 

BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF 
AUGUST 24. 1912, 

Of PRACTICAL ELEcrucs, published monthly at 
New York. N. Y.. for October 1, 1924. 
STATE OF NEW YORK— 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK, SS. 
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State 

and county aforesaid, personally appeared Hugo 
Gernsback, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor 
of the PRACTICAL ELECTRICS anti that the follow-
ing is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a 
true statement of the ownership, management 
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the 
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the 
above caption. required by the Act of August 21. 
1912. embodied in section 443. Postal Laws and 
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form. 

to wit: 
1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher. editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are: 

Publisher, Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 
53 Park Plaee, New York City. 

Editor, Hugo Gernsback, 53 Park Place. New 
York City. 
Managing Editor. Thomas O'Conor Sloane, 53 

Park Place. New York City. 
Business Manager, Robert W. DeMott, 51 Park 

Place. New York City. 
2. That the owner is: ( If the publication is 

owned by an individual lois name and address, or 
if owned by more than one individual the name 
and address of each, should be given below: if the 
publication is owned by a corporation the name of 
the corporation and the names and addresses of 
the stockholders owning or holding one per cent 
or more of the total amount of stock should be 
given.) Germott Publishing Co.. Inc., successors 
to Practical Electrics Co.. Inc., whose stockholders 
consist of Hugo Gernsback, 53 Park Place, New 
York City: Sidney Gernsback. 53 Park Place. New 
York City: Robert W. DelVIott. 53 Park Place, 
New York City. 

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees. and 
other security holders owning or holding 1 per 
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages. 
or other securities are: (If there are none, so 
state.) None. 

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving 
the names of the owners, stockholders, and se-
curity holders, if any, contain not only the list of 
stockholders and security holders as they appear 
upon the books of the company, but also, in cases 
where the stockholder or security holder appears 
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any 
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or 
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is 
given: also that the said two paragraphs contain 
statements embracing atliant's full knowledge and 
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under 
which stockholders and security holders who do 
not appear upon the books of the company as 
trustees. hold stock and securities in a capacity 
other than that of a bona fide owner: and this 
alliant has no reason to believe that any other 
person. association, or corporation has any inter-
est direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or 
other securities than as so stated by him. 

5. That the average number of copies of each 
issue of this publication sold or distributed. 
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers 
during the six months preceding the date shown 
above is: 

(This information is required from daily publi-
cations only.) 

H. GERNSBACK. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th 

day of September. 1924. 
(Seal.) Joseph H. Kraus, 

Queens County Register's No. 2951. 
New York County Register's No. 5291. 
New York County Clerk's No. 379. 
My commission expires March 30. 1925. 

ELECTRICITY 
There is a wonderful opportunity right now for 

boys who like electricity. Boys who are ambitious 
and will train themselves in spare time can step 
into good positions and get experience that will 
give them a real start toward success in life. 
Good salaries are offered with rapid promotion. 

l'or 33 years the International Correspondence 
Schools have been training boys for success in 
electricity and over 300 other subjects. They will 
help you prepare right at home fcr a position in 
the line of electrical work you lice best—or in 
any other work that appeals to you. Thousands 
of boys, through I. C. S. training, have stepped 
into fine jobs, but never were opportunities so 
great as now. 

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you 
like best in the coupon below. Shen mark and 
mai: it to-day. This doesn't obligate you in the 
least, and it will bring you information that may 
start you on a successful career. This is your 
chance. Don't let it slip by. Mar'e and mail this 
coupon 910/Vs 

. en... ...n....... «.wTEAR OUT sic«  

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 8858-B. Scranton, Penna. 

Explain. without obligating nie. how 1 can qualify for 
the position, or in the subject, before wh:ch I mark X. 
ELECTRICAL ENEINEEll Cplih.E.111U7L ENGINEER 

CI Electric Wiring SALESMANSHIP 
DI Electric Lighting ADVERTISING MAN 
la Electric Car Running Window Trimmer 
Heavy Electric Traction Maw Card and Sign Paint', 
Electrical Draftsman R AILROADPOSITIONS 
Eleetrle Maehine Designer ILLUSTRATOR 
Telegraph Expert DESI'a..ER 
Practice Telephony BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

0 BECIIANIOAL ENGINEER 

4,  
Private Secretary 
Business, Correspondent 

Mechanical Draftsmen 
Machine Shop Practice BOOKKEEPER 
Toolmaker Stenographer and Typist 
Gas Engineer Cert. Pub, Accountant 
CIVIL ENGINEER Traffic Management 

Surveying and Mapping L4 GC"CrOmD"...cENI"IGLLT'SH 
Mining Engineer STATIONARY ENGINEER 
ARCHITECT CIVIL SERVICE 
Arehlteetural Draftsman Railway Mail Clerk 
Architects' Blue Print. Textile 0  

AGRICULTURE 
Sheet Metal Worker"' Rapt. 
PLIJAIRING AND HEATING , 

PoultryltalsIngl0 Spanbit 
_ 

Navigator E Automobiles MO RADIO 

Name  

Present 
Occupation 

Street 
and No  

City  

Business 
Address  

State  

Canadian; nisi/ send this SOUpon is biteniatipP101 Corn,. 
spondcarc Schools Canadian, Lirait. .1Icatrcol, Canada 

TUBE LOUD SPEAKING 

mix GUARANTEED 
ONG DISTANCE 

Users everywhere report Magee 
Tuned Radio Frequency sets got 
orograrns coast to mast; OLItpee.. 
form sets 3 times as costly. Send 
for proof they are radio's most 
amazing values. One tube guaran-
teed, completely assembled tong 
distant e outfit, only $ 14.35. Three 
tubeabovel.$29.50.Five tube $73 

SEND POSTAL TODAY 
for latest bulletin. and special 

lier. lt will interest you. 
MIDWEST RADIO CORP'S 

Pioneer If,, !dent of Seta 
480.6 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 

DIO 
AGENTS 
DEALERS 

Otte proponitinn'S 
...inn,. Write. 

MIRAC 0 
RADIO 
GETS'EM 
COAST to 
COAST' 

Send $1.00 for Laugh Producine Program of 23 
Trick Drawings with Instructions or write for Free 
List. of Chalk Talk Supplie.. 
Balda Art Service Dee. 34 Oshkosh. WIS. 
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This SUPER-HETERODYNE I 
PATTERN 

$ 1.00 

PREPAID 

As illustrated above, "Consrad" pat-
terns are the simplest ever orig-
inated. You have blueprints, full 
size, and an instruction book to fol-
low. You cannot go wrong. Write 
for our full list of publications on 
reflex, crystal and tube hookups. 

Perfectly balanced. High Wave 
Length Conversion action giving 
maximum amplification. Only 
two tuning dials with stabilizer. 
Splendid natural tone quality. 

Build it Yourself 
with this 

Super Pattern 
The simplest, greatest and most revolutionary Radio Pattern ever 

designed. The complete super-heterodyne as shown above can be 
built with this pattern by anyone. 

The secret of the mamelons simplicity is the gigantic blueprints 
that are drawn the full size of the super-heterodyne itself. The blue-
print of the wiring diagram measuring 19%" x 44" is drawn by a 
master radio engineer, every conceivable measurement is given right 
on the pattern so that you need not measure a single wire. 

The blueprint of the panel layout is made up so that all you 
need to do is to lay it flat on the panel and then take a pencil and 
carefully trace each hole as shown because the blueprint measuring 

x 44" is the exact size of the panel required. 
Then extra comes a 16 page booklet, size 8" x 12", the most 

complete booklet of this kind ever made up. It describes every 
little detail, shows you how to proceed in building. What parts are 
necessary, how to set them up and lastly how to operate them. 
The price of the complete pattern, comprising two blueprints, 

size 19 11/2"" x 44" and a 16 page booklet size 8" x 12" and enclosed 
in an extra heavy cardboard box printed handsomely in two colors 
is only $1.00. 

Here is the most wonderful opportunity for every radio amateur 
to have the finest set yet designed for radio receiving. 

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY 
OR SEE YOUR RADIO DEALER TODAY 

At All Reliable Radio and News Dealers 

dkeet from us 

The Consrad Company 
233 Fulton S t. New York City 

on sr 
RADIO'S FOREMOST PUBLISHERS Everything in Books, Patterns and Diagrams 
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OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS 
You can place your ad in t lt€ se columns for 6 cents word 
reaching a great group of readers covered by no other magazine 
and which you can reach in no other way. 

As a reader of The EXI'ERIMENTER it will pay you to read 
these ads. Each issue contains offerings made by reliable firms 
who are desirous of your patronage. 

Ad-Lets for January should reach us not later than November 20th. 

The circulation of The EXPERIMENTER is 100,000 copies 
GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO., INC. 53 PARK PLACE, NEW YORE CITY 

Agents Wanted 

We Want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or 
side line, to sell our low priced radio books to the 
trade. Excellent proposition for live wires. The 
E. I. Company, Publishers, 233 Fulton St., New 
York City. 

Agents—Write for free samples. Sell Madison 
"Better-Made" shirts for large manufacturer direct 
to wearer. No capital or experience required. 
Many earn $ 100 weekly and bonus. Madison Mills. 
564 Broadway. New York. 

Agents— New Patent Fibre House Broom sells 
like hot cakes: free sample offer. National Fibre 
Broom Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

Start Profitable Business. Silvering mirrors, 
refinishing auto headlights, table ware. metal 
plating. Outfits furnished. International Labora-
tories, Dept. H-7. 309 Fifth Ave., New York. 

$15 Daily Easy—Your Pay in Advance—intro-
ducing new Insured Hosiery—Must wear or re-
placed free—no capital or experience required— 
just. show samples, write orders—Outfit furnished— 
All colors—grades including silks—Macorhee 
Textile Company. Room 61012, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Books 

How to Make Radio Frequency Amplifiers. TFis 
book is for the more advanced amateur, showing 
the construction of the Radio Frequency Amplify-
ing Transformer and giving complete construc-
tional data. It shows the application of Radio 
Frequency to amplifying units that the amateur 
may already possess and gives 15 hook-ups show-
ing practically every use Radio Frequency Ampli-
fying Transformers can be put to. 32 pages, :5 
illustrations: bound in beautiful two-color cover. 
Prepaid 25e. The E. I. Company, 233 Fulton St.. 
New York City. 

The How and Why of Radio Apparatus. by H. 
W. Secor, E.E. This newest book on radio mat-
ters fulfills a distinct gap in wireless literature in 
that, while the treatment is made as understand-
able and as free from mathematics as possible, it 
at the same time incorporates a wealth of teen-
nique and instruction for the Radio Amateur—the 
Radio Operator—the Installation and Designing 
Expert—as well as teachers and students of the 
subject in general. A very broad field has been 
covered by the author, at the same time giving a 
great deal of information not found in other text 
books. If you are engaged in any branch of the 
Radio or allied arts at all, you will surely need 
this latest contribution to radio literature, which 
is destined to be found on every radio man's book 
shelf before long. A glance at the foliowing list 
of chapters gives but a very scant idea of the ex-
tensive and useful radio knowledge provided in its 
text: The Induction Coil: The Alternating Cur-
rent Transformer: Radio-Transmitting Condensers: 
The Spark Gaps; Radio-Transmitting Inductances: 
Radio Receiving Tuners: Radio Receiving Con-
densers: Detectors: Telephone Receivers: Radio 
Amplifiers: Construction of a Direct Reading 
Wavemeter and Decremeter: Antenna Construc-
tion: The Calculation and Measurement of Induc-
tances: Appendix containing very useful tables, 
covering all subjects treated in this very unusual 
book. This newest of Radio Works, cloth hound 
in Vellum de Luxe, Gold Stamped and Hand 
Sewed. has 160 pages. Size of book 6x9 inches. 
The How and Why of Radio Apparatus, Postpaid, 
$1.75. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 
53 Park Place, New York City. 

Business Opportunities 

150 Money-Making Plans Free! Wolverine Bu-
reau, E. 2. Muskegon, Michigan. 

Free Instructive Book. Start little mail order 
business; home employment evenings. Outfit fur-
nished. Pier, 845 Cortland Street, N. Y. 

Chemistry 

Learn Chemistry at Home—Dr. T. O'Conor 
Sloane, noted educator and scientific authority, 
will teach you. Our home study correspondence 
course is a real short cut. You can learn in half 
the usual time. Gives you the same education as 
you would get at a college or university. See our 
ad on page 133 of this issue for special 30-day 
offer. Chemical Institute of New York, 66 W. 
Broadway, New York City. 

Help Wanted 

We Want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or 
side line, to sell our low priced radio books to the 
trade. Excellent proposition for live wires. The 
E. I. Company. Publishers, 233 Fulton St., New 
York City. 

Be a Detective. Work home or travel. Experi-
ence unnecessary. Particulars free. Write. George 
Wagner, former Government Detective, 1968 
Broadway, N. Y. 

South America Needs Electricians. Earn more 
money and live for less. We furnish classified 
lists of Employers for $ 1. South America Infor-
mation Bureau, Portland, Oregon. 

Money—Silvering mirrors, refinishing tableware 
auto lights, radiators, chandeliers. Outfits. Methods 
free. Sprinkle, Plater, Dept. 87, Marion, Ind. 

Languages 

World-Romic System. Master Key to All Lan-
guages. Primers, $ 1.94. Chinese, French, Span-
i‘,1). Languages, 8 West 40th St., New York. 

Miscellaneous 

Make Your Own Transformers. Very best 28-
gauge silicon steel strips 1, 1%, 1% and 2 
inches wide by 39 inches long. Price 3 to 6 cents 
per strip. Kempthorn Specialty Co., P. 0. Box 
752 C. S.. Toledo, Ohio. 

Beautiful Registered Bull Pups Cheap. Bull-
dogs, 601 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas. 

Models and Model Supplies 

The Modelmaker. For those interested in mak-
ing working models. Send 10 cents. Address 
P. E., 120 Liberty St., New York. 

Motion Pictures 

Films Rented and Sold. Moving Picture Pro-
jectors sold at lowest prices. Movie Cameras 
$40.00. Tripod $ 20.00. Movie Projector $25.00. New 
Motor Driven Suit Case Projector $75.00. Write 
for Bargain Price-List. D. Ray, 324 Fifth Ave., 
New York. 

Novelties 

New Book of Card Tricks, 10c; Fun, Magic and 
Mystery, 10c: Ventriloquism, 10e; stamp gets our 
catalog of novelties, tricks, books, etc. H. Bremer. 
:1213 Vernon Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Patent Attorneys 

Patents—Send for form "Evidence of Concep-
tion" to be signed and witnessed. Form, fee sched-
ule, information free. Lancaster & Allwine, Reg-
istered Patent Attorneys in United States and 
Canada, 288 Ouray Bldg., Washington, I). C. 

Patents—Trademarks. Write for free Guide 
Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before 
disclosing- inventions. Send model or sketch of 
your invention for our Examination and Instruc-
tions Free. Electrical cases a specialty. Terms 
reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co., 913 Ninth. 
Washington, D. C. 

Patentd 

Will Finance Patent (Good Invention) For In-
terest, V. A. c/o Patent News, Washington, D. C. 

Personal 

Four New Books on Sex, Love, Marriage, etc. 
Plain facts for adults, over 350 pages, 50e, 
F. Smetana Company, Owosso, Mich, 

Lonely—Join Our Club. Make friends every-
where. Particluars free. Write Mrs. Mathews, 
Bor. 26, Oakland, Calif. 

Exchange Cheery Letters with New Friends. 
Write Betty Lee, Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, 
New York City. Stamp appreciated. 

Free to Men or Women—Information of a sci-
entific nature that has brougit physical vigor and 
happiness to thousands. No charge; no obligation. 
Write Fair Sales Co., Dept. 246-P, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 

Radio 

One-Tube Reflex cost me $40. Complete for $28. 
Ayan, 1515 Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 

Salesmen Wanted 

A Salesman Wanted in every town or city with-
in 25 miles of a broadcasting station to sell Radio-
gem, the complete radio receiving set that retails 
for $2.50. With Radiogem there is nothing else 
to buy—the outfit includes the Radiogem receiving 
apparatus, 1.000-ohm phone, and aerial outfit. The 
cheapest radio outfit on the market—yet as prac-
tical as the most expensive. Big money to the 
right men. Send $2.00 for sample outfit. The 
Raciogem Corp., 66-R West Broadway, N. Y. City. 

Tattooing 

Electric Tattooing Supplies: facts on removing 
tattoos: illustrated catalogue free. Waters, 1050 
E. Randolph, Detroit. 

Young Men! 

TURN YOUR SPARE 
HOURS INTO MONEY 

Earn big profits, prizes, and 

awards selling RADIO NEWS, 

SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 

THE EXPERIMENTER, and 

MOTOR CAMPER & TOUR-

IST in your neighborhood. We 

train you as our salesmen and 

pay you liberally for your time. 

Write at once and we will help 

you to get started. 

M. Bridw ell 

EXPERIMENTER PUB, CO. 

53 Park Place, New York City, N. Y. 
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS! 
Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States 

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS 
Order direct NEW  AND EXCLUSIVE "RASCO" GOODS Money refunded if 
from this page. goods do not satisfy 

ri ERE it is! 'lire radio tool Rost will 
bring happiness to all radio expert-

". S masters and constructors. Here Is a 
tool that does l6 different things and does 
them well. A tool that does practically 
everything required in building your radio 
set. The tool is built of hardened steel, 
size exactly as per illustration, highly fin-
ished. Here are some of the uses: 1. 
Screwdriver. 2. Center punch. 3. Counter-
sink and reamer. 4, Bus bar wire bender 
5. Bus bar and wire bender for 8-32 screw. WIRE\ 
6. Bus bar and wire bender for 6-32 screw. 
7. Socket wrench for jacks. 8. Socket wrench FORMER 
tor 4-36 nuts. 9. Socket wrench for 6-32 
nuts, 10. Socket wrench for 8-32 nuts. IL 
Wrench for knurled nuts. 12. Screw gauge for 4-32 
screw. 13. Screw gauge for 6-52 screw. 14. Screw 
gauge for 8-32 screw. 15. Screw gauge for 16-32 screw. 
It. Knife for wire skinning. 
These are only tlào important uses of the tool, but 
many otiàer uses will readily suggest themselves to every 
radio experimenter. You will wonder how you have got- JACK N9 10 -30 
ten along before without Um 16 to 1 radio tool. Gets., 
one of these happiness tools. You will never again beYVRENCH NUT WRENCH 
without it. D-4800 BASCO In in I Itadlo Tool. each $0.35 

"RASCO" 
NAME PLATE 
ASSORTMENT 

NO. 4994 

" RASCO" 

"RASCO" 16 in 1 Radio Tool 
HAMMER 

rN? 8-32 NUT WRENCH 
---• 

r - 
WIRE SKINNER 

35c 
CRYSTODYNE DETECTOR 

(PATENTS l'ENDI:\ 

Hero is a deis -tor satin', has been especially developed by us for 
the new Grystodyne circuits. This detector wlaile using the natural 
mineral zunche cut' be used with any other crystal as well. Several 
unique features a, O embodied in titis detector. To begin with it 
is the only detector that has a sliding crystal cup with perfect 
contact arrangement and which cup not only slides but rotates with 
an eccentric motion. ( Note slot A). By means of the small knob the 
cup slides easily so that any point of the crystal can be brought in-
to contact. A new erystal can be inserted immediately by unscrewing 
the small knob. The contact plate %Oriels at the same time forms 
the catwhisker is made of spring steel. The combination of steel-
zineite is the only one that was found practical for the Crystodyne 
oscillating crystal. Note the micrometric adjustment that can be 
made by means et the large knob bearing against the steel staring. 
This raises and lowers the steel point to the finest possible degree. 
The Isib.e is of bakelita all parts nickel plated and polished. 

06900-Crystodyne Zineitc Detector with Crystal 21.75 
06900--Natural Zinclm Mounted Crystal especially tested for Crys-

toshate work, fits any meal cup  $0.60 

KNURLED 
NUT WRENCH 

14°.s 4-36 & 6-32 
NUT WRENCH 

SCREW 
DRIVER) 

COUNTERSINK 
REAMER 

CEle,,ITER_PUNCH 

"RASCO" Snap Switch 
At last a REAL radio switch constructed for radio pur-
poses, not just a battery switch that may be adapted tot 
radio. The RASCO switch Is the only switch with a 
POSITIVE DOUBLE spring action. No more guess work 
if the circuit is open or closed. A push of the linger and 
the current is on. A slight pull 
and The Handle Snaps Back of 
its osen accord. An Internal 
cul spring pushes the handle 
back when a little pull is ap-
plied. This snitch is Intended 
as a battery snitch to dIscou-
neet your "A" batteries. 
Only one hole to drill. No tools 
required to mount only your 
finger and thumb. Also this 
switch takes no a minimum or 
room. much less than other 
snitches, the base of the 
se itch measuring only 144x%" 
All metal parts nickel plated. A switch you will to 
proud to possesi. 04850-RASCO Snap Switch. Each 25e 

acs-C4,, 

4850 

RASCO 

25 

00 

00 
o 

This Name Plate Assort 
ment l'neket contains Nine 
Binding Post Name Plate 
as follows: one Aerial: 
one Ground: two Phones: 
one "A" Bat. -; one 
"B" Bat -1.: one "A" 

Bat -I- "B" Bat, -: 

one -1-• Bat. One 
"C" Bat. 
04994 Nine Name Plate 
Assortment  $0.20 

LUG ASSORTMENT 
SO LUGS 

5 DIFFERENT STYLES 
M. 4995 

tes* 

fe 

Th l a Lug Assortment 
'ticket contains fifty of 
he most important lugs 

for the man who "Builds 
Hs Own" as follows: lo 

lugs for 8/32: 10 for 
/32; 10 prong lugs (Rol-

m•riess) 61.12: 10 ditto 
0/32; 10 flat type 6/30. 
All lugs are tinned. 

D4995 Lug Assort-

ment  $0.22 

"RASCO" Clip Leads 
Here is something that every experimenter 

has been waiting fur impatiently. This la a 
flexible silk-covered conductor to the ends of 
which art, soldered strong brass goring chins. 

Instead of using wires to make your connec-
tions-screwing and unscrewing binding posts 

" RASCO" 
RADIO NEEDS 
ASSORTMENT 
108 PIECES 
N2. 4996 

This assortment contain 
108 pieces as follows 
36 "T" Wire Bus-Ba 
Connectors; 4 Adair e 
Bushings ( to fit '4" 
dial to :vie shaft): 
4 Separable Phone Tips: 4 
Angle Brackets; 24 Lock 
Washers: la Assorted 
Lugs, already tinned for 
easy soldering. 
04996 "RADIO NEEDS" 
Assortment  $0.48 

"RASCO" Brackets 
Here is a line of small brackets evolved especially for tho man who 

"Builds His Own." They can he used in a number of different ways-to 
(told tuning coil tubes; inductances; spider webs, etc.; to hold UP ParleIS: to 
attach various instruments to baseboards. etc. ' Itasco' brass brackets are 
stamped front heavy metal and have been designs-si to do the work right. 
They are nickel-plated and earefully finished. 

All illustrations are exactly half-sizo. Every builder needs at least :1(475 
d..i.en of these. Order them now and save money and effort. 
DI475 lirass Angie Piece, 5/16" wide x 7/16" high. Each $0.03 
01476 Brass Bracket. 44" itildt x 2 lies Mt" long. Each  .05 
01490 Brass Angie Piece, size le." N. '.'.". Each  .04 

I 01505 Brass Angle Piece. size I%" high x %" long  .05 
Doz.en lots, each style IS percent discount. 

"RASCO" "Jiffy" Jacks and 
"Jiffy" Plugs 

Again. Rasco leads with a 
small but Important radio nov-
elty. JIFFY JACKS are toc 
simplest, and most efficient 
Cord Tip Jacks ever designed. 
Stamped (roan a single piece 
of metal they grip any style 
cord tip from any make phone 
or loud speaker. The JIFFY 
JACKS take but a minimum 
of room. Ail you need do is to 
drill tun small holes ln your panel and mount 
the JIFFY JACK with screw and not furnish-
ed. No soldering necessary as the mire goes 
right on the screw. X-ray view shows how 
two of the jacks are used in conjunction with 
our Jiffy cord plug. The jacks go on in bark 
of panel, only screws show in frost. JIFFY 
JACKS take practically no room when mount-
ed and are made of best spring brass that 
sail! not wear out Hundreds of other uses for 
our JIFFY JACKS We will any $ 1.00 for 
every new use for JIFFY JACKS that is Re-
canted by us. 
JIFFY PLUGS are made of semi-hard rub-
ber into which the tips of your phones or 
loud speaker are pushed. The cheapest and 
simplest plug ever desitmed. Its small size 

and neatness made it fawns over-nicht. t-dze 
1 in. long, 1/21 in. wide and % in. thick. No 

ALL ILLUS-
TRATIONS 

SIZE 

1476 

1505 

1490 

20c 

tools required. Just wet the metal cord tins 
and push through openings. Plug ran be 
used with any standard rord tip jacit but 
best with RASCO JIFFY JACK, 
D4875-Two Jiffy Jacks with nuts and screws 
and one Jiffy Cord Plug $0.20 

D4870-One Jiffy Jack complete with nut and 
screw   0 05 

D4871-Jiffy Jacks without nuts or screws, 
two for   0 05 

D4860-Rasco Jiffy Plugs. each  0.10 

-a clip lead hooks in a jiffy onto any wire. 
any binding post or other condurtor in order 
to make a safe experimental connection. 
"RASCO" CLIP LEADS come in two 

colors, green and red, to distinguish connec-
tions. Itrass clips have powerful grip. Length 
of clip lead, one font. 
07887 RASCO CLIP LEADS. Each S0.12 
hozan lots   1.35 

SEE OUR 

2-PAGE 

AD ON 

PAGES 

894 AND 
895. 

RADIO 

NEWS 

Dealers and Jobbers 
Wtite or wire for territory that h, 

still open nn tiro sped :titles descrito- I 
on titis Pftge. These articles are whir-. 
Is advertised and you will have a de-
mand for them almost immediately. 
We shall be glad to send samples to 

responsible and rated concerns. Ad-
dress all wholesale inquiries to 

RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY 
Wholesale Department 

25A West Broadway, New York City 

RADIO SPECIALTY CO„ 9S Park Place, New York City 
Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y. Ellcridge, Md. 
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at your finer ends 
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES 1,7,,,,:`ZE';' 
3500 PAGES $1 A VOLUME 
4700 PICTURES $1 A MONTH 
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better 
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know 
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so 
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete, 
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size; 
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over. 

LEARN ALL ABOUT 
Magnetism—Induction—Experiments — Dynamos — Electric Ma-
chinery—Motors—Armatures—Armature Windings—Installing of 
Dynamos—Electrical Instrument Testing—Practical Management 
of Dynamos and Motors—Distribution Systzrns—'iring—Wiring 
Diagrams— Sign Flashers— Storage Batteries— Principles of A:teraating 
Currents and Alternators— Alternating Current Motors —Transformers — 
Converters—Rectifiers— Alternating Current Systems— Circuit Breakers — 
Measuring Instruments— Switchboards—Wiring—Power Stations—Installing 
—Telephone—Telegraph—Wireless—Bells—Lighting—Railways. Also many 
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index 
of the ten numbers. 

SHIPPED FREE 
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. Nc obligation to buy unless 
you are satisfied. Send Coupon now—today—and get this great help 
library and see if it is not worth $1C0 to you—you pay $1.00 a month for 
ten months or return it. 

SEND NO MONEY-SEND ONLY THIS COUPON 

THEO. AUDEL ofe CO., 
72 Fifth Ave., New York City 

Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS 
ELECTRICAL GUIDE ( Price $1 a number). Ship at 
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree 
to scud you $1 within seven days and to furtàer mail 
you $1 each month until paid. 

Name. 

Occupation 

1 Employed by   

1 1 Home Address   
lor 

Reference . 
r 



NOW 
ONLY 
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SAVE 

$8 

AND HAVE 

lo 

MONTHS 
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FREE 
EXAMINATION 

NO 
MONEY 

IN 
ADVANCE 

SEND 
YOUR 
COUPON 
NOW 

Go after the 
big-pay job! 

"Know electricity as experts know it 
and get an expert's pay", 

ON'T be satisfied to worry along in little jobs with little pay. Master the 
finer points of electrical practice and bring the big pay job within your 
reach. Croft will show you how. Through his famous books he will teach 

yu:i electricity as experts know it and put you in line for an expert's pay. The 
Croft hooks take you out of the crowd and fit you for more responsible posi-
tions—they give you a short cut to SUCCESS in the electrical field. Forty 
thousand men are using these books to step ahead—WHY NOT YOU? 

The Croft Library of Practical Electricity 
A Combined Home Study Course and Reference Library 

8 volumes — 3000 pages — 2100 illustrations — flexible Keratol binding 

NO method of teaching electricity offers a quicker, 
surer way to success than the Croft books. 

Starting right in with the ABC's ot modern 
electrical practice. Croft takes you through his books in 
easy steps. He ieve.s you the secrets of nieces: in elec-
tricity in plain word:, figures .•ind illustration:. Noth-
ing is left to the ',wag:Marion—there is no guesswork. 

Thos. A. Edison said: "Croft's method of eaplaining 
by analogy with things everyone knows, and the simple 
illustrations, make his work one of the best that I have 
yet seen." 

Croft teaches you electrical practice complcce—ins!de 
and outside work --central stations and the whole sub-
ject. He takes you in quick, easy steps from the 
simplest principles to the complete and eninomieal 
operation of a great central station. 

He tells you things you need to know about motors, 
genera.tors, armatures, commutators, transformers, cir-
cuits. currents, switchboards, distribution systems— 
electriral machinery of every type, installation, opera-
tion and repair—wiring for light and power how to do 
it mechanically perfect. in accordaoce with the National 
Electrical Code—wiring of finished buildings—under-
writers' and municipal requirrenents—how to do a 
complete job, from estimating it to completion— illu-
mination in its every phase— the latest and most im-
proved methods of lighting—lamps and lighting effects, 
ete. 
The Croft Library is the last word in practical elec-

trical education. No man who wishes to achieve success 
in the electrical field can afford to be without it. 

The Sure Way to Bigger Pay 
Big salaries are paid in the electrical field for expert knowledge. The man who knows electricity in all its 

many phases- the man who has completely mastered the subject from A to Z- -min pick his own job and name his 
own salary. The unly way yot, can earn more is to learn more. Smal: knowledge means small pay. Learn the 
Way to bigger pay. Become an expert. 

Practical Electricity Taught By An Expert 
Croft has had an almust sensational climb. 

various stag, s of wireman, draftsman. etc., until 
great electrical manufacturing com-
panies Now hi. hmels Ids own consult-
ing company with a large and success-
ful practice, and his name is known in 
every corner of thc electrical world. 

Croft gives yin. rly tht boiled-down 
records of every-day electrical pmetie 
His knowledge of electricity has been 
obtained through actual shirt-sleere 
practice, and because he knows your 
problems he is able to tell 3.ou in clear, 
understandable language the best way 
to solve them. 

Free TrialThe Proof of all we 
have said is in tie 

books themselves, and it costs you 
N-O-T-H-I-N-C te exam:ne Plern. The-v 
are no charges of an:, kind to pay. \ye 
pay everything. We send the books to 
you for 10 days' examination and kt 
you be the sole judge as to their value. 

Easy Paym e..sAbout seven cents 
a day for a slang 

time pays for these pay- i's sing books. 
The special ion price ot $ 19.50 is 
spread out st> that You can mate 
small. convenient payments—and g,t 
the good out of the hooks right away. 
If you decide tu take this sure road 
to promotion. yon steed send only 
in ten days and pay the baianee at the 
rate of $2.00 a month. You do not 
have to send any money to see the 
books. 

Just Send the Coupon 
Your set is packed, ready for ship-

ment to you. The minute we receive 
your shipping instructions we will for-
ward the books to you, 1111 rharges pre-
paid. Just fill it: and mail the coupon. 
No money necessary. 

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, 'Inc. 
370 Scventh Ave.. New York 

'..!8?.;RY 

Ï.4(TIC:g. 
ac1111.17Y 

Penal. 

trJEJOIE3 

PA7IER 

Beginning as an apprentice lineman, he went through the 
he attained the position of electrical eng:neer with one of the 

torroan 
mo_r I 
Sieur 

Name 

Home 

/ FREE 
e Examination 

Coupon 
McGraw-Hill 

Book co.. Inc., 
370 Seventh Ave.. 

New York 

Gentlemen :—Send me the 
e LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL 

EI.ECTRICITY (shipping 
charges prepaid), for 10 days' 

free examination. If satisfac-
tory, I will semi $ 1.50 in ten days 

and $2 per month until the special 
price of $ 19.50 has been paid. If not 

wanted. I will write you for return 
shipping instructions. ( Write plainly 
and fill in all lines.) 

Address   

City and State 

Employed by   

Occupation   
EXP. 12-1-24 


